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Preface

About This Guide
This guide describes the various operations that you can perform on the 
RSA® Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) system. It is intended for website 
designers, database administrators, system administrators, and other trusted personnel. 
Do not make this guide available to the general user population.

RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) Documentation
For more information about RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) 7.3, see the 
following documentation:

API Reference Guide. Describes RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) 
Web Services API methods and parameters. This guide also describes how to 
build your own Web Services clients and applications using Web Services API to 
integrate and utilize the capabilities of Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise).
Authentication Plug-In Developer’s Guide. Describes the Authentication Plug-In 
development process that enables external authentication providers to integrate 
their products with RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise).
Back Office User’s Guide. Provides an overview of the following Back Office 
applications: Policy Management, Case Management, Access Management, 
Customer Service Administration, and the Report Viewer. 
Installation and Upgrade Guide. Describes detailed procedures on how to install, 
upgrade, and configure RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise).
Integration Guide. Describes how to integrate and deploy RSA Adaptive 
Authentication (On-Premise).
Operations Guide. Provides information on how to administer and operate 
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise). This guide also describes how to 
configure Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) within the Configuration 
Framework.
Performance Guide. Provides information about performance testing and 
performance test results for the current release version of RSA Adaptive 
Authentication (On-Premise).
Product Overview Guide. Provides a high-level overview of RSA Adaptive 
Authentication (On-Premise), including system architecture.
Release Notes. Provides information about what is new and changed in this 
release, as well as workarounds for known issues. It also includes the supported 
platforms and work environments for platform certifications. 
Security Best Practices Guide. Provides recommendations for configuring your 
network and RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) securely.
 Preface 11
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Workflows and Processes Guide. Describes the workflows and processes that 
allow end users to interact with your system and that allow your system to interact 
with RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise).

Support and Service

RSA SecurCare Online offers a knowledgebase that contains answers to common 
questions and solutions to known problems. It also offers information on new releases, 
important technical news, and software downloads.
The RSA Ready Community provides information about third-party hardware and 
software products that have been certified to work with RSA products. The 
community includes RSA Ready Implementation Guides with step-by-step 
instructions and other information about interoperation of RSA products with these 
third-party products.

Before You Call Customer Support
Make sure that you have direct access to the computer running the Adaptive 
Authentication (On-Premise) software.
Please have the following information available when you call:
 Your RSA Customer/License ID
 Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) software version number
 The make and model of the machine on which the problem occurs
 The name and version of the operating system under which the problem occurs

RSA SecurCare Online https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com

Customer Support Information www.emc.com/support/rsa/index.htm

RSA Ready Community https://community.emc.com/community/connect/rsax
change/rsa-ready
12  Preface
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1 Administration Console
• Overview of the Administration Console
• Application Parameters
• Authentication Methods Parameters
• Best Practices for Challenge Questions
• Back Office Applications Parameters
• Billing Parameters
• Database Maintenance Tasks
• Device Management Parameters
• RSA eFraudNetwork Agent Parameters
• External Data Providers Parameters
• Monitoring and Alerts Parameters
• Risk Engine Parameters 
• Scheduled Tasks
• Security Settings
• Localize the Administration Console
• Administration Console Log Files

Overview of the Administration Console
You can use the Administration Console to manage system configuration parameters 
according to your RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) implementation, 
business requirements, and system setup.
The Administration Console provides the following capabilities:

Control configurations. Common configurations have moved to the database and 
are controlled by the user interface in the Administration Console. For 
information on configuration files that have not moved to the Administration 
Console, see Appendix F, “List of Configuration Files.”
Stage and publish configuration changes. An administrator can edit the system 
configurations in the Administration Console without publishing the changes 
made. Administrators can then review the changes on the summary page and 
choose to publish the changes seamlessly, without the need to restart the 
application servers.
1: Administration Console 13
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Export and import. You can export the configuration from the Administration 
Console along with an MD5 file and later import the configuration to the right 
environment.
Indications of edited and inherited configurations. The edit icon located next to 
the parameter fields on the Administration Console indicates that the values of the 
configuration parameters have been changed and saved, but have not yet been 
published. Parameters that are inherited from a parent organization are marked in 
italics.

Using the Administration Console, you can change, import, and export configuration 
parameters. The Administration Console differs from the ConfigTool in that you use 
the ConfigTool to load and unload the configuration files to and from the database.
The Administration Console lists the components that you can configure in the left 
pane. When you click a component in the left pane, the corresponding parameters that 
you can configure for that component are displayed in the right pane. 
The following figure shows an example of a component managed in the 
Administration Console.

You can see a description for each field if you place the cursor over the question mark 
icon.
The Import, Export, Publish, and Undo All Changes buttons are displayed only if 
you log on as a user with administrative privileges to the default organization.

Note: All sensitive data is encrypted in the Administration Console and in the 
database.
14 1: Administration Console
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Configuration Flow in the Administration Console

Note: The parameters that you configure are only saved and not published until you 
click Publish to publish the configuration changes. The runtime operations are not 
affected until the parameters are published.

The basic configuration flow in the Administration Console is as follows:
1. Log on to the Administration Console.
2. Click Administration.
3. In the left pane of the Console, click the component that you want to configure.
4. Edit the parameters of the component.

Note: You can edit only the organization-sensitive parameters that are related to 
your organization or group. Only the administrator of the default group can edit 
organization-insensitive parameters.

5. After you edit the parameters, you can either save your changes or cancel the 
changes made. If you saved your changes, you can do one of the following:
• Publish the saved changes by clicking Publish.

Note: Only the administrator of the default group can publish the changes.

• Cancel all changes by clicking Undo All Changes.

Log On to the Administration Console

Before You Begin

Only an active user can log on to the system. For information about access, see the 
Back Office User’s Guide.

To log on to the Administration Console:

1. Go to http://servername:port/backoffice.
2. On the Login page, enter your user name and password, and click Login.
3. From the Organization menu, select the organization that you want to view.

If the selected organization has groups, a Group menu is displayed. From the 
Group menu, select the group level that you want to view.
1: Administration Console 15
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Organization-Sensitive Parameters
Most Administration Console parameters are organization sensitive. If you select an 
organization other than the Default organization, any value that you enter in an 
organization-sensitive parameter is applied only to the organization that you selected 
and its child-organizations as follows: 
If a child-organization does not have a prior value to an organization sensitive 
parameter, it inherits the parameter value from the first parent organization, according 
to the organizational structure, that does have a value for this parameter.
For example, an organizational structure is Organization A-> Organization B-> 
Organization C. When Organization C has no prior value for an organization sensitive 
parameter, Organization C inherits the value from Organization A if its direct 
parent-organization Organization B has no value for that parameter. This is also true 
for the organizational structure of the Default organization.
Some Administration Console parameters are not organization sensitive. If you select 
an organization other than the Default organization, the parameter is not available and 
you cannot enter values specific for that organization.
This type of parameter is available only when you select the Default organization. You 
may enter values to parameters that are not organization sensitive only when the 
Default organization is selected. Editing such parameters will impact all 
organizations.
See each Administration Console component section in this chapter for information 
about whether or not a parameter is organization sensitive.

Import Configuration Parameters
You can use the Administration Console to import a previously exported configuration 
from a file. The import operation updates the relevant configuration parameters in the 
database after validating the integrity of the input file using the MD5 file created 
during the export process. For more information, see “Export Configuration 
Parameters.”
After the file is successfully imported, the imported values are considered the most 
current values and are available to the application after 15 minutes. The data is 
published after you import it. 

Note: When you import the configuration parameters, the Administration Console 
will not revert back to any default values that were changed since the last export. 
Exporting only saves parameter values that were changed from the default values. 
Default values are not saved during export.

To import database configuration parameters:

1. “Log On to the Administration Console.”
2. Click Administration.
3. Click Import.
16 1: Administration Console
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4. In the Import File Name field, enter the full path and filename that you want to 
import. 

Note: For security reasons, the file is imported from the server and not from your 
local machine. This reduces the risk of unauthorized users accessing the file. 

5. Click Continue Import.
A confirmation message is displayed saying that the import operation will discard 
all unpublished data. 

6. Do one of the following:
• Click Yes to import the file to the database.
• Click No to cancel the import operation without affecting the current and 

edited parameter values.

Error Messages for Importing Configuration Parameters
If the import fails, one of the following error messages displays:
• “Parameter file name is empty or not provided”: This message is displayed when 

the import directory is not set.
• “Import operation failed”: This message is displayed when the import operation 

fails for any other reason, the most common being a missing or corrupted MD5 
file. 

• “The path is not valid or it does not exist”: This message is displayed when you 
provide an invalid path, such as only the path, only the filename, or a path that 
does not exist.

Export Configuration Parameters
You can use the Administration Console to export configuration parameters to XML 
for importing later. You can use this feature to copy a tested configuration to the 
production environment. To help ensure data integrity, each export file has a related 
MD5 file. During the import process, this MD5 file is checked against the 
corresponding MD5 file of the imported file.

Note: Exporting will only save parameter values that were changed from the default 
values. Default values are not saved during export. If, after exporting, you changed a 
default value, the Administration Console will not revert back to the default value 
when you subsequently import the configuration parameters. 

To export configuration parameters:

1. Log on to the Administration Console.
2. Click Administration.
3. Click Export.
4. In the Export Directory field, enter the path to the export directory.
5. Click Continue Export.
1: Administration Console 17
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After you export the configuration parameters, the following files exist in the 
directory that you specified:
• aaopConfigurationExportFileyyyyMMddHHmmss.xml, which contains all of 

the exported parameters and their corresponding values. Only parameters in the 
current configuration are exported.

• aaopConfigurationExportFileyyyyMMddHHmmss.xml.MD5, which contains 
the MD5 generated message for the content of the exported file. This file is 
required to help insure data integrity.

If the export fails, one of the following error messages is displayed:
• “Parameter file name is empty or not provided”: This message is displayed when 

the export directory is not set.
• “The path is not valid or it does not exist”: This message is displayed when you 

provide an invalid path.

Publish the Configuration Changes
When you click Publish in the Administration Console, you get a list of the 
configuration items that have changed, including the new and current values. Review 
the changes made and click Publish again to publish the changes, or click Back to 
return to the home page. You can also cancel changes to specific components by 
clicking Remove in the Actions column of that component. This will only discard the 
changes made to the parameter in the selected row.

Note: For security purposes, asterisks are displayed in sensitive fields instead of text.

Application Parameters
The following table describes the application parameters that you can configure using 
the Administration Console.

Important: None of the application parameters are organization sensitive.

Parameter Description

Maximum Component Execution 
Elapsed Time (ms)

The execution time, in milliseconds, that the system is 
allowed to spend on a component. If the elapsed time is 
greater than this number, a warning message is logged. 
This parameter is used for benchmarking and 
performance analysis.

Maximum Response Time (ms) The response time, in milliseconds, of the system. If the 
elapsed time is greater than this number, a warning 
message is logged. This parameter is used for 
benchmarking and performance analysis.

Key Life Time (days) The key rotation interval in days.
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ID Masking A Boolean value that indicates whether end user names 
used in the forensic log files are one-way hashed. You 
must select the checkbox for an end-user name to be 
hashed within the logs.

Note: End-user names are always printed to the log. This 
parameter does not control the settings for masked user 
lists.

Enable Pretty Print A Boolean value that indicates whether to log SOAP 
Request and Response messages in a structured 
(indented) format instead of displaying on a single line. 

Data Validation Required A Boolean value that indicates whether to validate the 
request object to verify that all required elements are 
present.

List ID Masking A Boolean value that indicates whether an end-user 
name in the User ID list is a one-way hashed version of 
the User ID sent in the Web Service SOAP calls. 
You must select the checkbox for end-user names to be 
recognized as hashed within the User ID list managed in 
the Policy Management application. However, selecting 
the checkbox does not automatically hash the values. If 
you select the checkbox, you need to manually enter 
hashed values in the list. If you clear this checkbox, you 
need to manually enter plaintext values in the list. You 
must manually reenter the appropriate values each time 
you select or clear the checkbox. For more information, 
see the chapter “Managing Policies” in the Back Office 
User’s Guide.

Enable User Status Updates 
During Notify

A Boolean value that indicates whether to change the 
end-user status from UNLOCKED to VERIFIED during 
a Notify call with a valid answer. The default value is 
true.

Note: This parameter is supported only for backward 
compatibility in Adaptive Authentication 5.7.x versions.

Enable User Status Updates 
During Create

A Boolean value that indicates whether to change the 
end-user status during a Create call via the Application 
rules. The default value is false.

Parameter Description
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Authentication Methods Parameters
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) supports extra authentication methods 
that can be used in addition to standard logon credentials. These additional methods 
include one-time password (OTP), challenge questions, out-of-band phone, 
knowledge-based authentication (KBA), out-of-band SMS, and out-of-band email.
For more information about out-of-band phone, KBA, and out-of-band SMS setup, 
contact your RSA Account Representative.
You can change the encryption of any of the system-installed or user-installed 
Authentication Plug-ins in the Adaptive Authentication system. The default value for 
KBA and SMS encryption is true.

Note: The encryption value of out-of-band SMS and KBA must correspond with the 
encryption value in Adaptive Authentication. For example, if you disable encryption, 
you must also change the configuration file values for KBA and SMS encryption to 
false.

Some of the Authentication Methods parameters are used for the implementation of 
the authentication method time-out configuration enhancement capability for the 
authentication methods. The authentication sessions, managed by these added 
parameters, are started by Adaptive Authentication when a challenge scenario is 
deemed warranted by your application.

Enable Mobile Channel A Boolean value that indicates whether to allow 
collection of mobile geolocation information for 
authentication purposes. The default value is false.
Select this parameter if you use a mobile application or a 
browser on your mobile device to perform online 
transactions and you have RSA mobile channel 
protection.

Note: If you receive mobile transactions when this 
option is not selected, an alert is sent to the alarm log 
indicating that the mobile channel is not enabled.

Enable RDP Trojan Protection A Boolean value that indicates whether to enable the 
RDP Trojan Protection feature. The default value is 
false.

Parameter Description
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The following table describes the authentication method parameters that you can 
configure using the Administration Console.

Important: The authentication methods component is made up of a mix of 
organization-sensitive parameters and parameters that are not organization sensitive. 

Section Parameter Description Organization 
Sensitive

General Maximum User Failure Count Maximum number of attempts. Y

Count Abandoned Challenges 
as Failures

A Boolean value that determines whether 
abandoned challenges are considered 
challenge failures. If selected, abandoned 
challenges are counted towards end-user 
lockout. The default value is true.

Important: RSA recommends retaining the 
default setting.

Y

Out-of-Band Token Length The length of the out-of-band (OOB) token. 
The default value is six.

Y

Use Health Checks A Boolean value that determines whether 
Adaptive Authentication sends periodic 
keepalive messages to the Authentify 
service to verify that the connection to the 
service is active. The default value is true.
If you clear this parameter, Adaptive 
Authentication assumes that the OOB phone 
system is active. 

N

Proxy Host The URL for the proxy, if used. 

Important: This parameter also impacts the 
proxy settings for the RSA 
eFraudNetworkTM service. To enable use of 
a proxy server, select the Use HTTP Proxy 
parameter in the eFraudNetwork component.

N

Proxy Port The port for the proxy, if used. The default 
value is 80. 

Important: This parameter also impacts the 
proxy settings for the eFraudNetwork 
service. To enable use of a proxy server, 
select the Use HTTP Proxy parameter in the 
eFraudNetwork component.

N
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Proxy User Name User name for the proxy, if used. 

Important: This parameter also impacts the 
proxy settings for the eFraudNetwork 
service. To enable use of a proxy server, 
select the Use HTTP Proxy parameter in the 
eFraudNetwork component.

N

Proxy Password Password for the proxy, if used.

Important: This parameter also impacts the 
proxy settings for the eFraudNetwork 
service. To enable use of a proxy server, 
select the Use HTTP Proxy parameter in the 
eFraudNetwork component.

N

Section Parameter Description Organization 
Sensitive
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Authentication Methods List of authentication methods available for 
use in Policy Management. 
The default values are:
• KBA
• OOBEMAIL
• OOBPHONE
• OOBSMS
• OTP
• QUESTION
• OOBBIOMETRICS
• OTPMOBILEAPP
• TRXSIGN
You can add external, client-managed 
authentication methods to this list. For more 
information, see the Authentication Plug-in 
Developer’s Guide.
A method name cannot exceed 24 
characters. You can only use alphanumeric 
characters. Each value is separated by the 
ENTER key. 

Important: Be careful when entering values, 
as the action is not triggered if the method 
name is misspelled. The values are case 
sensitive. If you delete a method that is 
currently being used in rules, any rules with 
this action are still triggered, but you cannot 
assign the deleted method to new rules. To 
completely delete an authentication method, 
you must remove the method from the 
configuration files.

Y

Section Parameter Description Organization 
Sensitive
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Alternative Action Type If the result of your SOAP request is to 
challenge the end user, but there is not 
enough information to perform the 
challenge, the system sets an alternate 
action.
The end user receives notification in the 
response that he or she has been challenged, 
but the system handles this procedure 
according to the alternate action. 
The possible values are:
• REVIEW
• ALLOW
• DENY
The Alternative Action Type parameter 
value is an internal action. The system 
processes it as REVIEW, but the response 
includes CHALLENGE with error type 
1452. The calling application must check for 
reasonCode 1452 in the analyze response.

N

Maximum Open Sessions per 
User

The maximum number of sessions an end 
user can open and maintain simultaneously. 
The default is -1. This allows for unlimited 
open sessions per end user.

Important: The parameter default value 
allows for backward compatibility.

If your organization is implementing the 
authentication method time-out 
configuration enhancement, RSA strongly 
recommends to set this parameter to five 
open sessions per end user.

Y

OOB Challenge Live Time The maximum time in minutes that an end 
user is allowed to respond to the 
authentication method until the notification 
expires. The default is 10.

N

Secret 
Questions

Question - Attempts per 
Question

Maximum number of tries that an end user 
can attempt to answer a particular challenge 
question. After this threshold is reached, the 
end user is asked a different question or is 
rejected. This is an optional parameter with 
a default value of one.

Y

Section Parameter Description Organization 
Sensitive
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Question - Maximum Selected 
Questions

Maximum number of questions that an end 
user can select.

Y

Question - Clear Failure Count 
After Authentication

Clears the question failure count when the 
end user answers the challenge question 
correctly.
If the parameter is selected (true) and the 
end user successfully passes authentication, 
the general failure count and the question 
failure count are both reset to zero.
If the parameter is not selected (false) and 
the end user successfully passes 
authentication, the general failure count is 
reset to zero while the question failure count 
remains unchanged.

Y

Question - Sequential 
Question

Determines whether to present challenge 
questions sequentially or randomly.

Y

Question - Acceptable Match 
Count

Determines how many questions the end 
user must answer correctly when the system 
presents multiple questions. For example, if 
the system presents three questions and 
acceptableMatchCount=2, the end user must 
answer two out of three questions correctly 
so that Adaptive Authentication can return a 
successful challenge response.

Y

Question - Acceptable Match 
Score

Defines the acceptable score when 
performing fuzzy logic.

Y

Question - Rotate In Success 
Authentication

Determines whether to present a new 
question to the end user the next time the 
end user is challenged, if the end user has 
answered the previous question correctly.

Y

Question - Client Managed A Boolean value that determines whether 
the customer or Adaptive Authentication 
handles the authentication.
If you have your own challenge question 
mechanism and maintain your own 
challenge questions information, set this 
value to true.

Y

Question - Auth Level The weight of the challenge question 
authentication method in the Risk Engine 
calculations. The default value is 750.

N

Section Parameter Description Organization 
Sensitive
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Question - Default Session 
Time-out (seconds)

The available time in seconds allowed for 
response to the secret questions before the 
authentication session expires. The default 
value is 600 seconds.

Y

Question - Fraud Notification 
Before Session Time-out

A Boolean value that determines whether or 
not to notify the Risk Engine of events that 
are suspected fraud. If false, notification is 
delayed until the secret question 
authentication session expires. The default 
is true.

Y

Out-Of-Band 
E-mail

E-mail - SMTP Host name The mail server host. Y

E-mail - SMTP Port number The mail server port number. The default 
value is 25.

Y

E-mail - SMTP User name The user name for the account on the mail 
server.

Y

E-mail - SMTP Password The password for the account on the mail 
server.

Y

E-mail - Enable SMTP Debug 
Mode

Initializes the per session debugging flag. 
The default value is true.

Y

E-mail - Enable SMTP 
Authentication

If true, attempts to authenticate the end user 
using the AUTH command. The default 
value is true.

Y

E-mail - Sender Name The name listed in the FROM field when the 
email is sent. The default value is the 
organization name.

Y

E-mail - Sender Address The email address in the FROM field when 
the mail is sent. The default value is 
thefi@fidomain.com.

Y

E-mail - Subject The subject of the email being sent. The 
default value is the organization subject. 

Y

Section Parameter Description Organization 
Sensitive
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E-mail - User Phrase in Email The user phrase that appears in the email 
logo.

Y

E-mail - CSS File The filename of the CSS that you use for 
your HTML template.

Y

E-mail - Logo File The file containing the logo that you use for 
your HTML template.

Y

E-mail - Client Managed A Boolean value that determines whether 
the customer or Adaptive Authentication 
handles the authentication.
If you have your own challenge email 
mechanism and maintain your own 
challenge email information, set this value 
to true.

Y

E-mail - Auth Level The weight of the out-of-band email 
authentication method in the Risk Engine 
calculations. The default value is 800.

N

E-mail - Default Session 
Time-out (seconds)

The available time in seconds allowed for 
response to the out-of-band email before the 
authentication session expires. The default 
value is 600 seconds. 

Y

E-mail - Fraud Notification 
Before Session Time-out

A Boolean value that determines whether or 
not to notify the Risk Engine of events that 
are suspected fraud. If false, notification is 
delayed until the out-of-band email 
authentication session expires. The default 
is true.

Y

Out-Of-Band 
Phone

Phone - Authentication 
Plug-In Voice URL

Authentify provider URL. The default value 
is 
https://alpha.authentify.com/s2s/default.asp.

N

Phone - Default Connection 
Timeout (ms)

The time in milliseconds when a time-out 
occurs while establishing a connection. The 
default value is 10000. 

N

Phone - Default Socket 
Timeout (ms)

The time in milliseconds that the system 
waits for a response. The default value is 
15000. 

N

Phone - Use a Trust Store 
Resource

Indicates whether running with a trust store 
resource. The default value is false. 

N

Section Parameter Description Organization 
Sensitive
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Phone - Trust Store File Name Path to the trust store file. The default value 
is /certificates/MyTrustStore.ks. 

N

Phone - Trust Store File 
Password

Password to the trust store file. N

Phone - Maximum 
Connections per Host

The maximum number of concurrent 
connections that the host can create to the 
out-of-band phone service. 

N

Phone - Call Received From The person from whom the call is made. Y

Phone -Client Managed A Boolean value that determines whether 
the customer or Adaptive Authentication 
handles the authentication.
If you have your own challenge phone 
mechanism and maintain your own 
challenge phone information, set this value 
to true.

Y

Phone - Auth Level The weight of the out-of-band phone 
authentication method in the Risk Engine 
calculations. The default value is 850.

N

Phone - Use HTTP Proxy Select this checkbox to direct out-of-band 
traffic through the proxy that you defined in 
the General section.

N

Phone - Use Constant Account 
For Authentify

A Boolean value that determines whether or 
not the application retrieves your account 
identification for Authentify from the 
configuration file of the Default 
organization.
• When selected (true), your account 

identification is retrieved only from the 
configuration file of the Default 
organization, 
c-authentify-requestResource.auth.

• When not selected (false), your account 
identification is taken from the 
configuration file of the selected 
organization, unless the identification is 
null.
If the identification is null, your account 
identification is taken from the 
configuration file of the Default 
organization.

Y

Section Parameter Description Organization 
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Phone - Default Session 
Time-out (seconds)

The available time in seconds allowed for 
response to the out-of-band phone call 
before the authentication session 
expires.The default value is 600 seconds. 

Y

Phone - Fraud Notification 
Before Session Time-out

A Boolean value that determines whether or 
not to notify the Risk Engine of events that 
are suspected fraud. If false, notification is 
delayed until the out-of-band phone 
authentication session expires. The default 
is true.

Y

Knowledge 
based 
Authentication 
(KBA)

KBA - Region The area in which you are applying 
knowledge-based authentication (KBA). 
Valid values are:
• GB - Great Britain
• US - United States

N

KBA - Mode The transaction mode for verifications 
performed through the KBA module. Valid 
values are:
• Testing
• Simulated
• Pilot
• Live

N

KBA - Account The account name. N

KBA - Rule Set A collection of rules that govern many 
aspects of the KBA behavior. For example, 
a parameter set defines the types of 
authentication questions that are asked and 
how those questions are scored. An example 
of a valid value is customer.kba.ruleset.

N

KBA - Service URL The target URL to which the proxy traffic is 
directed. 

N

KBA - Service User Name The user name to access the KBA service. N

KBA - Service Password The password to access the KBA service. N

KBA - Maximum Connections 
per Host

The number of concurrent connections that 
a host can create to the KBA service. 

N

KBA - Auth Level The weight of the KBA method in the Risk 
Engine calculations. The default value is 
650.

N

Section Parameter Description Organization 
Sensitive
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KBA - Use HTTP Proxy Select this checkbox to direct out-of-band 
traffic through the proxy that you defined in 
the General section.

N

KBA - Default Session 
Time-out (seconds)

The available time in seconds allowed for 
response to the knowledge-based 
authentication (KBA) before the 
authentication session expires. The default 
value is 600 seconds.

N

KBA - Fraud Notification 
Before Session Time-out

A Boolean value that determines whether or 
not to notify the Risk Engine of events that 
are suspected fraud. If false, notification is 
delayed until the KBA authentication 
session expires. The default is true.

N

Out-of-Band 
SMS

SMS - Service URL The URL of the out-of-band SMS service. N

SMS - Customer ID The customer ID to access the out-of-band 
SMS service.

Y

SMS - Account ID The account ID to access the out-of-band 
SMS service.

Y

SMS - Service License Key The license key to access the out-of-band 
SMS service.

Y

SMS - Template Default 
Language

The language in which the SMS message 
appears.

Y

SMS - OTP Allowed Symbols The symbols supported within the one-time 
password (OTP) string. You can choose 
only numbers, only letters, or both.

Note: If you have concerns about possible 
use of profanity in the OTP string, RSA 
recommends that you select only numbers.

Y

SMS - OTP Token Length Token size of the OTP string. Y

SMS - Maximum Connections 
per Host

The maximum number of concurrent 
connections that a host can create to the 
out-of-band SMS service. 

N

Section Parameter Description Organization 
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SMS - Client Managed A Boolean value that determines whether 
your application or Adaptive Authentication 
handles the authentication. If you already 
have an out-of-band SMS mechanism and 
maintain the relevant information, set this 
value to true. The default is false.

Y

SMS - Auth Level The weight of the out-of-band SMS 
authentication method in the Risk Engine 
calculations. The default value is 850.

N

SMS - Use HTTP Proxy Select this checkbox to direct out-of-band 
traffic through the proxy that you defined in 
the General section.

N

SMS - Template Path The location where you store the SMS 
message template files.
By default, the system works with the 
following template files. 
• <path>sms_message_text_default_<default

_lang>.template
• <path>sms_message_text_default_<default

_lang>.properties
Both files must exist in the provided path.

Important: The pathname that you define 
must end with a backslash (\).

Y

SMS - Default Session 
Time-out (seconds)

The available time in seconds allowed for 
response to the out-of-band SMS before the 
authentication session expires. The default 
value is 600 seconds. 

Y

SMS - Fraud Notification 
Before Session Time-out

A Boolean value that determines whether or 
not to notify the Risk Engine of events that 
are suspected fraud. If false, notification is 
delayed until the out-of-band SMS 
authentication session expires. The default 
is true.

Y

Azure 
Configuration

Azure - Service URL Service URL to push notifications.
Contact RSA Customer Support to receive 
the value for this parameter.

Section Parameter Description Organization 
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Azure - Application Key Application Key is needed to access Azure 
Mobile Services. 
Contact RSA Customer Support to receive 
the value for this parameter.

Azure - Notification Hub 
Name

The name of the push notification hub used 
for push notifications for this organization.
Contact RSA Customer Support to receive 
the value for this parameter.

Y

Azure - Notification Hub Key The key that allows notifications to be 
pushed to end users who are associated with 
this organization.
Contact RSA Customer Support to receive 
the value for this parameter.

Y

Out-of-Band 
Biometrics

Biometrics - Client Managed A Boolean value that determines whether 
your application or Adaptive Authentication 
handles the authentication. If you already 
have an out-of-band biometric mechanism 
and maintain the relevant information, set 
this value to true. The default is false.

Y

Biometrics - Auth Level The weight of the OOB biometric 
authentication method in the Risk Engine 
calculation. The default value is 860.

Biometrics - Default Session 
Time-out (seconds)

The available time in seconds allowed for 
response to the OOB biometric challenge 
before the authentication session expires. 
The default is 600 seconds.

Y

One Time 
Password 
Mobile App

OTP Mobile App - Allowed 
Symbols

The symbols allowed in the one-time 
password. Options are numbers, letters, and 
numbers_and_letters. The default is 
numbers_and_letters. 

Y

OTP Mobile App - Token 
Length

The length of the one-time password. The 
default is 6.

Y

OTP Mobile App - Client 
Managed

A Boolean value that determines whether 
your application or Adaptive Authentication 
handles the authentication. If you already 
have a one-time password mobile app 
mechanism and maintain the relevant 
information, set this value to true. The 
default is false.

N
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OTP Mobile App - Auth Level The weight of the one-time password 
mobile app authentication method in the 
Risk Engine calculation. The default value 
is 850.

N

OTP Mobile App - Default 
Session Time-out (seconds)

The available time in seconds allowed for 
response to the one-time password mobile 
app challenge before the authentication 
session expires. The default is 600 seconds.

Y

Transaction 
Signing1

TrxSign - Use Azure 
Configuration

Select this checkbox to directly deliver the 
notification payload to the end user’s mobile 
device via Azure.

N

TrxSign - Signing Mode If Online is selected, the payment details are 
pushed to the end user’s mobile device so 
that the end user can view and confirm the 
details from the mobile app of your 
organization.
If Offline is selected, the end user must open 
the offline signature generation utility 
embedded within the customer’s mobile 
application, enter the payment details, and 
generate the signature.

N

TrxSign - Set Fallback as 
Offline

Available only if signing mode is Online. 
Select this checkbox to enable the offline 
mode as a fallback option if the payment 
details are not delivered to the end user’s 
mobile device in a timely manner, as 
configured in your application.

N

TrxSign - Offline Signature 
Length

Length of the offline signature. The default 
is 8.

N

TrxSign - Client Managed A Boolean value that determines whether 
your application or Adaptive Authentication 
handles the authentication. If you already 
have a transaction signing mechanism and 
maintain the relevant information, set this 
value to true. The default is false.

N

TrxSign - Auth Level Online 
Mode

The weight of the transaction signing 
authentication method in online mode in the 
Risk Engine calculation. The default value 
is 910. 

N
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TrxSign - Auth Level Online 
Mode with Biometrics

The weight of the transaction signing 
authentication method in online mode with 
biometrics in the Risk Engine calculation. 
The default value is 990. 

N

TrxSign - Auth Level Offline 
Mode

The weight of the transaction signing 
authentication method in offline mode in the 
Risk Engine calculation. The default value 
is 900. 

N

TrxSign - Auth Level Offline 
Mode with Biometrics

The weight of the transaction signing 
authentication method in offline mode with 
biometrics in the Risk Engine calculation. 
The default value is 955. 

N

TrxSign - Default Session 
Time-out (seconds)

The available time in seconds allowed for 
response to the transaction signing 
challenge before the authentication session 
expires. The default is 600 seconds.

N

Transaction 
Signing - End 
User Device - 
Online

You can update the properties of the 
transaction signing fields for the online 
mode from this table.
You can use the Reorder Fields option to 
change the display order of the fields on the 
end user’s mobile device.
You can enable the Required property for 
fields that should be mandatorily displayed 
on the end user’s mobile device. The server 
rejects the transaction signing challenge 
request if the values are not sent for the 
fields with the Required property set to 
true.
You can use the End User to Complete 
option to prompt the end user to enter the 
value for a field before approving the 
transaction.
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Encryption Prerequisite for the Transaction Signing Authentication Method
If you are using the transaction signing authentication method, you must set up keys 
for encryption before the first transaction signing request is sent to Adaptive 
Authentication. For instructions, see “Rotate the Master Seed” on page 180.

Best Practices for Challenge Questions
Through experience at multiple deployments, RSA has evolved best practices related 
to challenge questions. These best practices are designed to help you choose a set of 
questions and evolve a policy that provides effective security while minimizing 
response failures.
This section contains the following topics:
• Challenge Questions for Individual Online Users
• Challenge Questions for Business Accounts
• Presentation of Questions
• Fuzzy Logic Comparators for Challenge Questions

Challenge Questions for Individual Online Users
You must consider the following factors when setting up a challenge question system:
• Choice of questions
• Number of questions
• Number of retries per question

Transaction 
Signing - End 
User Device - 
Offline

You can update the properties of the 
transaction signing fields for the offline 
mode from this table.
Only fields that have the Required property 
set to true are considered for signature 
generation.

Note: The system requires that the 
AMOUNT field is displayed on the offline 
screen, therefore this field is automatically 
set to True and cannot be disabled.

1See Encryption Prerequisite for the Transaction Signing Authentication Method.
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Selecting Questions
Choosing a good set of challenge questions is an important first step. A good 
challenge question provides both security and usability.

Security 
For strong security, you should design questions such that an attacker would have 
difficulty guessing or obtaining a user's answer. The answer should be difficult for an 
attacker to predict or discover, and should not be confidential.

High entropy. Entropy indicates the amount of uncertainty about the content of 
the answer to the question. Questions should be designed so that the probability of 
an attacker guessing a correct answer within a number of tries is low. To ensure 
high entropy, questions should have: 
• A large number of possible answers
• A wide and evenly distributed range of probable answers

Important: As a general check, if you can put all the possible answers to a 
question into a drop-down list, the question is a poor choice because the number 
of possible answers is not large enough.

Difficult to discover. Answers to the questions should not be easy to obtain from 
sources such as public records. The questions should be such that even people 
close to the user should not know or be able to guess the answer. 
Nonconfidential. Users should feel comfortable providing the information. The 
information should not be personal or confidential in any way, even if it is clear 
that the answer will not be used for other purposes.

Questions with High Security
• High entropy. “What was the last name of your best friend in sixth grade?”

This question provides high entropy because the number of possible answers is 
large. Although the answers are not evenly distributed—some names, such as 
Smith, are more common than others—there remains enough variation to make 
the probability of any one user giving the answer Smith fairly small. 

• Difficult to observe. “What was the name of your first pet?”
This information is unlikely to be known even to friends and acquaintances.

Questions with Low Security
• Low entropy. “What is your favorite color?” 

This question is a poor choice because the probable set of answers is quite small, 
which means that the probability of that the probability of a fraudster guessing the 
answer within a small number of tries is high.

• Low entropy. “Who is your favorite politician?” 
This question is a poor choice because, although the possible number of answers 
is quite large, covering everyone from the president of Zimbabwe to the local 
mayor, the probable answers focus on a few well-known politicians, such as 
Ronald Reagan or Franklin Roosevelt. 
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• Easy to observe. “What city do you live in?” 
The answer to this question is easy to obtain from public records.

• Easy to observe. “What is your mother’s maiden name?” 
The answer to this question might be easy to obtain because this information is 
frequently requested. 

• Easy to observe. “What is your pet’s name?” 
This information would be difficult for a stranger to obtain but is likely to be well 
known to friends and colleagues. 

• Confidential. “What is your social security number?”
• Confidential. “How much did you make at your first job?”

Usability
A usable answer is one that the user can recall easily and will enter in a consistent 
fashion.

Memorable. The answer should be easy for the user to recall because of one of 
the following reasons:
• The information is personally significant.
• The information is frequently used or is attached to a significant event in the 

user’s life.
Answers reflecting habits, activities, or practices are personally significant and 
frequently used. For example, the answer to the question “What is your favorite 
sport?” is easy to recall for many users. 
Stable over time. The answer should not change frequently with time. For 
example, the answer to the question “What is your favorite movie?” can change 
over time as users see new movies and their preferences evolve. In general, 
“favorites” are susceptible to changing over time. If the answer is susceptible to 
change over time, there should be a reference point to ensure a stable answer.
Widely meaningful. The question should be meaningful to a sufficiently large 
number of users. For example, most users may not remember the answer to “What 
was the combination of your high school locker?”
Unique answer. There should logically be only a single answer to the question for 
any user. For example, “What year did you graduate from high school” generally 
has only one possible answer.
Unique format. There should be only one format for providing the answer. If 
multiple formats are possible, the expected format should be clearly specified. For 
example, for the question “What high school did you graduate from?” a user 
might answer “Columbus High School” or “Columbus” at different times. To 
avoid this confusion, you should include guidelines in the question that indicate 
how the question is to be answered.
Guidelines for ensuring a unique format include:
• For city names, instruct the user to enter the full name of the city.

In what city was your father born? (Enter full name of city, for example, San 
Francisco, not SF)
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• For dates or years, explicitly specify the required format. 
In what year (YYYY) did you graduate from high school?

• For school names, explicitly ask for only the name of the school. 
What was the name of your high school? (Enter “Riverdale” for Riverdale 
High School)

• For numbers, explicitly ask that the answer be provided as digits.
How old were you at your wedding? (Enter age as digits, for example, 18, not 
eighteen)

• For names, explicitly ask for first, middle, or last name.
What is your father's middle name?

Questions with High Usability
• Memorable. “What is your mother’s birthday?”
• Stable over time. “What was your favorite movie when you graduated from high 

school?” Anchoring this question to a specific moment in time means the answer 
will not change. 

• Widely meaningful. “What was the name of the school you went to for sixth 
grade?” Most users went to sixth grade and many of them are likely to remember 
the name of the school.

• Unique answer. “What is your oldest niece’s first name?”
Questions with Low Usability
• Not memorable. “What is the serial number of your stereo receiver?” This 

information has no personal significance.
• Variable over time. “What is your favorite movie?” The answer can change over 

time as users see new movies and their preferences change.
• Not widely meaningful. “Who gave the speech at your retirement party?”
• Nonunique answer. “What is your nephew’s first name?” A user may have more 

than one nephew.

Sample Questions

List 1:
• In what city was your high school? (Enter full name of city only)
• What is your maternal grandmother's first name?
• What is your father’s middle name?
• What was the name of your high school? (Enter only “Riverdale” for Riverdale 

High School)
• What is the name of the first company you worked for?
• What is the first name of the maid of honor at your wedding?
• What is the first name of your oldest nephew?
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• What is your maternal grandfather’s first name?
• As a child, what did you want to be when you grew up?
• In what city were you married? (Enter full name of city)

List 2:
• What is the first name of the best man at your wedding?
• What was your high school mascot?
• What was the first name of your first manager?
• In what city was your father born? (Enter full name of city only)
• What was the first name of your first girlfriend or boyfriend?
• What was the name of your first pet? 
• What is the first name of your oldest niece? 
• What is your paternal grandmother’s first name?
• In what city is your vacation home? (Enter full name of city only)
• What is your grandfather’s nickname? 

List 3:
• In what city was your mother born? (Enter full name of city only)
• What is your mother’s middle name?
• In what city were you born? (Enter full name of city only)
• Where did you meet your spouse for the first time? (Enter full name of city only)
• What was your favorite restaurant in college?
• What is your paternal grandfather's first name?
• What was the name of your junior high school? (Enter only “Riverdale” for 

Riverdale Junior High School)
• What was the first name of your favorite teacher in your final year of high school?
• What was the name of the town your grandmother lived in? (Enter full name of 

town only)
• What street did your best friend in high school live on? (Enter full name of street 

only)

Challenge Questions for Business Accounts
Challenge questions for business accounts have similarities to challenge questions for 
individual online accounts. However, in most business accounts, multiple users must 
be able to remember the answers to challenge questions. Consequently, business 
challenge questions should not relate to a single user, but to multiple users.
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Selecting Questions for Business Accounts
Choosing a good set of challenge questions is an important first step. A good 
challenge question provides both security and usability.

Questions with Low Security
• Low entropy. “What are your company colors?” There are only a set number of 

colors, and the information is easily obtainable.
• Easy to observe. “What is your company logo?” The answer to this question 

would be easy to obtain from public records.
• Single user answer. “What is your pet’s name?” This answer is limited to the user 

who answered the original enrollment question. Other account users may not 
know this information.

Questions with High Security
• Difficult to observe. “Where was the company Christmas party held in 2005?” 

This information is unlikely to be discovered in public records.
• Multiple user answers. “What company provides your health insurance?” This 

information is very likely to be known by multiple users.

Guidelines for Ensuring Unique Format
• For dates or years, explicitly specify the required format. 

In what year (YYYY) did your company become a million dollar company?
• For company names, explicitly ask for only the name of the company. 

What is the name of your biggest vendor? (Enter “Acme” for Acme Incorporated)
• For numbers, explicitly ask that the answer be provided as digits.

How old was the company founder when she or he founded the company? (Enter 
age as digits, for example, 18, not eighteen)

Sample Business Questions
The following questions provide high security and usability:
• What city does the president of your company live in?
• Which city is your biggest vendor located in?
• What is the first name of your biggest customer?
• What is the first name of your first employee?
• What is the last name of the primary person who answers your phone?
• What is the birth year of the company’s founder?
• What is the primary material your best selling product is made from?
• What is the zip code of your main supplier?
• What is the area code of your main supplier?
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• How many employees did you have at the beginning of 2005?
• Who are your accountants?
• Who are your attorneys?
• How large was your first sale?
• Who does your payroll processing?
• What was the date of first payroll?
• What was the date your first customer was signed?
• What was the first customer’s name?
• Where was the location of the last company-wide outing?
• What is the CEO’s or business owner’s favorite vacation spot?
• What is the oldest employee’s last name?
• What is the first name of the first baby born to an employee of the company?
• What was the Make/Model/Year of the first company car?
• How much did you raise in your initial venture capital round?
• Which publication first mentioned you in an article?
• What company has given you the most competition?
• Which deli is nearest to your office?
• What company provides your health insurance?
• On which island do you most like to hold executive-only offsites?

Presentation of Questions
This topic describes some of the best methods for presenting questions to users.

List of Questions
Because no single question is relevant and memorable to everyone, you should 
provide users a list of questions from which to select, which improves both usability 
and security. A user can select the question that is most meaningful, and an attacker 
must guess the question in addition to the answer.
If you are asking users to select more than one question, there should be separate lists 
for each question, and there should be no overlap between the lists.

Number of Challenge Questions
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) allows you to configure the number of 
questions that the user must select and answer at enrollment. RSA recommends that 
you require three questions. Three questions tends to be the upper limit of the number 
of questions that users consider acceptable.
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Selecting Challenge Question
The question that you present for a challenge should be selected randomly from the 
list of questions answered by the user. 

Number of Retries Per Question
Adaptive Authentication allows you to configure the retry policy for incorrect answers 
to a question. RSA recommends a policy of allowing at least two, preferably three, 
retries on one question, which is selected randomly from the questions set up by the 
user, followed by two or preferably three retries on a second question. If the user fails 
all these attempts, the user is locked out. 
At least two or three retries per question are required to allow for the user mistyping 
the answer or not reading the question carefully. Presenting two questions allows for 
cases where the user has genuinely forgotten the answer to one of the questions.

Adding or Retiring Questions
You can add or retire questions in your existing base of questions. However, after you 
have defined and used a question in the production environment, you should not 
change the question nor the semantic content of the question for the lifetime of the 
application.
You should never delete a question. However, you can retire a question. Users who 
have chosen that question can still see the question during maintenance or during a 
challenge, but new users cannot choose that question from the active question list. 
Retiring a question can be performed through the Configuration Framework. For more 
information, see Appendix F, “List of Configuration Files.”

Fuzzy Logic Comparators for Challenge Questions
To help prevent user lockout due to mistyped answers, RSA Adaptive Authentication 
(On-Premise) provides a set of fuzzy logic comparators. 
RSA recommends that you use fuzzy logic in your configuration files. Fuzzy logic can 
help catch 10–15 percent of user typos, which helps prevent lockouts and unnecessary 
customer support calls.

Comparators and When to Use Them
The fuzzy logic comparators are located in the c-config-challenge.xml file in the 
AdaptiveAuthentication\WEB-INF\classes\configs\ directory. You should set these 
comparators at the same time as the challenge questions. 
You can slightly modify or configure these fuzzy logic rules. However, RSA 
recommends that you consult the Implementation Manager to help configure or add 
new fuzzy logic rules.
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For each question, you can add a list of fuzzy logic comparators. You can use multiple 
comparators for different types of answers
For example:
<property name="comparators">
<list>
        <ref bean="TypoDistance1_4"/>
        <ref bean="TypoDistance2_6"/>
</list>
</property>

The following table describes the comparators provided by Adaptive Authentication.

Comparator Name Description Recommended Usage

DateFormatTransformation If a user enters a date in a different 
format than the format used during 
enrollment, Adaptive Authentication 
allows the answer.

Questions that have a birth date or an 
anniversary date as the answer. For 
example, the comparator would 
recognize 12-7-78 for 1978/07/12.

IgnoreFinal If a user forgets to enter the last word 
of the answer, Adaptive 
Authentication accepts the answer.
The number of missing words can be 
set within the comparator.
There are two types of IgnoreFinal:
• IgnoreFinal1: The maximum 

number of words to ignore at the 
end of an answer is 1.

• IgnoreFinal2: The maximum 
number of words to ignore at the 
end of an answer is 2.

Questions that can have an extraneous 
last word or last two words in the 
answer. For example, street names, 
such as “Main Street,” or school 
names, such as “Riverdale High 
School.” 

Note: You should not use the 
IgnoreFinal comparator for a question 
whose answer is a city name. This 
comparator catches answers such as 
“New York” instead of “New York 
City” but also allows “San Francisco” 
as a match for “San Antonio.” A 
better choice for city names is the 
TypoDistance comparator.

RemoveAllWhiteSpace If a user adds spaces to an answer but 
did not include the spaces when 
creating the answer during enrollment 
or maintenance, Adaptive 
Authentication removes all the white 
spaces between words and allows the 
answer. 

Strict The answer must be an exact match to 
the answer the user provided during 
enrollment or maintenance.

Questions that are likely to have a 
short (six characters or less) answer 
or an answer in numerical format.
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TypoDistance If a user transposes a certain number 
of letters but the rest of the answer is 
correct, Adaptive Authentication 
allows the answer. For example, the 
user types “recieve” instead of 
“receive.”
There are two types of TypoDistance:
• TypoDistance1_4: The minimum 

answer length is 4 and the 
maximum distance is 1. 

• TypoDistance2_6: The minimum 
answer length is 6 and the 
maximum distance is 2.

Questions that have a color as an 
answer. For example, “What was the 
color of your first car?”
Questions that have an answer with 
no alternate spelling, such as a school 
name, city, or favorite movie.

UniqueChars Adaptive Authentication checks the 
number of characters in the original 
answer and the challenge answer, and 
compares the number of unique 
characters that do not appear in the 
other. For example, spelling 
variations such as “color” versus 
“colour.” The number of unique 
characters can be set within the 
comparator. 
There are two types of UniqueChars:
• UniqueChars1_4: The minimum 

answer length is 4 and the 
maximum distance is 1. 

• UniqueChars2_6: The minimum 
answer length is 6 and the 
maximum distance is 2.

Questions that involves names or 
nicknames. Use the UniqueChars 
comparator, rather than the 
TypoDistance comparator. For 
example, pet names could be a full 
name or a nickname (that is, the full 
name is “Thomas” but nicknames are 
“Tom” or “Tommy”). 

Note: You should not use the 
UniqueChars comparator for a 
question whose answer could be long, 
for example, a movie title. 

WordOrderMitigation Adaptive Authentication checks if the 
user answer would match the correct 
answer if the word order was 
different.
If the user answer does match with 
the change in the word order, 
Adaptive Authentication accepts the 
answer.

If the user answer does match with 
the change in the word order 
Adaptive Authentication accepts the 
answer.

Comparator Name Description Recommended Usage
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Back Office Applications Parameters
Back Office applications are web-based applications used to manage and administer 
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise).
The following table describes the Back Office application parameters that you can 
configure using the Administration Console.

Important: None of the Back Office application parameters are organization sensitive.

Section Parameter Description

Authentication Number of Login Tries 
Before Locking User

Number of attempts that a user can try to 
log on to the Back Office application. 
The default value is 3.

Password Expiration Period 
(days)

The number of days before the password 
expires. The default value is 90 days.

Minimum Time Before 
Unlocking User (minutes)

The time in minutes before a locked user 
account is unlocked. The default value is 
30 minutes.

Number of Old Passwords 
Saved

The number of old passwords that are 
saved. The default value is 7.

Use of External Identity 
Provider

A Boolean value that defines whether or 
not you manage users with an external 
identity store. 
If you manage users with an external 
identity store, such as Active Directory, 
you must enable this parameter to allow 
communications between Adaptive 
Authentication and your external identity 
store.
For more information, see “Manage Back 
Office Users with an External Identity 
Store” on page 188.

External Identity Provider 
Path

Specifies the classpath of the external 
identity provider. You can edit this field 
only if you enabled the Use of External 
Identity Provider field. 
For more information, see “Manage Back 
Office Users with an External Identity 
Store” on page 188.
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Adaptive 
Authentication 
Web Service 
Configurations

WS Address URL of the Adaptive Authentication web 
service.

WS Caller Name User ID of the Adaptive Authentication 
web service.

WS Caller Password Password of the Adaptive Authentication 
web service.

Admin WS Address URL of the Adaptive Authentication 
Admin web service.

Admin WS Caller Name User ID of the Adaptive Authentication 
Admin web service.

Admin WS Caller Password Password of the Adaptive Authentication 
Admin web service.

Case 
Management

Logical Start Time Offset Logical start time offset in days. The 
value specified for this parameter is 
subtracted from the event time. The start 
time offset is usually 30 days before the 
event that created the case.

Logical End Time Offset Logical end time offset in days. The 
value specified for this parameter is 
added to the event time. The end time 
offset is usually 10 days after the event 
that created the case.

Max Case Duration The maximum duration in days for which 
a case can be prolonged. The default 
value is 60 days.

Review Deadline The deadline for reviewing a case. This 
parameter is set when a case is created.

Lock Case Expiration Expiration time in minutes for a locked 
case. The default value is 120.

Snooze Duration Snooze duration in minutes. The default 
value is 30.

Section Parameter Description
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Research Activities Search Options

Case Activities Per Page The number of events per page in the 
User Lookup and Process Queue pages.

Allow All Dates Filters case events on the Research 
Activities page by all dates. By default, 
the value is true and the Allow All Dates 
option is displayed.

Maximum Date Range Denotes the maximum period in days for 
which you can filter case events. The 
default value is -1. A value of -1 means 
that the period is not restricted.

Set Predefined Filters for 
Events 

Enables searching a case event by a 
predefined period of 1 day, 7 days, 30 
days, or 90 days.

Policy 
Management

Export / Import Directory The directory used to store files for the 
Export and Import Policy operations.
This default directory enables you to 
save the files generated when you export 
and import policy data. By default, the 
filename is 
aaboPolicyExportFile_time.xml, where 
time is the date and time that you 
performed the action.

Note: RSA recommends choosing a 
confidential directory location that is not 
exposed to any web interfaces or located 
in the root folder of the server. The 
directory should not contain any sensitive 
information.

Section Parameter Description
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Billing Parameters
The Billing utility queries the database for billing related information and reports the 
results to the corresponding log files. The utility runs on a daily basis.
The following table describes the billing parameters that you can configure using the 
Administration Console

Important: None of the billing parameters are organization sensitive.

Parameter Description

Customer Name A placeholder to name your organization. The name is 
repeated in the log file and archive file naming schemes. This 
parameter is used to correctly identify log files and 
information of your organization.

Prefix Hierarchy If you have a multiple organization structure and you have 
not defined a fully qualified organizational structure in the 
database, use this parameter to connect an organization back 
to the root of the organization hierarchy.
For example, in a tree with the structure A.B.C.D.E, where A 
is the root organization name, if the organization name is 
C.D.E, PrefixHierarchy = A.B.
The PrefixHierarchy parameter adds the missing 
organization information to the front of the listed 
organization so that information is not lost when being 
logged.
Example 1: If the fully qualified organizational structure is 
Vendor1.OnLineStores.MyStore, but the organization name 
is MyStore, PrefixHierarchy = Vendor1.OnLineStores.
If the organization is named OnLineStores.MyStore, 
PrefixHierarchy = Vendor1.
Example 2: An organization, Vendor2, has a customer, 
MyOnlineStore.
If MyOnlineStore does not have a parent defined in the ORG 
table, PrefixHierarchy= MyOnlineStore. 
If you do not have a multiple organization structure and you 
have not defined a fully qualified organizational structure in 
the database, specify any value, for example, your company 
name.

Number Of Months The number of months in a billing cycle. The default value is 
six. 

Note: Do not change the value of this parameter without 
consulting RSA Customer Support. 
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Database Maintenance Tasks
The Database Maintenance tasks are used to purge data from the Core Database. For 
more information on the Database Maintenance tasks, see “On-Demand Tasks in the 
Scheduler Console” on page 74.
The following table describes the database maintenance parameters that you can 
configure using the Administration Console.

Important: None of the database maintenance parameters are organization sensitive.

Section Parameter Description

Delete Bindings Delete Bindings Commit 
Block Size

Commit block size when deleting expired 
bindings. The default value is 5000.

Bindings Maximum 
Rows to Delete 

Maximum number of rows to delete when 
deleting expired bindings. The default 
value is 100000000.

Delete Unused 
Desktops

Delete Unused Desktops 
Commit Block Size

Commit block size when deleting unused 
desktops. The default value is 5000.

Delete Unused Desktops 
Duration

Number of minutes to run the Delete 
Unused Desktops scheduled task. The 
default value is 360. 

Unused Desktops 
Maximum Rows to 
Delete 

Maximum number of rows to delete when 
deleting unused desktops. The default 
value is 100000000.

Unused Desktops 
Number of Days to Keep 

Unbound desktops with a last-accessed 
date older than this value are selected for 
deletion. The default value is 90.

Users and 
Organizations

Delete Users Commit 
Block Size

Commit block size when deleting end 
users. The default value is 5000.

Delete Organizations 
Commit Block Size 

Commit block size when deleting 
organizations. The default value is 5000.
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Device Management Parameters
Through the use of a cookie or Flash shared object (FSO), RSA Adaptive 
Authentication (On-Premise) binds an end user to a device. The device binding helps 
identify the end user as a valid user of your online application.
RSA recommends that you disable device recovery for activities originating only from 
mobile browsers. The device management parameters include parameters for enabling 
or disabling device recovery for web browsers, mobile browsers, and mobile 
applications wherever applicable. For more information about device recovery, see the 
Integration Guide.
The following table describes the device management parameters that you can 
configure using the Administration Console.

Important: All of the device management parameters are organization sensitive.

Parameter Description

Enable Device Recovery for the 
Web Browser

A Boolean value that enables the device token recovery 
feature for web browsers. The default value is true.

Note: You must specify the channel indicator as web.

Enable Device Recovery for 
Mobile Application

A Boolean value that enables the device token recovery 
feature for mobile applications. The default value is true.

Note: You must specify the channel indicator as mobile. 

Important: This parameter is applicable if you either 
select the mobile channel indicator or provide at least 
one of the following parameters: simID, hardwareID, 
phoneNumber, or otherID.

Enable Device Recovery for the 
Mobile Browser

A Boolean value that enables the device token recovery 
feature for mobile browsers. The default value is false.

Note: You must specify the channel indicator as mobile.

Important: This parameter is applicable if you either 
select the mobile channel indicator or do not provide any 
of the following parameters: simID, hardwareID, 
phoneNumber, or otherID.

Maximum Number of Bound 
Devices for Recovery

Number of bound devices to check as possible 
candidates for recovery. 
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Anti Cookie Theft Enables or disables the device token theft feature. The 
default value is true. 
If enabled, Adaptive Authentication stores the device 
token in the database and updates the token during each 
request from the client application. 
If disabled, although Adaptive Authentication returns a 
new device token each time an end user accesses the 
system, the system looks for the cookie that was issued 
the first time that the end user accessed the system to be 
returned for all subsequent calls.

Browse Null Labeled Devices A Boolean value that determines whether both labeled 
and unlabeled devices are displayed when you view all 
devices bound to an end user. 

Note: You can use the BROWSE_DEVICES API 
request within the deviceManagementRequest structure 
to view all devices bound to an end user. For more 
information, see the API Reference Guide.

Select this parameter to view both labeled and unlabeled 
devices when you perform the BROWSE_DEVICES 
request. 
If this parameter is cleared, you see only labeled devices 
when you perform the BROWSE_DEVICES request.

Maximum Number of Bound 
Devices

Maximum number of devices that an end user can bind. 
BROWSE_DEVICES returns up to the maximum 
number of bound devices. deleteBindings deletes all 
bindings that exceed the maximum number.

Parameter Description
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RSA eFraudNetwork Agent Parameters
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) extracts updated fraud information, such 
as IP addresses, from the RSA eFraudNetwork service. This information is stored in 
your application to be used in many ways, such as contributing towards risk score 
analysis and providing data for policy facts.
The following table describes the eFraudNetwork agent parameters that you can 
configure using the Administration Console.

Important: None of the eFraudNetwork agent parameters are organization sensitive.

Parameter Description

Enable eFraudNetwork Agent A Boolean parameter that indicates whether the 
eFraudNetwork agent service is enabled. The 
default value is true.
Select this parameter to allow the eFraudNetwork 
data to be stored in cache memory.

Important: You must select this parameter if you 
select the eFraudNetwork Active for 
Organization parameter.

eFraudNetwork Active for Organization A Boolean parameter that indicates whether the 
eFraudNetwork agent service is enabled for your 
organization. The default value is true.
Select this parameter to allow the eFraudNetwork 
facts to be populated and passed to the Risk 
Engine.

Caller ID Credentials required to access the 
eFraudNetwork site.

Note: Contact RSA to receive the value for this 
parameter.

Caller Password Password for caller access to the eFraudNetwork 
site.

Note: Contact RSA to receive the value for this 
parameter.

Host The eFraudNetwork service host address name or 
host IP address. 

Note: Contact RSA to receive the value for this 
parameter.
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Use HTTP Proxy A Boolean parameter that indicates whether the 
eFraudNetwork agent and the eFraudNetwork 
command line process must use your network 
proxy server to reach the eFraudNetwork server. 
The default value is false.
Select this parameter if your network requires 
you to access the Internet by using a proxy server.
To define the proxy settings, use the relevant 
parameters in the General section of the 
Authentication Methods component. For more 
information, see “Authentication Methods 
Parameters” on page 20.

Interval for Cache Updates (minutes) Denotes the frequency, in minutes, for a single 
eFraudNetwork agent cache update. The default 
value is 60 minutes.

Note: Compare this parameter with the scheduled 
interval of the eFraudNetwork agent task. For 
more information, see “Risk Engine Parameters” 
on page 56.

Awaiting Cache Load Completion Indicates whether Adaptive Authentication 
initialization must wait for the eFraudNetwork 
agent cache to finish loading. The default value is 
true.
If set to true, Adaptive Authentication waits for 
the eFraudNetwork agent cache to finish loading. 
In this case, Adaptive Authentication takes a 
longer time to initialize.
If set to false, Adaptive Authentication does not 
wait for the eFraudNetwork agent cache to finish 
loading. In this case, Adaptive Authentication 
takes a shorter time to initialize. However, the 
initial transaction begins with the eFraudNetwork 
agent cache loading process, resulting in a delay 
in the completion of the initial transaction. 

Parameter Description
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External Data Providers Parameters
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) enables dynamic update of the device 
definition file in the device type detector component.
RSA provides geographic IP (GeoIP) location information with your initial build. 
Every few months, RSA updates the GeoIP data available through RSA Central. RSA 
recommends that you update your GeoIP files every two months. Your organization 
has information on how to update your GeoIP files through RSA Central. 
The following table describes the parameters that you can configure for the external 
data providers.

Important: None of the external data provider parameters are organization sensitive.

Note: There are no default values provided for these fields. You must manually fill in 
this data when you install Adaptive Authentication.

Section Parameter Description

General Staging Directory Name The location of the staging folder 
for both GeoIP and Mobile 
Detector data files. 

Database Directory Name The location of the folder for both 
GeoIP and Mobile Detector active 
data files. 

Archive Directory Name The location of the archive folder 
for both GeoIP and Mobile 
Detector data files. 

GeoIP Active Data File The GeoIP active data filename. 

Mobile Mobile Detector Active Data File The active data filename for the 
mobile device type detector.

Note: Changing the filename for 
upgrade purposes causes the 
active data file to be replaced. 
This occurs after the cache 
expiration period is reached and 
on the first call requiring file 
access for device type detection.
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Monitoring and Alerts Parameters
The Monitoring and Alerts framework monitors the activity of all application aspects. 
Various monitoring agents are initialized to run on a regular basis by the scheduled 
configuration.
The following table describes the monitoring and alert parameters that you can 
configure using the Administration Console.

Important: None of the monitoring and alerts parameters are organization sensitive.

Section Parameter Description

Alert Filters Repetitive Alerts 
Frequency (seconds)

Suppresses repetitive alerts from being sent 
for the time period specified. For example, if 
an end user is not allowed to use the mobile 
risk model, RSA Adaptive Authentication 
(On-Premise) sends an alert for each 
transaction coming from a mobile device. If 
there are numerous such transactions, the log 
files would get filled up with repetitive alerts. 
But if you specify a value in this field, the 
system sends an alert again only after the 
specified time period has elapsed.

Device Growth 
Monitoring

Minutes Since Last 
Device Count Check

Time, in minutes, since the system was last 
checked for the number of available devices.

Allowed Device Growth 
Since Last Check (%)

Percentage of devices allowed to be added 
since the last time that the system was 
checked. If the number of devices added 
exceeds this percentage, an event is produced. 

User-Device 
Ratio Growth 
Monitoring

Minutes Since Last 
User-Device Ratio 
Check

Time, in minutes, since the system was last 
checked for the ratio of end users to devices. 

Allowed Growth for 
User-Device Ratio (%)

Percentage of growth allowed for 
user-to-device ratio since the last time that the 
system was checked. If this percentage is 
exceeded, an event is produced.
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Risk Engine Parameters
You can use the Risk Engine parameters to configure online and offline activity of the 
RSA Risk Engine. The offline tasks prepare information for the RSA Risk Engine to 
use during the analysis of online events. For more information on the Risk Engine 
offline tasks, see “Risk Engine Offline Tasks” on page 81. 

Score Normalization Task Parameters
The score normalization task maps risk score raw values from their original range to 
values in a predefined range (0–1000). This process transforms the risk score values to 
make the values:
• more useful for any user interaction with Adaptive Authentication
• more applicable to Adaptive Authentication itself
During the calculation of the risk score, the Risk Engine collects various pieces of 
information and creates a raw score for each event. This raw score has no defined limit 
or range. As a result, the raw score is normalized into a predefined distributed range. 
For example, normalizing the score to 0 for the lowest risk and 1000 for the highest 
risk.
Because the Risk Engine is a learning component, the raw scores are renormalized 
each day based on the new accumulated data.
The following table shows the percentage of end-user activities that correspond to 
normalized risk score ranges. 

For more information about the Score Normalization Task parameters, see the Offline 
Tasks section in “The Risk Engine Parameters” on page 57.

Risk Score: Lower 
Bound

Risk Score: Upper 
Bound Percentile Cumulative 

Percentile

900 1000 0.25% 0.25%

800 900 0.25% 0.50%

700 800 0.50% 1.00%

600 700 2.00% 3.00%

500 600 2.00% 5.00%

400 500 5.00% 10.00%

300 400 10.00% 20.00%

200 300 10.00% 30.00%

100 200 20.00% 50.00%

0 100 50.00% 100.00%
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The Risk Engine Parameters
The following table describes the Risk Engine parameters that you can configure 
using the Administration Console.
The Manual Offline Tasks utility and the Back Office applications are completely 
separated. Configurations in the Back Office do not apply to the Manual Offline Tasks 
utility.

Important: The Risk Engine component is comprised of a mix of 
organization-sensitive parameters and parameters that are not organization sensitive.

Section Parameter Description Organization 
Sensitive

General Number of Threads The number of concurrent threads. This number is 
used to correlate the values of the Offline Tasks 
Thread Pool Size and the Number of Threads 
parameters to avoid threads blocking. The default 
value is 10.
The method to change the value in Tomcat is 
different from the method used in WebLogic, 
WebSphere, and JBoss. See “Correlate the Offline 
Tasks Thread Pool Size and Number of Threads” 
on page 64.

N

Enable Profiles 
Migration

A Boolean parameter that indicates whether to 
allow the migration of the database structure 
profiles. The default value is true.

Note: You must restart Adaptive Authentication if 
you modify this parameter.

Important: Because the purpose of profile 
migration is to adapt the previous database version, 
do not select this parameter if you are a new 
customer.

N
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Enable Bayesian 
Grouping

When selected, the Risk Engine considers each 
organization as a different business and creates 
separate statistical data for every organization. 
Select this parameter only if every organization is 
expected to have different genuine and fraudulent 
behavior results because the Risk Engine learning 
will be calculated separately for each organization. 
Turning on this feature prevents any shared 
learning capabilities between different 
organizations. A high volume of transactions and 
fraud marking for each organization is mandatory 
to achieve a high quality of Risk Engine 
performance. 
The default value is false.

Note: Consult with RSA before changing this 
parameter. Every change that you make after the 
Risk Engine has been running results in the learning 
period restarting.

If you have multiple organizations that may contain 
multiple business entities and multiple types of 
behavior, you may want to create a risk analysis for 
each organization. 

N

Bank Region Country 
Code

The country where your organization is located.
A permitted value is a two-letter, alpha-2 ISO 
3166-1 country code. The default value is US.

Note: This parameter was added to the 
Administration Console in RSA Adaptive 
Authentication (On-Premise) 7.1. This value was 
previously configured in one of the forensic files, 
depending on the version of Adaptive 
Authentication. You need to take the value from the 
relevant forensic file and set it as the value for this 
parameter. For more information, see the section 
about post-upgrade tasks in the Installation and 
Upgrade Guide.

N

Bayesian Calculation 
Days

The time frame for the Bayesian offline tasks. The 
default value is 90.

Note: This parameter affects the fraud detection 
rate of the Risk Engine. Consult with RSA before 
changing this parameter.

N

Section Parameter Description Organization 
Sensitive
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Maximum Rows to 
Delete

The maximum number of rows to be deleted during 
cleanup of the offline tasks. The default value is 
10000. 

N

Offline Tasks Thread 
Pool Size

The number of threads in the offline tasks pool. The 
default value is 10. You can change the value of this 
parameter according to the number of CPUs.
For example, for 2 CPUs, set the value to 10 or, for 
64 CPUs, set the value to 35. A typical offline tasks 
thread pool size is 20. RSA recommends reducing 
the number of threads if a CPU becomes 
overloaded.
See “Correlate the Offline Tasks Thread Pool Size 
and Number of Threads” on page 64.

N

User Hash Bayesian 
Sample (%)

The percentage of sample information for the 
Bayesian Scoring task. The default value is five.
This parameter has an impact on the detection rate 
of the risk engine. There is a trade-off between 
increasing the detection rate by using 100% of the 
data and improving the performance of the task. 
RSA recommends that, if there are more than 
100,000 distinct users, you can use the default 
value 5%. However, if there are fewer than 100,000 
distinct users, change the parameter to 100%. You 
can use any value between 5 and 100 for this 
parameter. The higher the value, the better is the 
detection rate.

Note: This parameter affects the fraud detection 
rate. If you need to process large volumes of data, 
consult with RSA before changing this parameter. 

N

User Hash 
Normalization Sample 
(%)

The percentage of sample information for the 
normalization tasks. The default value is 100.

Note: This parameter affects the fraud detection 
rate of the Risk Engine. If you need to process large 
volumes of data, consult with RSA before changing 
this parameter. 

N

Section Parameter Description Organization 
Sensitive
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Enable Cleanup Tasks A Boolean parameter that indicates whether the 
tables are cleaned when the offline tasks are run.
By default, the parameter is selected (true), 
enabling cleanup of any of the tables. Cleanup is 
defined per table. For example, the event_log 
cleanup is set to remove data older than 180 days.

Note: If the database is partitioned, the cleanup task 
deletes the old partitions and creates a new one 
according to the table retention period. If the table is 
not partitioned, this task only deletes the old data 
from the table.

N

Enable Normalization 
Dynamic Timeframe

A Boolean parameter that indicates whether to 
trigger the application to dynamically calculate the 
optimal time frame required to collect the data 
needed for the score normalization task. The 
default value is false.
For the score normalization task to be effective, the 
minimum number of transactions or events during 
the default time frame (seven days) is 20,000.
Select this parameter if the number of events you 
have collected during the default time frame is less 
than 20,000.

Important: Consult with RSA before changing this 
parameter.

For more information about the score normalization 
task, see “Score Normalization Task Parameters” 
on page 56.

N

Section Parameter Description Organization 
Sensitive
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Normalization 
Recalculation 
Threshold

The number of events for each partition key to 
process, within the normalization dynamic time 
frame, without degrading the effectiveness of the 
score normalization task.
The default value is zero.
When the value of this parameter is zero or the 
number of events collected is less than the value of 
this parameter, the score normalization task 
recalculates the risk scores of all the events.
If the number of events collected is equal to or 
greater than the value of this parameter, the events 
to recalculate are determined by the Normalization 
Recalculation Minimum Score parameter.

Important: Any change to this parameter must be 
approved by RSA.

For more information about the score normalization 
task, see “Score Normalization Task Parameters” 
on page 56.

N

Normalization 
Recalculation 
Minimum Score

The filter that limits the number of events for each 
partition key processed during the score 
normalization task.
Any event with a risk score equal to or greater than 
this risk score requires recalculation. This 
parameter is only applicable if the normalization 
recalculation threshold is exceeded.
The default value is zero. When the parameter is 
zero, the risk scores for all events are recalculated.

Important: Any change to this parameter must be 
approved by RSA.

For more information about the score normalization 
task, see “Score Normalization Task Parameters” 
on page 56.

N

Maximum Rows to 
Delete from 
EVENT_LOG table

The maximum number of rows of the 
EVENT_LOG table that the Cleanup offline task 
deletes. The default value is 4800.

N

Section Parameter Description Organization 
Sensitive
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Health Checks Report Path and Name The complete path and filename of the Health 
Check report.

N

Limit Report Row 
Length

Sets the length of the log results to 80 characters. If 
you do not want the log to be truncated, change this 
parameter to false. The default value is true.

N

Risk Analysis 
Enhancements 
Activation1

Mobile Protection - 
Enable Mobile WAP 
Site

A Boolean value that determines whether to include 
mobile device elements collected from a mobile 
WAP site. The default value is false.

Important: Do not select this parameter if you have 
not implemented this Mobile Protection feature.

You must consult with RSA to plan when to activate 
this feature.

N

Mobile Protection - 
Enable Mobile 
Application in Mode 0

A Boolean value that determines whether to include 
in the Risk Engine risk assessment the mobile 
application device elements collected by RSA 
Mobile SDK in Mode 0 or collected by the 
customer.
The default value is false.
For more information on the device elements 
collected in Mode 0, see the RSA Adaptive 
Authentication Mobile SDK Developer’s Guide.
Do not select this parameter if you do not collect 
mobile application device elements in Mode 0.

Important: You must consult with RSA to plan 
when to activate this feature.

N

Section Parameter Description Organization 
Sensitive
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Mobile Protection - 
Enable Mobile 
Application in Mode 1

A Boolean value that determines whether to include 
in the Risk Engine risk assessment the mobile 
application device elements collected by RSA 
Mobile SDK in Mode 1 or collected by the 
customer.
The default value is false.
For more information on the device elements 
collected in Mode 1, see the RSA Adaptive 
Authentication Mobile SDK Developer’s Guide.
Do not select this parameter if you do not collect 
mobile application device elements in Mode 1.

Important: You must consult with RSA to plan 
when to activate this feature.

If you collect device elements in Mode 1, set both 
Mode 0 and Mode 1 to TRUE.

N

Mobile Protection - 
Enable Mobile 
Application in Mode 2

A Boolean value that determines whether to include 
in the Risk Engine risk assessment the mobile 
application data elements collected by RSA Mobile 
SDK in Mode 2 or collected by the customer.
The default value is false.
For more information on the data elements 
collected in Mode 2, see the RSA Adaptive 
Authentication Mobile SDK Developer’s Guide.
Do not select this parameter if you do not collect 
mobile application data elements in Mode 2.

Important: You must consult with RSA to plan 
when to activate this feature.

If you collect data elements in Mode 2, set Mode 0, 
Mode 1, and Mode 2 to TRUE.

N

1To better understand the impact these features have on your installation, see the following references:
For information about the mobile device elements collected using a mobile browser, as part of the Mobile
WAP Site feature, see the chapter “Information Collection” in the Integration Guide.
For information about mobile device elements collected using the mobile native API, see the section
about the mobile device structure in the API Reference Guide.
For information about mobile device elements collected using Mobile SDK, see the RSA Mobile SDK
Adaptive Authentication Module Developer’s Guide.

Section Parameter Description Organization 
Sensitive
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Correlate the Offline Tasks Thread Pool Size and Number of Threads
You must correlate the values of the Offline Tasks Thread Pool Size and the Number 
of Threads parameters to avoid threads blocking.

To increase the number of threads on the Tomcat application server:

1. Change the value of the Number of Threads parameter.
2. Change the value of the Offline Tasks Thread Pool Size parameter to be less than 

or equal to the Number of Threads parameter.

To increase the number of threads on WebSphere, WebLogic, or JBoss 
application servers:

1. Change the minimum number of threads for OfflineWorkManager using the 
management console of the application server.
You must restart the application server for the change to take effect. 

2. Change the value of the Offline Tasks Thread Pool Size parameter to be less than 
or equal to the Number of Threads parameter.

Scheduled Tasks 
Scheduling can be applied to many RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) tasks 
to determine if and when the tasks are performed. 
You can modify the timing of scheduled tasks to change the time that the tasks are 
performed. For more information on how to change the timing of scheduled tasks, see 
“Change the Timing of Scheduled Tasks” on page 76.
You can activate or deactivate tasks within the Administration Console to determine 
whether or not a specific task runs. For more information on how to activate or 
deactivate tasks, see “Activate and Deactivate Scheduled Tasks” on page 77.

Note: When rescheduling your tasks, you must consider the effect of the tasks on 
performance. For example, do not schedule tasks that utilize significant computer 
processing and memory resources to run concurrently.

The various scheduled tasks are described in the following table.

Important: None of the scheduled tasks are organization sensitive.

Task Description

Billing Queries the database for billing data and reports the results to the 
corresponding billing log files. The Billing task is scheduled to 
run on a daily basis. For information on configuring billing 
parameters, see “Billing Parameters” on page 48. 

Out-of-Band Billing Same as Billing task except this task is for billing data for 
out-of-band authentication methods only.
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Health Check Checks that the Risk Engine runs as expected. These checks 
examine the integrity and end-to-end flow of the data used as 
input to the Risk Engine. For more information, see “Scheduler 
Operation” on page 74.

Offline Prepares information for the Risk Engine to use during the 
analysis of online end-user events and cleans database 
information. These tasks process existing information, perform 
statistical and probabilistic calculations, and create deterministic 
metrics to enable the Risk Engine to accurately analyze online 
end-user events. The Risk Engine offline tasks run daily during 
off-peak hours. For information on configuring Risk Engine 
offline tasks, see “Risk Engine Parameters” on page 56.

Case Management 
Logger

Writes data to the log files that are used by RSA Central to 
generate reports. These tasks runs on a daily basis. 

Case Management 
Events Marking Logger

Tracks activities that occur within the Case Management 
application in events resolution, and logs the data to the 
corresponding log file.

Desktops Volume 
Growth 

Ensures that the desktop table does not grow disproportionately.

User Desktops Volume 
Growth 

Checks the average number of desktops per end user.

eFraudNetwork Allows you to update the Core Database with RSA 
eFraudNetwork information. By default, the eFraudNetwork 
agent runs every day on the hour. For information on configuring 
the eFraudNetwork agent parameters, see “RSA eFraudNetwork 
Agent Parameters” on page 52.

Database Maintenance
• Delete Bindings
• Delete Unused 

Desktops
• Cleanup Partitions
• Create Partitions

Adaptive Authentication adopts a purging procedure that is 
scheduled to run once a day, for example, deleting the expired 
unbound desktops from the database. For information on 
configuring database maintenance tasks, see “Run a Task on 
Demand” on page 75.

Task Description
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Case Management Event 
Puller

Creates and updates cases in accordance with policy decisions.
The Event Puller servlet starts when the Scheduler starts. When 
an event reaches Adaptive Authentication, the Risk Engine 
determines whether the event is risky. Depending on the policy of 
the organization, Adaptive Authentication may create and track a 
case in the Case Management application. The Event Puller 
periodically checks the event notification table and retrieves the 
relevant entries from the Event Log table.
If the end user already has an open case, the event is added to it. 
Otherwise, a new case is opened for the end user. 

Note: The Event Puller is the component responsible for creating 
cases. If the Scheduler web application is down, cases are not 
created in the Case Management application.

Session Reaper The persistent session cleanup process checks whether the overall 
session duration has elapsed. The overall session duration is 
calculated by (Authentication time-out) x (Number of 
Authentication tries allowed). 
If the overall session time has elapsed, the session is terminated 
and the response to the next authentication request is a session 
time-out. 

GeoIP Version The GeoIP Version monitor checks once a day for a newer GeoIP 
data file in the GeoIP staging folder. If there is a newer file 
version, an alarm is sent to the alarm log.

Channel Determination 
Version

Checks for the availability of a new channel determination file in 
the staging directory. If there is a new channel determination file, 
an alarm is sent to the Scheduler alarm log.

Policy Management 
Report

Aggregates the transaction data into a temporary table according 
to the rules and events in your policy. You can extract this data by 
generating a Policy Report in the Policy Management module. 

Important: You should not schedule this task to run more than 
once per day.

For more information, see the section about Policy Reports in the 
Back Office User’s Guide.

Task Description
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Default Cron Expressions of Scheduled Tasks
The following table describes the scheduled tasks along with the default cron 
expressions.

Scheduled Task Default Cron Expression Description

Billing 0 0 1 * * ? 1:00 a.m. every day

Out-of-band Billing 0 0 2 * * ? 2:00 a.m. every day

Health Check 0 0 0 * * ? Every day at midnight

Offline Defined by the customer 
during the installation

Case Management Logger 0 0 1 * * ? 1:00 a.m. every day

Case Management Events 
Marking Logger

0 0 1 * * ? 1:00 a.m. every day

Desktops Volume Growth 0 0 8 * * ? 8:00 a.m. every day

User Desktops Volume 
Growth

0 0 8 * * ? 8:00 a.m. every day

eFraudNetwork 0 0 0/1 1/1 * ? * Hourly every day

Note: If you modify the 
schedule of this task, you 
must adjust the value of the 
Interval For Cache Updates 
(minutes) parameter to match 
the same interval. 

Delete Bindings 0 0 0 * * ? Every day at midnight

Database Maintenance 
Cleanup Partitions

0 0 1 * * ? 1:00 a.m. every day

Database Maintenance 
Create Partitions

0 0 1 * * ? 1:00 a.m. every day

Delete Unused Desktops 0 0 0 * * ? Every day at midnight

Case Management Event 
Puller

0 */1 * * * ? Every 1 minute

Session Reaper 0 */10 * * * ? Every 10 minutes.

GeoIP Version 0 0 1 * * ? 1:00 a.m. every day
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Note: For information about cron expressions, see Appendix C, “Cron Expressions.”

Scheduler Parameter
The following table describes the Scheduler parameter that you can configure using 
the Administration Console.

Channel Determination 
Version

0 0 1 * * ? 1:00 a.m. every day

Policy Management Report 0 0 1 * * ? 1:00 a.m. every day

Important: You should not 
schedule this task to run more 
than once per day.

Scheduled Task Default Cron Expression Description

Section Parameter Description

General Rescheduling Interval 
(seconds)

The time interval in seconds 
after which changes made to 
any of the cron expressions 
for the scheduled tasks take 
effect.
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Security Settings
The Security page in the Administration Console allows you to perform activities that 
restrict access to RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) and protect sensitive 
data. 

Important: None of the security setting parameters are organization sensitive.

The following table describes the settings for passing caller credentials that you can 
configure using the Administration Console.

Section Parameter Description

General Admin Caller Credentials Passed in 
Payload

A Boolean value that determines 
whether to pass the caller credentials 
to Adaptive Authentication Admin 
only using the security header 
payload. The default value is true.
If the parameter value is false, the 
application passes the caller 
credentials on the URL, as is done in 
the previous versions of the Adaptive 
Authentication Admin application.

Important: Consult with RSA before 
changing the value of this parameter.

Servlets Caller Credentials Passed in 
Logon Form

A Boolean value that determines 
whether to require your organization 
to enter the caller credentials through 
the logon form when using the 
following Adaptive Authentication 
servlets:
• Health Check
• Log Manager
• Context Manager
The default value is true.
If the parameter value is false, you can 
pass the caller credentials on the URL 
as a GET request method for the 
Adaptive Authentication servlets 
listed above.

Important: Consult with RSA before 
changing the value of this parameter.
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The following table describes the security settings that you can configure using the 
Administration Console.

Access the Web Services using Logon 
Form

A Boolean value that determines 
whether to require your organization 
to enter the caller credentials through 
the logon form displayed in a browser, 
when accessing the Adaptive 
Authentication Web Services. The 
default value is true. 
When the parameter value is true, if 
you pass the caller credentials on the 
URL, you are redirected to the logon 
form. In this situation, access to the 
client code from the WSDL through 
the application is restricted.
If the parameter value is false, you can 
pass the caller credentials on the URL. 
In this situation, you can generate the 
client code from the WSDL through 
the application.

Important: Consult with RSA before 
changing the value of this parameter.

Section Parameter Description

Task Description

Allowed IP Addresses A list of IP addresses or ranges of IP addresses allowed to send 
SOAP calls to Adaptive Authentication. 
For more information, see “IP Restriction” on page 175.

Encrypted Sensitive Data Indicates whether the end-user credentials encryption feature is 
enabled or disabled in Adaptive Authentication. By default, the 
encryption feature is not enabled at system startup.
You can enable the encryption feature by selecting the following 
fields in the Security section of the Administration Console:
• Encrypt Answer
• Encrypt Question
• Encrypt Seed
For more information, see Chapter 13, “Encrypting End-User 
Data.”
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Localize the Administration Console
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) is designed so that the user interface, 
input, display, and other features of the Administration Console can be adapted to 
various languages and regions. You can use any one of a number of languages when 
interacting with the Administration Console. You can add location-specific text to 
meet the needs of your user demographic.
For more information, see the section that discusses localization and 
internationalization in the Back Office User’s Guide.

To localize the Administration Console application:

1. Open the properties files in a text editor:
• /backoffice/WEB-INF/classes/com/rsa/webui/aabo/i18n/messages.properties
• /backoffice/WEB-INF/classes/com/rsa/webui/common/

messagesBO.properties
• /backoffice/WEB-INF/classes/com/rsa/webui/adminconsole/

messagesAC.properties
2. Edit the .properties file as necessary.

Note: RSA supports adding a two-letter language suffix to the properties file to 
distinguish the edited file from the original properties file. For example, if you are 
using French, you can rename messages.properties to messages_fr.properties.

Administration Console Log Files
The Administration Console logs are reported according to the existing RSA Adaptive 
Authentication (On-Premise) standards using the Apache Log4j framework. The log 
records are redirected to the log file, which is rolled on a daily basis.
You can specify the location of the Administration Console logs in the 
log4j.properties file during installation. Refer to your specific log4j.properties file 
for the location of your log files.
By default, the administration activity is logged in the backoffice_login.audit.log file. 
Audit records are logged in the admin_console.audit.log file.
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2 Scheduling RSA Adaptive Authentication 
Tasks
• Overview of the Scheduler
• Scheduler Operation 
• Scheduler Logs
• Database Maintenance Tasks
• Risk Engine Offline Tasks
• Policy Refresh Process
This chapter describes the RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) scheduled 
tasks and describes how these tasks are incorporated and managed within the Adaptive 
Authentication system.

Overview of the Scheduler
You can use the Scheduler to provide the following capabilities:
• Standard scheduling platform for Adaptive Authentication tasks
• Support for centralized, on-demand tasks invocation
These capabilities provide RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) with 
standardized scheduling technology as well as a consolidation of its scheduling tasks 
and their management.
As part of a standard installation, Adaptive Authentication deploys a dedicated web 
application that supports running scheduled tasks. The Adaptive Authentication 
Scheduler web application must be deployed on a single server in the cluster, which is 
selected during the installation. 

Note: RSA recommends that you install an additional inactive instance of the 
Scheduler to serve as a backup if the current instance of the Scheduler fails. This 
instance must be continuously updated with ongoing configuration changes and 
upgrades. 
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The following figure shows the scheduled task deployment on a selected server in a 
cluster that has the Scheduler installed and enabled.

Scheduler Operation
This section describes how to configure scheduled tasks in RSA Adaptive 
Authentication (On-Premise). 
For more information on the scheduled tasks that can be configured by the 
Administration Console, see “Risk Engine Parameters” on page 56.
For more information on the timing of scheduled tasks, see Appendix C, “Cron 
Expressions.”

On-Demand Tasks in the Scheduler Console
The Scheduler Console is used to start the scheduled tasks immediately regardless of 
the scheduled timetable. This is helpful for recovery or testing. 
The tasks that can be started using the Scheduler Console include the following.
• Risk Engine offline tasks
• Risk Engine health checks
• Case logger
• Events marking logger
• eFraudNetwork agent
• Database maintenance tasks
While running tasks using the Scheduler Console, consider the following:
• Tasks are started asynchronously. Check the execution status inside the schedule 

log file. For more information, see “Scheduler Logs” on page 77.
• Tasks that are already running cannot be started. For example, if a scheduled task 

is still running, you cannot start the task from the Console until the task has 
completed the scheduled run.
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Run a Task on Demand

To run on-demand tasks:

1. Type:
serverURL/scheduler

For example, you might type:
http://server_name:port_number/scheduler

where server_name:port_number is the hostname and port number of your 
Adaptive Authentication Scheduler server.

2. Edit the parameters for the corresponding tasks. For a description of each 
parameter, see “Scheduler Console Task Parameters” on page 75.

Scheduler Console Task Parameters
The following table describes the Scheduler Console task parameters that you can 
edit.

Task Parameters Description

Risk Engine Health Checks startDate The start date in MM-dd-yyyy format.

Risk Engine Offline Tasks fromDate The date from which the Risk Engine 
analyzes the data in MM-dd-yyyy 
format.

Case Logger startDate The start date in MM-dd-yyyy format.

endDate The end date in MM-dd-yyyy format.

Events Marking Logger startDate The start date in MM-dd-yyyy format.

endDate The end date in MM-dd-yyyy format.

Delete Unbound Desktops daysToKeep Unbound desktops with a last-accessed 
date older than this value are selected 
for deletion. Default is 90.

rowsToDelete 
(quote)

Maximum number of rows to delete. 
Default is 100000000.
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Change the Timing of Scheduled Tasks
You can modify the timing of scheduled tasks in the Administration Console to 
change the time that the tasks are performed. For more information, see “Risk Engine 
Parameters” on page 56. You must restart the Scheduler for the changes to take effect.

Delete Bindings daysToKeep Bindings with a last-accessed date 
older than this value are selected for 
deletion. Default is 90.

daysToKeeptmp Temporary bindings with a 
last-accessed date older than this value 
are selected for deletion. Default is 2.

rowsToDelete 
(quote)

Maximum number of rows to delete. 
Default is 100000000.

commitBlockSize Default is 5000.

Delete Users

Note: You can invoke this task 
only from the Scheduler 
on-demand console. You 
cannot schedule this task to 
run periodically.

daysToKeep USERS rows with a last-accessed date 
older than this value are selected for 
deletion. Default is 90.

Note: The value of the daysToKeep 
parameter must be no less than the 
number of days that is set for the billing 
period of the organization. Default is 
180.

rowsToDelete 
(quote)

Maximum number of rows to delete. 
Default is 100000000.

Delete Org

Note: You can invoke this task 
only from the Scheduler 
on-demand console. You 
cannot schedule this task to 
run periodically.

daysToKeep USERS rows with a last-accessed date 
older than this value are selected for 
deletion. Default is 90.

Note: The value of the daysToKeep 
parameter must be no less than the 
number of days that is set for the billing 
period of the organization. Default is 
180.

rowsToDelete 
(quote)

Maximum number of rows to delete 
Default is 100000000.

orgName Name of the organization that must be 
deleted.

eFraudNetwork Agent No parameters

Task Parameters Description
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To change the timing of a scheduled task:

1. Click the Scheduled Tasks component of the Administration Console.
2. In the Cron Expression column, click the row of the task that you want to 

schedule. 
3. Change the field values as necessary. 

For a description of fields, permitted values, and permitted special characters, see 
Appendix C, “Cron Expressions.”

4. Click Update. 
5. “Publish the Configuration Changes.”

Activate and Deactivate Scheduled Tasks
You can activate or deactivate tasks within the Administration Console to determine 
whether or not a specific task runs. For more information, see “Risk Engine 
Parameters” on page 56.

To activate or deactivate a scheduled task:

1. Click the Scheduled Tasks component of the Administration Console.
2. In the Enabled column, click the row of the task that you want to enable or 

disable.
3. Do one of the following:

• From the drop-down menu, select True to enable the task.
• From the drop-down menu, select False to disable the task. 

4. Click Update. 
5. “Publish the Configuration Changes.”

Scheduler Logs
Scheduled task operational logs are reported in accordance with the existing 
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) standards using the Apache Log4j 
framework. The log records are redirected to the log files, which are rolled on a daily 
basis.
The location of the Scheduler logs is set in the log4j.properties file during 
installation. Refer to your specific log4j.properties file for the location of your log 
files. 
By default, the Scheduler activity is logged in the aa.scheduler.log file. The 
Scheduler log4j.properties file contains the definition of the functional log files 
produced for RSA Central.
For more information on billing logs, see “Configure Billing Logs” on page 78.
For more information on Authentication Plug-In billing logs, see “Configure 
Authentication Plug-In Billing Logs” on page 79.
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For more information on the Case Logger log file, see “Configure the Case Log” on 
page 123.
For more information on Events Marking Logger log file, see “Configure the Events 
Marking Log File” on page 124.
For more information on alarm logs file, see “Alarm Logs Monitoring” on page 90.

Configure Billing Logs
The billing component generates a log file that you must send to RSA Central. For 
more information on transferring logs, see Chapter 5, “Log Files.” The billing 
component is installed as a scheduled component of Adaptive Authentication.
The log4j.properties file specifies the location of the billing logs. For more 
information, see “Scheduler Logs” on page 77. To configure billing parameters, see 
“Billing Parameters” on page 48.

To configure the log4j.properties file:

1. Locate your log4j.properties file. 

Note: The log4j.properties file relates to the Scheduler web application.

2. Change the billing information specific to your server and data center. If 
necessary, add the file path information. Make sure the file path information is the 
same for all of the log files.

3. Change the file path information so that it is unique to each Java Virtual Machine, 
as shown in the following example:
log4j.appender.billlogger.File==Path_to_RSA_logs_folder/CSG@
RSA_ServerName@DataCenterName_billing.log

Note: By default, the location of the log files is relative to the location of your 
application server. You can specify a full system path, if necessary.
By default, the levels of the billing log4j file are set for INFO. Do not change 
these levels. The syntax in the log4j configuration file is the same regardless of 
platform. Use a forward slash (/) to separate directories in pathnames.

For the billing log name, use the format:
Org@Customer_ServerName@DataCenterName_billing.log

where:
• Customer is the name of the institution.
• ServerName is the name of the specific server where the logs are being generated.
• DataCenterName is the name of the specific data center referenced by the 

application server.
Be sure that you set these variables correctly as you might have multiple application 
servers pointing to different data centers.
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The following are examples of properly formatted log names:
MyOnlineStore@Server_1@MenloParkDC_billing.log
MyOnlineStore@Server_2@SeattleDC_billing.log

Configure Authentication Plug-In Billing Logs
Authentication Plug-In billing has a separate section inside the log4j.properties file 
because it uses its own format.

Note:  Log4j.properties relates to the Scheduler web application.

The following code is an example of an authentication plug-in billing 
log4j.properties file.

log4j.logger.com.rsa.csd.pmbillinglogs.generator.model.OOBBi
llingLogWriter=INFO,oobbilllogger
log4j.appender.oobbilllogger=org.apache.log4j.DailyRollingFi
leAppender
log4j.appender.oobbilllogger.layout=org.apache.log4j.Pattern
Layout
log4j.appender.oobbilllogger.DatePattern='.'yyyy-MM-dd
log4j.appender.oobbilllogger.Append=false
#CHANGE BELOW
log4j.appender.oobbilllogger.File=<PATHToWebServerLogs>\\<Or
g>@<Customer>_<ServerName>@<DataCenterName>_acspBilling.log
#Example
#log4j.appender.oobbilllogger.File=BILLING_LOG_PATH/INSTITUT
ION_NAME@ServerName@DataCenterName_acspBilling.log

Database Maintenance Tasks
The following is a list of database maintenance tasks:
• Delete unbound desktops. Cleans the desktops that are not bound to any end 

user. If an unbound desktop row matching an end user is deleted, a new desktop 
row is created on the next request.

• Delete bindings. Removes the following bindings from the database:
– Temporary bindings from the BINDINGS table. A temporary binding is a 

binding provided in the analyze request and stored in the system temporarily 
until authentication is successful. Upon successful authentication, a temporary 
binding becomes permanent and is available for online transactions. If the 
authentication was not successful or no authentication occurred, the binding 
remains temporary and you must delete the binding using the delete bindings 
task.

– Old bindings, in cases where the end user has more than the maximum 
number of bindings that should be available (the default is 10). This prevents 
end users from having a large number of bindings
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• Delete users. Removes old USERS rows that are no longer active in Adaptive 
Authentication. Users who are still billable according to the customer contract are 
not deleted. Users rows with a last accessed date older than the daysToKeep value 
are selected for deletion. If a deleted user is presented in the next logon, the end 
user is required to enroll as a new user.

• Delete organizations. Deletes an entire organization hierarchy from the database. 
This task removes the relevant organization and all of the associated USERS 
rows, the sub-organizations, groups, and sub-groups. This task is used by clients 
who are vendors supporting multiple organizations for multiple clients. If there 
are users who have been deleted after the time specified or if there are active 
users, the organization is not deleted.

Important: You should only use this query if you no longer need any of the data 
for an organization as defined in the system and you want to clean up the database. 
This should not be used on a daily basis. If the wrong organization was deleted, 
any request with the deleted ORG_ID will fail.

• Cleanup Partitions. This task removes old partitions from the following tables:
– RSASESSION
– SESSIONACSP
– RSATRANSACTION
Partitions older than the save period are selected for removal. The default is a 
30-day save period.

Note: RSA recommends running this task daily.

• Create Partitions. This task creates new partitions for the following tables:
– RSASESSION
– SESSIONACSP
– RSATRANSACTION
This task insures that there are partitions available up to 30 days from the task run 
date.

Note: RSA recommends running this task daily.

Database maintenance tasks are scheduled to run once a day. You can manage the 
schedule of these tasks, and activate or deactivate these tasks, in the Scheduler section 
of the Administration Console. You can configure the various parameters 
corresponding to these tasks in the relevant sections of the Administration Console. 
For more information, see “Administration Console” on page 13.
You can also invoke database maintenance tasks manually (on-demand) using the 
Scheduler Console, where you can overwrite default parameters. 
You can verify the status of database maintenance tasks in the Scheduler log file. For 
more information, see “Scheduler Logs” on page 77.
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Risk Engine Offline Tasks
Risk Engine offline tasks are processes that are designed to run daily during off-peak 
hours and to handle assignments that use significant computer processing and memory 
resources when performed online. These tasks process existing information, perform 
statistical and probabilistic calculations, and create measurable metrics to enable the 
Risk Engine to accurately analyze online events.
The following table describes the Risk Engine offline tasks that RSA Adaptive 
Authentication (On-Premise) performs. 

Offline Task Description

Cleanup Task Cleans (deletes) unnecessary data from the Adaptive 
Authentication Core Database. The task executes Delete queries. 
If your Adaptive Authentication installation works with database 
partitions, the cleanup task deletes entire partitions and creates 
new partitions for future data. In addition, the log records the 
partitioning of the database, including the creation and deletion of 
entire partitions.

Bayesian Scoring Task Updates the Risk Engine statistical analysis.

Score Normalization 
Task

Maps risk score raw values from their original range to values in a 
predefined range of 0–1000. The raw scores are renormalized 
each day based on newly accumulated data.
For information about the process and the configuration 
parameters for the score normalization task, see “Score 
Normalization Task Parameters” on page 56.

Creation List Task Performs data mining on historical event information and 
produces a list of values. These lists of values are later used as 
predictors in Bayesian scoring. The Risk Engine maintains 
several lists, for example, a list of fraudulent IP addresses, a list 
of genuine IP addresses, and a list of shared IP addresses.

Change Model Version 
Task

Completes the switching from the earlier version to the new 
version in the Upgrade Model process and from the new version 
to the earlier version in the Rollback Model process, respectively. 
This task runs automatically as part of the offline tasks only when 
the switch or Rollback Model processes are performed.
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Troubleshooting Offline Tasks 
The following table describes common errors that may occur when running offline 
tasks and provides possible solutions.

Policy Refresh Process
When RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) processes a transaction, the Policy 
Engine applies the policy of the organization to the transaction. The Policy Engine 
retrieves the policy from the Policy Management module. The Policy Management 
module is used to create, edit, and delete rules. For more information about rules, see 
the Back Office User’s Guide.
Adaptive Authentication polls the Policy Management database to check for policy 
revisions every 60 seconds. Types of policy revisions include changes to any existing 
rules (edit, delete, status change) or lists (edit, delete, update values) and the creation 
of any new rules or lists. 

Error Message Description Solution

The offline task was already 
run at <yyyymmdd>. Cannot 
run the task in the past.

Appears when the offline 
tasks are run more than 
once a day or if you try to 
execute the offline tasks on 
a date that is too old.

Reschedule the tasks to run 
once a day at a set time, 
preferably during off-peak 
hours.

The <task name> failed. The task specified in the 
error message failed.

Check the detailed log file, 
aa_re_offline.log, for the 
source of the problem.

The <task name> failed, and 
in the detailed log file, 
aa_re_offline.log, the 
following message appears:
The Network Adapter could 
not establish the connection.

There is an error in the 
connection to the Core 
Database.

Verify the connection to the 
Core Database.

General system error. Offline tasks do not run at 
all.

Check the Scheduler 
configuration to determine 
whether the task is enabled or 
disabled. If the task is enabled, 
check whether the time 
intervals are set correctly to 
once a day. If the task is not 
enabled, you must enable it in 
the Scheduler.
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A policy is loaded to the Policy Engine if:
• Revisions have been made to the said policy after the current version was loaded 

to the Policy Engine.
and
• The status of the revised rule is Production or Test.
The policy refresh process allows for automatic polling of all the policies for a specific 
application server (node).
Automatic polling for each node in a cluster is independent of the other nodes. For 
example, if your organization has three nodes in a cluster, you can configure the policy 
refresh process to run at a different frequency on each node. 
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3 System Monitoring
• Monitoring and Alerts
• Health Check Viewer 
• Alarm Logs Monitoring 
• Verify RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) is In Operation
This chapter describes how to monitor RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise)  
for any general errors that might occur. System monitoring in Adaptive Authentication 
involves a series of health checks. These health checks enable you to monitor selected 
aspects of the system and also supply alert notifications. These system checks help 
you to detect inconsistencies within your system setup and resolve the inconsistencies 
at an early stage before any negative impact on your business processes.

Monitoring and Alerts
Enhanced monitoring and alerts are provided based on the following monitoring 
capabilities:
• Case Management feedback sent to the RSA Risk Engine
• Challenge rate comparisons per event type, including challenges per end user and 

failed challenges per end user
• Device IDs:

– Desktop table growth in relation to the number of distinct end users
– Cookie validation, including Flash cookies, with monitoring of the ratio of 

cookies to distinct end users via the desktop table
– Average number of devices used within a specific time frame and verification 

that JavaScript and cookies are received for all event types
– Desktops per end user rate

• Scheduled tasks
– Include billing, Case Management logging, deletion of unbound desktops, and 

other system activities
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The following monitoring types exist:
Event Based. Operates when a specific event has occurred in the system.
Periodic. Operates at set intervals, at specific times of the day, or when specific 
events occur, such as when a challenge rate exceeds a rate from a previous time 
period.

The Monitoring and Alerts framework is installed by default.
A central system component acts as a supervisor watching for alerts and notifies the 
relevant parties of the alerts. Several monitors operate in Adaptive Authentication. 

Note: Monitors are designed to have no negative impact on the stability of the 
production system.

The following table describes each of the Adaptive Authentication monitors.

Monitor Description

Case Management Monitors The Case Management monitors oversee the connection between the Adaptive 
Authentication system and the Case Management application. These monitors 
signal an alert if a problem develops with Case Management notifying Adaptive 
Authentication about resolved cases.
The configuration file for the Case Management monitors is casemanagement 
install dir/WEB-INF/config/casemanagement/cm-monitoring.xml.
In a multi-host installation, RSA recommends that you set different site and 
hostId values.

User Challenge Monitor The User Challenge monitor oversees the following challenge events:
% Challenge Rate. Produces an alert if the percentage deviation of the ratio 
of challenges to end users (#Challenged / #Total * 100) compared to the 
same day of the previous week exceeds a specific value. This monitor is 
global and operates per event type. Adaptive Authentication defines a 
specific range into which the current percentage rate must fall.
% Failed Challenges. Produces an alert if the percentage deviation of the 
ratio of failed challenges to end users (#Failed Challenged / #Challenged * 
100) compared to the same day of the previous week exceeds a specific 
value. This monitor is global and operates per event type. Adaptive 
Authentication defines a specific range into which the current percentage 
rate must fall.
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The following table describes the names of the Adaptive Authentication alert 
messages.

Device Monitor There are a number of monitors associated with devices. These include the 
following:

Cookie and Flash Cookie Validation. The Cookies and Flash Cookies 
monitor oversees the Event Log table and checks that the growth of the table 
is not disproportionate. If the ratio of distinct end users to cookies or to Flash 
cookies is exceptional, the system produces an alert. The comparison value 
is configured in the system.
JavaScript Fingerprints. Similar to cookie and Flash cookie validation. 
Evaluates the average number of devices for end users in a specific time 
frame. The system then checks that the JavaScript and cookies have been 
received for specific fingerprints.
Desktops Table Rate. Looks at the desktop table and checks that the table 
does not grow disproportionately.
Desktop-to-Users Rate. Checks the average number of desktops per end 
user.

Scheduled Tasks Monitor Scheduled tasks include activities in the Adaptive Authentication system that 
are set to run periodically. Those activities include the collection of information 
required for billing purposes, maintenance tasks that are responsible for Data 
Cleansing, and cleanup of old and irrelevant data. The majority of these 
scheduled tasks are monitored and controlled through the Adaptive 
Authentication Scheduler and are set to run periodically. For more information 
on the scheduled tasks, see Chapter 2, “Scheduling RSA Adaptive 
Authentication Tasks.”

Offline Tasks Monitor Checks that the offline tasks are correctly executed every night. For more 
information on offline tasks, see “Health Check Viewer” on page 88.

Monitor Description

Entry Key Message ID Description

cm_not_reaching_aa alert.cm_no_aa.message.message Case Management cannot reach the 
Adaptive Authentication service.

cm_not_reaching_aaadmin alert.cm_no_aaadmin.message.messa
ge

Case Management cannot reach the 
Adaptive Authentication Admin 
service.

challenge_rate_alert alert.challenge_rate_alert.message.me
ssage

% of challenges has dramatically 
changed.

failed_challenges_rate_alert alert.failed_challenges_rate_alert.mes
sage.message

% of failed challenges in the current 
period has dramatically changed from a 
previous period.
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Health Check Viewer
The Health Check Viewer is a component of RSA Adaptive Authentication 
(On-Premise) that performs a system health check. As a system administrator, you can 
activate this online check at any time to ensure that the system is running. If errors 
occur, the errors are displayed in your browser and are also written to a dedicated log 
file.
The location of the log file was set in the log4j.properties file during the initial 
installation. 

event_distribution_alert alert.event_distribution_alert.message
.message

Exception in event distribution ratio is 
misaligned.

ip_alert alert.ip_alert.message.message The ratio between IP addresses and 
distinct end users is outside of the 
permitted range. Check the Health 
Check report for more details.

offline_alert alert.offline_alert.message.message One of the offline tasks has failed.   
Check the Health Check report for 
more details.

flash_cookie_alert alert.flash_cookie_alert.message.mess
age

The ratio between Flash cookies and 
distinct end users is outside of the 
permitted range. Check the Health 
Check report for more details.

cookie_alert alert.cookie_alert.message.message The ratio between cookies and distinct 
end users is outside of the permitted 
range. Check the Health Check report 
for more details.

browser_plugins_hash_alert alert.browser_plugins_hash_alert.mes
sage.message

The ratio between browser plug-ins and 
distinct end users is outside of the 
permitted range. Check the Health 
Check report for more details.

user_agent_alert alert.user_agent_alert.message.messa
ge

The ratio between user agents and 
distinct end users is outside of 
permitted range. Check the Health 
Check report for more details.

desktops_table_rate alert.desktops_table_rate.message.me
ssage

Desktops table grows too fast.

desktop_to_users_rate alert.desktop_to_users_rate.message.
message

Desktops table grows too fast 
compared to the number of end users.

scheduler_alert alert.scheduler_alert.message.message Scheduled tasks alert.

Entry Key Message ID Description
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Browser Status Codes
The Health Check Viewer returns the following health check results in the browser.

A warning in any of the tests does not cause the tests to fail. The report following the 
health check states that all tests were successful or contained warnings.

Log File Status Codes
The Health Check Viewer returns the log file status strings described in the following 
table.

Health Check Viewer Activation Instructions
This section provides instructions for the Health Check Viewer.

Sample Call Format
The following is an example of the Health Check Viewer call format depending on the 
value of the Administration Console parameter.
If the Administration Console parameter Servlets Caller Credentials Passed in 
Logon Form is true:

http://<server_name>:<port_number>/AdaptiveAuthentication/he
althCheck

A logon page opens in which you enter your user name and password. The user name 
and password are identical to the ones used as part of the installation of RSA Adaptive 
Authentication (On-Premise) and are specified as the caller credentials.
If the Administration Console parameter Servlets Caller Credentials Passed in 
Logon Form is false:

http://server_name:port_number/AdaptiveAuthentication/health
Check?username=username&password=password

The default value of the parameter is true.

Note: You must set up the use of Health Check Viewer in your web.xml file before 
you use it.

Status Description

Health Check Passed - AdaptiveAuthentication Server Is Up All tests succeeded.

Health Check Failed One or more tests failed.

Status Description

Health-Check finished with status 200 Includes text about the outcome.

Health-Check finished with status 500 - 
health check failed

A failure occurred. Additional descriptive 
text is attached in this case.
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Returned Information Samples
The returned information is color coded as follows:
• Green - passed tests
• Yellow - warnings
• Red - failed tests
If one test fails, the overall status of the health check is set to Failed. Warnings do not 
set the overall status to Failed. However, RSA recommends that you handle these 
warnings as described in the Monitoring Health Check Viewer.
The Health Check Viewer runs once at the system startup. However, you can initiate 
the Health Check Viewer either manually or using an external monitoring system to 
check on system operations.
You can parse the log file and initiate alarms whenever you find the following status 
codes:
• AdaptiveAuthentication Server Is Down
• 500

Alarm Logs Monitoring
Alarm logs are part of the normal logging process. Because these alarm logs only list 
critical errors, your normal monitoring system regularly parses these logs for errors, 
which are then sent to appropriate recipients. For example, DATASTORE_ERROR, 
which denotes database errors, alerts your database administrator for immediate 
attention. For more information about the alarm logs and the event types logged, see 
“Alarm Logs” on page 108.

Configure Alarm Logs

To configure the alarm logs:

1. Locate your log4j.properties file. 

Note: log4j.properties relates to the Scheduler web application.

2. Change the billing information specific to your server and data center. If 
necessary, add the file path information. Make sure that the file path information 
is the same for all log files.

3. Change the file path information so that it is unique to each Java Virtual Machine.
log4j.appender.ALERTLOGGER.File=CSG@RSA_ServerName@DataCe
nterName_alarm.log
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Verify RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) is In Operation
System monitoring, and health checks in particular, do not provide you with the 
capability of verifying if your database is operational or if RSA Adaptive 
Authentication (On-Premise) application servers are active.
To do so, RSA strongly recommends that you use the following QUERY API with 
GET_USER_STATUS to monitor your site logon to verify that the database and the 
application servers of Adaptive Authentication are up and running:.
• If both your database is operational and the Adaptive Authentication application 

servers are active, a response is returned to the QUERY API.
• If the Adaptive Authentication application servers are inactive, no response is 

returned.
• If the Adaptive Authentication application servers are active and your database is 

down, a response is returned with a reason code in the statusHeader.

To verify database and system operation:

1. Issue a QUERY API request as follows:

<soapenv:Envelope
  xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
  <soapenv:Body>
   <ws:query xmlns:ws="http://ws.csd.rsa.com">
    <ws:request>        
     <ws:identificationData>
            <ws:userName>test</ws:userName>
            <ws:userStatus>UNVERIFIED</ws:userStatus>
            <ws:userType>NONPERSISTENT</ws:userType>
         </ws:identificationData>
     <ws:messageHeader>
            <ws:apiType>DIRECT_SOAP_API</ws:apiType>
            <ws:requestType>QUERY</ws:requestType>
            <ws:version>7.1</ws:version>
         </ws:messageHeader>
     <ws:securityHeader>
            <ws:callerCredential>………..</ws:callerCredential>
            <ws:callerId>………..</ws:callerId>
            <ws:method>PASSWORD</ws:method>
         </ws:securityHeader>
    </ws:request>
   </ws:query>
  </soapenv:Body>
</soapenv:Envelope>
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2. If the Adaptive Authentication system is in operation, the statusCode of the 
statusHeader sub-structure returns with a value of 200.
In this situation, the QUERY API response is as follows:

<soapenv:Envelope
  xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
 <soapenv:Body>
  <ns1:queryResponse xmlns:ns1="http://ws.csd.rsa.com">
   <ns1:queryReturn xsi:type="ns1:QueryResponse"
      xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
    <ns1:identificationData>
     <ns1:delegated>false</ns1:delegated>
     <ns1:transactionId>8ff7-:38eb21dd831:2d800812_TRX
     </ns1:transactionId>
     <ns1:userName>test</ns1:userName>
     <ns1:userStatus>NOTENROLLED</ns1:userStatus>
     <ns1:userType>NONPERSISTENT</ns1:userType>
    </ns1:identificationData>
    <ns1:messageHeader>
     <ns1:apiType>DIRECT_SOAP_API</ns1:apiType>
     <ns1:requestType>QUERY</ns1:requestType>
     <ns1:timeStamp>2012-07-31T14:11:30.246Z</ns1:timeStamp>
     <ns1:version>7.1</ns1:version>
     </ns1:messageHeader>
    <ns1:statusHeader>
     <ns1:reasonCode>0</ns1:reasonCode>
     <ns1:reasonDescription>Operations were completed 
      successfully
      /ns1:reasonDescription>
     <ns1:statusCode>200</ns1:statusCode>
    </ns1:statusHeader>
   </ns1:queryReturn>
  </ns1:queryResponse>
 </soapenv:Body>
</soapenv:Envelope>
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3. If the database is down, the statusCode of the statusHeader sub-structure is 
returned with a value of 510. The reason code returned is 1604. 
In this situation, the QUERY API response is as follows:

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv=
 "http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
   <soapenv:Body>
      <ns1:queryResponse xmlns:ns1="http://ws.csd.rsa.com">
         <ns1:queryReturn xsi:type="ns1:QueryResponse"
              xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
            <ns1:identificationData>
               <ns1:delegated>false</ns1:delegated>
               <ns1:userName>AA12565usr1343816341581
               </ns1:userName>
               <ns1:userType>PERSISTENT</ns1:userType>
            </ns1:identificationData>
            <ns1:messageHeader>
               <ns1:apiType>DIRECT_SOAP_API</ns1:apiType>
               <ns1:requestType>QUERY</ns1:requestType>
               <ns1:timeStamp>2012-08-12T15:07:57.15Z
                </ns1:timeStamp>
               <ns1:version>6.0</ns1:version>
            </ns1:messageHeader>
            <ns1:statusHeader>
               <ns1:statusCode>510</ns1:statusCode
               <ns1:reasonCode>1604</ns1:reasonCode>
               <ns1:reasonDescription>
                   Unable to complete requests due to 
                    processing error:
                   Reason Code: 1604
                    Description: Authentication Error Caller 
                    Authentication
                                failed
               </ns1:reasonDescription>
           </ns1:statusHeader>
         </ns1:queryReturn>
      </ns1:queryResponse>
   </soapenv:Body>
</soapenv:Envelope>
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4 Manually Running Offline Tasks
The standalone Manual Offline Tasks utility enables you to run offline tasks from the 
command line.
The Manual Offline Tasks utility includes the following options:
• Run all offline tasks including the cleanup task.
• Run only the cleanup task.
• Encrypt sensitive information in the utility’s configuration properties file.
• Run a health check of the Risk Engine.
The Manual Offline Tasks utility and the Back Office applications are completely 
separated. Configurations in the Back Office do not apply to the Manual Offline Tasks 
utility.

Deploy the Manual Offline Tasks Utility

To deploy the Manual Offline Tasks utility:

1. Open the Manual_Offline_Tasks_Utility folder that contains the command line 
execution utilities: 
• offlineTool.bat
• offlineTool.sh
• config.properties
• Manual_Offline_Tasks_Utility-1.7.x.jar

2. Copy the sample configuration properties file for each database in your 
organization’s work environment.

3. Modify the configuration properties file according to the database with which the 
file is associated. For more information about defining the configuration 
properties file, see “Modify the Configuration Properties File” on page 96.

4. If you change the name of the configuration properties file, modify the command 
line in each execution file. For more information, see the step about modifying the 
command line in “Modify the Configuration Properties File” on page 96.

5. Use a command line execution file to run the Manual Offline Tasks utility. For 
more information about the utility’s operation, see “Run the Manual Offline Tasks 
Utility” on page 98.
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Modify the Configuration Properties File
You must configure the parameters required for the operation of the Manual Offline 
Tasks utility in the configuration properties file, config.properties. The 
configurations in the Administration Console do not apply to the Manual Offline 
Tasks utility.
Each configuration properties file is associated with one of the databases used in your 
organization’s work environment.

To modify the configuration properties file:

1. If your work environment includes more than one database, there should be a 
configuration properties file for each database. Modify the name of each 
configuration properties file to include the database vendor name to which it is 
associated. 
For an example of the configuration properties file name, see “Example of a 
Configuration Properties File” on page 98.

2. Update the configuration properties, as needed, for the database associated with 
each configuration properties file. The configuration properties are:
• username. a user associated with a database
• password. the password for the username property
• url. the URL used to connect to the associated database
• driverFile. the driver file used to connect between the operating system and 

the associated database
• driverClassName. the name of the driver specifically used for the associated 

database
• vendor. the database vendor name

The specific vendor names used are: 
– oracle
– mssqlserver

• properties_to_encrypt. the properties requiring encryption listed in the file

Note: Use a comma as a delimiter in the list of properties requiring 
encryption.

• runningDate. the date from which the data is processed by the Risk Engine 
health check. 

Note: The runningDate parameter must be entered in MM/dd/yy hh:mm 
AM/PM date format. If you do not enter a value for this parameter, the utility 
automatically assigns a default date that is 7 days prior to the current date.
The process selects the events in which the create-date of the event is between 
the start_from date and the current system date.

• using_partititon. whether database partitioning is enabled
Set to true if you are using database partitioning. The default value is false.
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Note: For the descriptions and default values of the following parameters, see the 
corresponding parameter in “The Risk Engine Parameters” on page 57. 

• max_threads
• report_full_name
• enable_bayesian_grouping
• bayesian_calculation_days
• maximum_rows_to_delete
• maximum_rows_to_delete_from_event_log_table
• offline_tasks_thread_pool_size
• user_hash_bayesian_sample
• user_hash_normalization_sample
• enable_cleanup_tasks
• enable_normalization_dynamic_timeframe
• normalization_recalculation_threshold
• normalization_recalculation_minimum_score
• mobile_wap_feature_enabled
• mobile_mode_0_feature_enabled
• mobile_mode_1_feature_enabled
• mobile_mode_2_feature_enabled

3. Format the command line in the execution file. 
The following is the format for the command line included in the execution files:

java -jar offlineTool.jar -config=config properties 
filename $1 $2

where
-config is the configuration properties filename and $1, $2 represent options to 
run the offline tasks.
The default configuration properties filename is config.properties. 
• If the name of the configuration properties file is not changed, the 

configuration properties filename remains unchanged.
• If the name of the configuration properties file is changed, the -config 

parameter value must be changed to the new configuration properties 
filename.
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Example of a Configuration Properties File
For an MSSQL Core database, the name of the configuration properties file is 
mssqlconfig.properties.
The following is an example of a configuration properties file for an MSSQL 
database.

#Tue Mar 06 16:35:26 IST 2012
username=rsa_core_user
password=rsa_core_user_psw
url=jdbc:sqlserver://ts-60300:1433;databaseName=rsa_core_aa
driverFile=C:/downloads/drivers/sqljdbc_2.0/enu/sqljdbc4.jar
driverClassName=com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver
vendor=mssqlserver
properties_to_encrypt=username,password

Run the Manual Offline Tasks Utility
The standalone Manual Offline Tasks utility enables you to run offline tasks from the 
command line.
The Manual Offline Tasks utility is run manually and requires parameters specific to 
the purpose for which it is being used. This utility is run separately for each database 
in your work environment.
To display help instructions, issue the command line without the -option parameters.
The following is an example of a command line.

java -jar offlineTool.jar -config=config.properties -All

To run the Manual Offline Tasks utility:

1. Modify and save the configuration properties file associated with your database. 

Note: Change the configuration properties filename if necessary.

2. If the configuration properties filename is changed, edit the command line in the 
relevant execution file to include the new configuration properties filename.

3. Run the execution file for your respective operating system:
• For Windows, run the following standalone .bat file using command line 

execution:
offlineTool.bat -option[,-option]

• For UNIX, run the following standalone .sh file using command line 
execution: 

./offlineTool.sh -option[,-option]

• The alternatives for the -option parameter are:
– All. Runs all the offline tasks including the cleanup task.
– Cleanup. Runs only the cleanup task.
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– Encrypt. Encrypts data in the configuration properties file according to 
properties_to_encrypt property.

You can list one or more options on the same command line.

Important: Do not run the -All option with the -Cleanup option because the 
-ALL option includes the cleanup task.

– Healthcheck. Runs the Risk Engine health check process using the health 
check configuration properties.

4. Check the offlineTool.log file for errors. The log file is located in the folder you 
set up for command line execution utilities.
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5 Log Files
• Use of Log Files
• Using the Log Manager
• Alarm Logs
• Audit Logs
• Back Office Applications Audit Logs
• Billing Logs 
• Authentication Plug-In Billing Logs 
• Case Management Logs 
• Failed Challenge Logs 
• Forensic Logs 
• Offline Task Logs 
This chapter describes how logging occurs for the generation of report information, 
which assists in enhancing your fraud detection models. 

Use of Log Files
Log data is used for several purposes:

System Reporting. The system log files contain any warnings, errors, or debug 
messages when running RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise). While these 
messages are for your own internal use, the messages are also useful to RSA 
Customer Support to help you debug an issue that you might experience.
Customer Reporting. RSA Central provides vital reporting information based on 
the transferred audit, forensic, and Case Management files. These log files provide 
information about user behaviors without revealing actual user identities. For 
more information, see the Back Office User’s Guide.
Increased Fraud Detection. As an ongoing part of increasing security measures 
for customers, RSA Central is constantly evolving the statistical forensics models. 
This is done to make the best choices about who is allowed to log on to a secure 
website, who is challenged, and who is rejected. In order for this optimization to 
occur, the RSA Central Support Center must continually collect scrubbed log files 
from customers.

Important: RSA Central retains data in the database for four months. After this period 
of time, the data is archived to tape and kept for at least two years. There is a service 
charge to restore any data that is available only on tape.
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log4j.properties File
Logging in RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) is done by the 
log4j.properties file. This file controls all the logging for Adaptive Authentication. 
This file is used to generate reports, debug any problems, and help detect system 
errors. The log4j.properties file is located in the classes area, 
webapps\AdaptiveAuthentication\WEB-INF\classes\.
Each application should have its own unique log4j file in each Java Virtual Machine 
(JVM).
For more information on log4j, including logging configuration options, go to the 
Apache Software Foundation website.

Important: If you want to use your own appender, you must implement the interface, 
com.rsa.csd.utils.log.ForceableRollingAppender. See the log4j.properties file for 
comments to this effect. If you use your own appenders, check with your RSA 
Implementation Manager to ensure that your log4j works correctly. Inaccuracies can 
delay processing of your reports.

Configure the Log4j File
A configuration file is provided that includes some default settings: 
• Edit the file so the logging parameters conform to your policies. 
• Edit the file to specify filenames, locations, size, rollover periods, formatting, and 

so on.

Before you Begin

Because of the double-byte nature of the configuration files, you must use a UTF-8 
compatible text editor. If you use a text editor that is not UTF-8 compatible, you might 
encounter UTF-8 errors when you upload your configuration files.

To change your logging settings:

1. Open the log4j.properties file in a text editor.
2. Make sure that you read all comments in this file before editing this file.
3. Make the necessary configuration changes specific to your system.

• Change the file path information so that it is unique to each JVM. 
• # File paths must be changed to full system paths.

log4j.appender.LOGFILE.File=aa_server.log

log4j.appender.RE_LOGGER.File=aa_re.log

log4j.appender.auditor.File=aa_server.audit.log

log4j.appender.alarm.File=aa_server.alarm.log

log4j.appender.forensic.File=aa_server.forensic.log

log4j.appender.failedChallenge.File=aa_server.failedCh
allenge.log
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Note: By default, the location of the log files is relative to the location of your 
application server. You can specify a full system path, if necessary. By default, the 
levels of most of the log4j file are set for WARN. The syntax in the log4j 
configuration file is the same regardless of platform. Use a forward slash (/) to 
separate directories in pathnames.

4. Make the following configuration changes prior to production:
# This needs to be changed to 
ForceableTimeBasedRollingAppender with 
DatePattern='.'yyyy-MM-dd prior to production.
# N.B. The appender MUST be an implementation of 
com.rsa.csd.utils.log.ForceableRollingAppender
log4j.appender.auditor=com.rsa.csd.utils.log.ForceableSizeBa
sedRollingAppender
...

# This needs to be changed to 
ForceableTimeBasedRollingAppender with 
DatePattern='.'yyyy-MM-dd prior to production.
# N.B. The appender MUST be an implementation of 
com.rsa.csd.utils.log.ForceableRollingAppender
log4j.appender.forensic=com.rsa.csd.utils.log.ForceableSizeB
asedRollingAppender
...

# This needs to be changed to DailyRollingFileAppender with 
DatePattern='.'yyyy-MM-dd prior to production.
log4j.appender.failedChallenge=org.apache.log4j.RollingFileA
ppender

Note: Do not make any changes to any other properties or parameters without 
checking with your RSA Implementation Manager to ensure compatibility. 
Otherwise you might have significant delays in processing your reports.

5. Save the file.
6. Restart the application server.

Log SOAP Calls to a Separate File

To log SOAP request or response calls to a separate file:

1. Copy the following lines to the log4j file:
#A separate logger for the soap calls, file path must be 
#changed to full system paths
log4j.logger.com.rsa.csd.ws.axis2.LogHandler=DEBUG, 
soapcalls
log4j.additivity.com.rsa.csd.ws.axis2.LogHandler=false
log4j.appender.soapcalls=org.apache.log4j.RollingFileAppende
r
log4j.appender.soapcalls.layout=org.apache.log4j.PatternLayo
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ut
log4j.appender.soapcalls.layout.ConversionPattern=%d{yyyy-MM
-dd HH:mm:ss,SSS Z} %p - [%m]%n
log4j.appender.soapcalls.MaxFileSize=100MB
log4j.appender.soapcalls.MaxBackupIndex=4
log4j.appender.soapcalls.File=logs/aa_server.soapcalls.log

2. Restart the server.

Log4j Settings
RSA recommends storing the log files in some dedicated storage that will be 
configured during the installation of the system. 
For more information about the log4j.properties file, see “log4j.properties File” on 
page 102.
For more information about configuring the log4j file, see “Configure the Log4j File” 
on page 102.

Setting Log Filenames for RSA Central
The log filenames are set in the log4j.properties file. The filenames are in the format 
{<Org>@}<Customer>_{<Server>@}<Datacenter>_<logname>.log.
<appenderdate>
If you use Adaptive Authentication 6.0 or later, make sure you use only one of the 
following appenders in your log4j file:

ForceableTimeBasedAppender. Based on the log4j DailyRollingAppender.
ForceableSizeBasedRollingAppender. Based on the log4j RollingFileAppender. 

Important: To ensure that your logging is correct, RSA recommends that you use the 
specific log4j file supplied with your release. 

These appenders roll the logs based on size and specific time periods set in the 
provided log4j files. RSA has created these specific appenders for use with the 
Adaptive Authentication logs and reporting. You must use these appenders to receive 
reports. 
If you are using customized appenders, RSA provides a Java class on which the RSA 
appenders are based so that you can customize your log4j file. 

Note: A customized appender configuration causes the log4j file to roll the file. The 
log file then contains new header information, which reflects the changes to the 
configuration for this application server instance.

Contact your RSA Implementation Manager for help making customized changes to 
your log4j file to ensure that there are no interruptions to your reports.

Making Changes to Log 4J Files
Different elements of RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) use different log4j 
files. This section provides a brief overview of the log files.
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Log4j for Audit and Forensic Logs
The log4j properties for the audit and forensic logs are kept in a log4j.xml file. 

Best Practices for Logging
Check with your RSA Implementation Manager or your internal system 
administrators for your organization log policies before implementing these best 
practices. Best practices include the following:
• For production settings, the logger must only log messages with warning levels of 

severe or greater by using the following parameters: 
– log4j.rootCategory=WARN, CONSOLE, LOGFILE
– log4j.logger.org.apache=WARN, CONSOLE, LOGFILE

• This type of logging does not impact the log levels of your audit or forensic logs, 
which are used for report generation. If you want to change your log settings to 
debug problems, you can change your log levels using the Log Manager Servlet. 

Note: The Log Manager Servlet is only applicable for Adaptive Authentication.
For the change described above to take affect, you must restart your application 
server. 

• Periodically, archive older log files using the prescribed method of your internal 
security policies.

• (Optional) If you are not troubleshooting a particular issue with RSA, delete older 
system logs. Follow your internal security policies regarding system logs.

• Store audit and forensic log information for future reference. These logs are 
significantly smaller than the system logs.

• (For WebSphere users) WebSphere System Out logs often duplicate the RSA 
server logs. You can suppress the duplicate output to save time and disk storage 
space.

Using the Log Manager
RSA provides a Log Manager that helps you manage the RSA Adaptive 
Authentication (On-Premise) web application log4j settings at runtime. The Log 
Manager operates on the log4j loggers that are configured in the log4j.properties file. 
For more information about logging with log4j, go to the Apache Software 
Foundation website.
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Configure the Log Manager

To configure the Log Manager:

Include the following servlet definition in your web.xml deployment descriptor:
<servlet>
   <servlet-name>LogManager</servlet-name>
   
<servlet-class>com.passmarksecurity.servlet.LogManagerServle
t</servlet-class>
   <load-on-startup>2</load-on-startup>
</servlet>

Start the Log Manager
At runtime, you can start the Log Manager to modify logs and log levels. Use the 
following command to start the Log Manager:

serverURL/context/logManager

For example, go to the URL, depending on the Administration Console parameter, as 
follows:
• If the Administration Console parameter Servlets Caller Credentials Passed in 

Logon Form is true, go to 
http://server_name:port_number/AdaptiveAuthentication/logMan
ager

where server_name:port_number is the hostname and port number of your 
Adaptive Authentication server.
A logon page opens in which you enter your user name and password. The user 
name and password are identical to the ones used as part of the installation of 
Adaptive Authentication and are specified as the caller credentials.
The default value of the parameter is true.

• If the Administration Console parameter Servlets Caller Credentials Passed in 
Logon Form is false, go to
http://server_name:port_number/AdaptiveAuthentication/logMan
ager?username=username&password=password

where:
– server_name:port_number is the hostname and port number of your Adaptive 

Authentication server.
– username is the user name that is defined in the CALLERCREDENTIALS 

table in the database.
– password is the credential defined in the CALLERCREDENTIALS table in 

the database.
The user name and password are set using the WSCredentialsManager 
application. For more information, see the API Reference Guide.
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To use the Log Manager:

1. Click List to obtain a list of all the classes that are currently using log4j.

2. Select the class that you want to change by doing the following:
a. Enter the actual class name, as shown:

com.passmarksecurity*—chooses all of the classes

b. Select one of the classes listed.
3. Select one of the following values from the New Level drop-down list:

• FATAL. Catches only the very severe error events that might lead the 
application to stop.

• ERROR. Catches only the error events that might still allow the application 
to continue running. 

• WARN. Catches only the error events that designate potentially harmful 
situations.

• INFO. Catches all error events and informational messages that highlight the 
progress of the application at a coarse-grained level. RSA recommends that 
you maintain your logging at this level.

• DEBUG. Catches all informational events that are useful to debug the 
application. If you want to send log files to RSA, RSA recommends that you 
turn on this level before sending logs.
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Note: If you use Web Services, using this option captures all of the SOAP 
request and response messages in your log files.

4. Click ALTER when you complete the changes.

Alarm Logs
The Data Center alarm logs only log critical events. Your regular monitoring system 
must monitor these events in case of an emergency. 
The location of the alarm logs are set in your log4j.properties file during installation. 
See your specific log4j file for the location of your log files. For more information, see 
“Alarm Logs Monitoring” on page 90.

Alarm Event Types
The following table lists the event types logged in the alarm logs. 

Alarm Log Format
The alarm log is in the following format:

Date ERROR - <ERROR CLASS | Text Description>

Parse the alarm log, by event, using the above information to link it to your current 
monitoring system.

Event Description

RSA_ERROR Internal application error.

PROTOCOL_ERROR Malformed request from an external source.

DATASTORE_ERROR Database system error.

SYSTEM_ERROR Unhandled exception. This error means a general error has 
occurred.

CONFIG_ERROR Configuration error, for example, Configuration Tree is not 
accessible.
This error only happens at startup. 

ACCESS_BLOCKED Direct access to JSP is detected.
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Example of an Alarm Log
The following is an example of some of the errors logged in the alarm log.

Audit Logs
Audit logs are events of interest that RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) logs 
when a customer accesses your online application.

Audit Events Logged 
The following table describes the audit events that are logged in the audit log.

2012-01-26 14:02:49,164 -0800 ERROR - <DATASTORE_ERROR | GeoIP 
database is more than six months out of date>
2012-01-26 14:11:57,104 -0800 ERROR - <RSA_ERROR | Couldn't 
decrypt/unwrap device token: 
PMV3ADjMXtW+t6bKiOPig459XdEv0xHqFz8ik9CEDacjM+VR9m7cjMYZdnHYexKbDM0
6ZQ with msg: java.lang.RuntimeException: 
javax.crypto.BadPaddingException: Given final block not properly 
padded>
2012-01-26 14:11:57,365 -0800 ERROR - <RSA_ERROR | Couldn't 
decrypt/unwrap device token: 
PMV3ADjMXtW+t6bKiOPig459XdEv0xHqFz8ik9CEDacjM+VR9m7cjMYZdnHYexKbDM0
6ZQ with msg: java.lang.RuntimeException: 
javax.crypto.BadPaddingException: Given final block not properly 
padded>
2012-01-26 14:11:57,385 -0800 ERROR - <RSA_ERROR | Couldn't 
decrypt/unwrap device token: 
PMV3ADjMXtW+t6bKiOPig459XdEv0xHqFz8ik9CEDacjM+VR9m7cjMYZdnHYexKbDM0
6ZQ with msg: java.lang.RuntimeException: 
javax.crypto.BadPaddingException: Given final block not properly 
padded>

Event Description

AGGREGATOR The end user coming in from an aggregator IP 
address with an aggregator device.

AGGREGATOR_DEVICE_ONLY The aggregator device token, but no IP address.

AGGREGATOR_IP_ONLY The IP address is from an aggregator service 
without a device.

AUTH_RESULT Shows the details of authenticating a credential.

AUTH_RESULT_RESULT Shows the details of authenticating a credential.

AUTH_RESULT_RISK The risk associated to the authentication result.
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CHALLENGE_ABANDONED*** The end user abandoned the challenge questions 
without answering.

CHANGED_LOCALE The end user is logging in from a different location.

CREDENTIAL_TYPE The type of credential used to verify the end user.

DEVICE_HIGH_RISK Adaptive Authentication detected that the end user 
request originated from a device previously tagged 
as high risk. This event is logged by Adaptive 
Authentication.

DEVICE_ID_CREATED A new device ID was created for the device.

DEVICE_ID_RECOVERED The device ID has been recovered. This event is 
logged by the application.

DEVICE_TOKEN_HEADER_MISM
ATCH

Header strings in the HTTP request do not match 
the end-user history.

ENROLL_COMPLETED** The end user completed enrollment.

ENROLL_START* The end user started enrollment.

FORENSIC_EVENT_TYPE The type of forensic event.

LOCKING_OUT_USER_ID** The end user failed all challenge questions and is 
being locked out of the account.

OOB_CHANNEL_TYPE The out-of-band (OOB) channel type used to verify 
the end user.

OOB_KEY A unique ID used to identify each OOB notification 
request.

OOB_MASKED_URL A masked email address or phone number.

OOB_NOTIFIED_FAILED The end user notification for an OOB challenge 
failed.

OOB_NOTIFIED_STARTED The process for notifying the end user for the OOB 
challenge was started.

OOB_NOTIFIED_SUCCESS The end user was successfully notified of an OOB 
challenge.

OOB_STATUS The status of the OOB challenge.

POLICY_OUTCOME The outcome of the policy.

USER_BOUND The end user was bound to the device.

Event Description
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*      Extended event only
**    Event types that are used for other fields in reporting and, if missing, negatively affect reports

Log Audit Events in the Web Services API
If you have implemented RSA Web Services, you can add events to the audit log by 
setting the attribute, runRiskType. This attribute has several values that you can set to 
add an event to the audit log. 

Note: The runRiskType element contained in the AnalyzeRequest message controls 
execution of the Risk Engine on Adaptive Authentication system transactions. You 
must set the value in the runRiskType element to either ALL or RISK_ONLY to apply 
risk analysis on transactions. If you want to disable risk assessment completely, you 
must use NONE as the value when you send SOAP calls. You can check the values in 
the riskResult element of the AnalyzeResponse message to verify that the Risk Engine 
was applied. For more information, see the API Reference Guide.

USER_CHALLENGED** The end user was presented with a challenge 
question.

USER_CONFIRMED_CHL_MAINT
**

The end user successfully finished changing one or 
more of the challenge questions or answers.

USER_CONTACTS_CHANGED The end user modified the contact information 
(added, edited, or removed information).

USER_DELETED The end-user record was set to DELETE status.

USER_GROUP_CHANGED The end-user group affiliation has been changed.

USER_ID_LOCKED_OUT The end user requesting sign-in was locked out.

USER_ID_NOT_FOUND The end-user ID is not present in the database. The 
end user is not enrolled. This item must be logged 
by your application if the end user is not persistent.

USER_ID_UNLOCKED A locked-out end user was reset to VERIFIED.

USER_NAME_CHANGED The end-user name has been changed.

USER_PREFERENCE The end-user preference.

USER_PREFERENCE_MODIFIED_
OPTIN

The end user modified the preference to opt into the 
milter (mail filter).

USER_PREFERENCE_MODIFIED_
OPTOUT

The end user modified the preference to opt out of 
the milter.

USER_SIGNIN** The end user is attempting to sign in.

USER_UNBOUND The end user chose to unbind from the device.

Event Description
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Important: RSA does not recommend testing the availability of the Risk Engine by 
sending artificial transactions. Such transactions affect the Risk Engine profiles and 
may skew the ability of the Risk Engine to learn from real transaction data.

The following table describes the runRiskType values. 

For more information about this attribute, see the API Reference Guide.

Audit Log Format
Audit logs are in the following format:

TIMESTAMP (in the format yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss,SSS Z) | 
[EXTERNAL_SESSION_ID] | [PMSESSIONID] | [USERID | ORG | 
DEVICEID | IP | HASHED IP | EVENT_TYPE | EVENT_ID | 
TRANSACTION_ID | TRANSACTION_TYPE | 
[&POSSIBLY=MORE&DATA=IN&A=KEY&VALUE=FORMAT& 
THIS=MAY&BE=BLANK]]

Value Description

RISK_ONLY Run a risk analysis without updating the end-user profile. This value also 
creates an event in the audit log for reporting purposes.

DEVICE_ONLY Run a device-only risk analysis without calling the Risk Engine. The 
analysis is run against the Policy Engine. This value also creates an event 
in the audit log for reporting purposes.

Note: If you have rules that are using a less than condition, you must add 
an additional condition that says greater than -1.

ALL Run a risk analysis and update the end-user profile. This value also 
creates an event in the audit log for reporting purposes.

NONE Do not perform any risk analysis or update an end-user profile. An event 
is not added to the audit logs.

UPDATE_ONLY Update an end-user profile without running a risk analysis. An event is 
not added to the audit logs.
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Example of an Audit Log
The following is an example of a raw audit log.

Back Office Applications Audit Logs
An audit trail is a chronological sequence of audit records, each of which contains 
evidence directly resulting from the execution of a business activity in one of the 
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) Back Office applications. The system 
generates audit records for a variety of configuration service business operations.
The system also tracks the persistence layer write operations, such as inserts, updates, 
and deletes, within the scope of the corresponding business transaction.
Each business transaction record contains information about the user who performed 
the transaction and the list of user roles in the system.
The following Back Office audit log files are generated in the logs section of the RSA 
Main Directory, located in the path C:/rsa/bo_logs:
• Access Management Log. The log file is accessmanagement.audit.log.
• Administration Console Log. The log file is admin_console.audit.log.
• Case Management Log. The log file is casemanagement.audit.log.
• Customer Service Log. The log file is csr_admin.audit.log.
• Policy Management Log. The log file is policy_managment.audit.log.
• Report Viewer Log. The log file is reportviewer.audit.log
• Web Services Credentials Log. The log file is wscredentialmanager.audit.log.

# VERSION=7.1
# HEADER_CREATE_TIME=2012-10-05 08:58:17,871 +0800
# NUM_ORGS=9
# ORG=UpdateUserTestOrg -> UpdateUserTestOrg
# ORG=CreateUserTestOrg -> CreateUserTestOrg
# ORG=UpdateOrg3 -> UpdateOrg3
# ORG=UpdateOrg2 -> adoptiveparent.UpdateOrg2
# ORG=Mode4 -> Mode4
# ORG=Mode3 -> Mode3
# ORG=Mode2 -> Mode2
# ORG=Mode1 -> Mode1
# ORG=LoggingTestOrg -> LoggingTestOrg
2012-10-05 09:26:53,215 +0800 | [] | [-2ab47438:1156a427fae:-7eb8] | 
[7497F8DE96D1BD7D4E84FC6081B099E530645710 | LoggingTestOrg | 1087 | 
33.44.55.66 | qS6l+ObZRwlSkEQwnBoxnVENetw= | DEVICE_ID_CREATED | 
EVENTID_UNDEFINED | TRANSID_UNDEFINED | TRANSTYPE_UNDEFINED | []]
2012-10-05 09:26:54,577 +0800 | [] | [-2ab47438:1156a427fae:-7eb0] | 
[1614733027C2DF04916CA146E6AC99DEF8EDF846 | LoggingTestOrg | 1088 | 
IP_UNDEFINED | wFJNIGutNRg51kbxO7oEsINGEUU= | AUTH_RESULT | 
EVENTID_UNDEFINED | TRANSID_UNDEFINED | TRANSTYPE_UNDEFINED | 
[&AUTH_RESULT_RESULT=SUCCESS&AUTH_RESULT_RISK=0&CREDENTIAL_TYPE=DEVICE
]]
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Access Management Log
The following table describes the actions recorded in the Access Management log.

Administration Console Log
The following table describes the actions recorded in the Administration Console log.

Action Log Snippet

Edit User [.../processUserList...action:edit]]

Save User, during Edit or 
Add action

[.../updateUserDetails...action:saveuserName:userfirstName:]]

Add User [.../processUserList....action:add]]

Remove User [.../processUserList...action:remove]]

Add Role [.../processRoleList...action:add]]

Save Role, during Edit 
or Add action

[.../updateRoleDetails...action:saveupdateMode:ucreateMode:croleName:New Role
readMode:r]]

Edit Role [.../processRoleList...action:edit]]

Remove Role [.../processRoleList...action:remove]]

Add Organization [.../processOrgList...action:add]]

Save Organization, 
during Add action

[.../processOrgList...action:saveAddorgName:newOrgparentName:default]]

Edit Organization [.../processOrgList...action:editorgName:newOrg]]

Save Organization, 
during Edit action

[.../processOrgList...action:saveEditorgName:newOrgparentName:...]]

Add Group [.../processGroupList...action:add]]

Save Group, during Add 
action

[.../processGroupList...action:saveAddorgName:newOrgparentName:grp4@org2]]

Edit Group [.../processGroupList...action:editorgName:newOrg]]

Save Group, during Edit 
action

[.../processGroupList...action:saveEditorgName:newOrg

Action Log Snippet 

Change a parameter INSERT parameter: 
key=REPETITIVE_ALERTS_FREQUENCY@MONITORING@dummy@E
DIT-[@origOrg=null@values=361]
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Case Management Log
The following table describes the actions recorded in the Case Management log.

Undo changes for a section REMOVE parameter: 
key=REPETITIVE_ALERTS_FREQUENCY@MONITORING@dummy@E
DIT-[@origOrg=null@values=360]

Export parameter 
configurations

INSERT parameter: 
key=CONFIGURATION_EXPORT_DIR@SYSTEM@dummy@CURRENT-
[@origOrg=null@values=C:\RSA\exports]

Action Log Snippet 

Action Log Snippet

Request to update a case 
(if the case is locked by 
the user)

[.../lookupUser...action:update]

Update an event 
resolution

[.../lookupUser...action:markEventsresolution:SUSPECTED_FRAUD]

Save a case [.../lookupUser...action:savenotes:group:DEFAULT_GROUP
nextContactTime.day:30]

Create a case (from 
Research Activities 
screen)

[.../researchActivities...action:createCase]

Update an event 
resolution (from Process 
Queue screen)

[.../processQueue...action:markEvents resolution:CONFIRMED_FRAUD]

Update Case (from 
Process Queue screen)

[.../processQueue...action:updatenotes:group:DEFAULT_GROUP
nextContactTime.day:30 operator:2 ]

Add Operator [.../operator...action:addOperatoropName:operator selectedGroup:Choose New 
GrouporgName:defaultnewOp:opUpdatedGroup: ]

Direct to Add new 
Operator Group screen

[.../manageGroups...action:newGroupgroupSelected:DEFAULT_GROUP 
editedGroupDescription:INITIAL DEFAULT GROUP] 

Save new Operator 
group

[.../manageGroups...action:addGroupnewGroupDescription:new operator group 
descnewGroupName:newOperatorGrouporgName:default]

Direct to a specific 
group in order to edit

[.../manageGroups...action:setEditGroupgroupSelected:newOperatorGroup
editedGroupDescription:INITIAL DEFAULT GROUPorgName:default] 

Save a group, after 
editing

[.../manageGroups...action:updateGroup groupSelected:newOperatorGroup 
editedGroupDescription:new operator group descorgName:default]
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Customer Service Log
The following table describes the actions recorded in the Customer Service log.

Policy Management Log
The following table describes the actions recorded in the Policy Management log.

Set default Operator 
Group

[.../manageGroups...action:setDefaultGrouporgName:default
defaultGroup:newOperatorGroup]

Remove Operator Group [.../manageGroups...action:deleteGroupgroupSelected:newOperatorGroup
editedGroupDescription:new operator group desc]

Action Log Snippet

Action Log Snippet 

Unlock User (start) com.rsa.webui.aabo.csradmin.CsrAdminAuditor - [UNLOCK_USER] started 
by user/org/group = admin/default/No Group. Message: Attempting to unlock 
user exampleUser

Unlock User (finish) com.rsa.webui.aabo.csradmin.CsrAdminAuditor - [UNLOCK_USER] started 
by user/org/group = admin/default/No Group. Message: Succeeded to unlock 
the user exampleUser

Action Log Snippet 

Add a new rule [NEW_RULE] started by user/org/group = admin/default/No Group. Message: 
Creating new rule: Rule Details...

Update a rule [UPDATE_RULE] started by user/org/group = admin/default/No Group. 
Message: Update rule: ruleID=...RuleName...Rule Details...

Delete a rule [DELETE_RULE] started by user/org/group = admin/default/No Group. 
Message: Deleting rule: Rule Details...

Request a rule status change [RULE_STATUS_CHANGE] started by user/org/group = admin/default/No 
Group. Message: Update rule...

Reject a rule status change 
request

[RULE_REJECT_STATUS_CHANGE] started by user/org/group = 
admin/default/No Group. Message: Reject rule status change...

Approve a rule status change 
request

[RULE_APPROVE_STATUS_CHANGE] started by user/org/group = 
admin/default/No Group. Message: Approve rule status change...

Cancel a rule status change 
request

RULE_CANCEL_STATUS_CHANGE] started by user/org/group = 
admin/default/No Group. Message: Update rule...

Add a new list [NEW_LIST] started by user/org/group = admin/default/No Group. Message: 
Creating new list...
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Report Viewer Log
The following table describes the actions recorded in the Report Viewer log.

Web Services Credentials Log
The following table describes the actions recorded in the WS Credentials log.

Update a list [UPDATE_LIST] started by user/org/group = admin/default/No Group. 
Message: Update list...

Delete a list [DELETE_LIST] started by user/org/group = admin/default/No Group. 
Message: Deleting list...

Add a custom fact [CREATE_CUSTOM_FACT] started by user/org/group = admin/default/No 
Group. Message: Creating custom fact...

Update a custom fact [UPDATE_CUSTOM_FACT] started by user/org/group = admin/default/No 
Group. Message: Updating custom fact...

Delete a custom fact [DELETE_CUSTOM_FACT] started by user/org/group = admin/default/No 
Group. Message: Deleting custom fact...

Add a custom event type [CREATE_CUSTOM_EVENT_TYPE] started by user/org/group = 
admin/default/No Group. Message: Creating custom event type...

Update a custom event type [UPDATE_CUSTOM_EVENT_TYPE] started by user/org/group = 
admin/default/No Group. Message: Updating Custom Event Type...

Delete a custom event type [DELETE_CUSTOM_EVENT_TYPE] started by user/org/group = 
admin/default/No Group. Message: Deleting Custom Event Type...

Duplicate a policy [DUPLICATE_POLICY] started by user/org/group = admin/default/No Group. 
Message: Starting duplicate policy from org1 to org2.

Duplicate a policy [DUPLICATE_POLICY] started by user/org/group = admin/default/No Group. 
Message: Finished duplicate policy from org1 to org2.

Action Log Snippet 

Action Log Snippet 

Search for a report [Org=default, ReportType=ALL, ReportNameALL, FromDate...ToDate...

Download a report [Trying to download file fordefault 
(20100507_ForensicSummary_DAILY_20100524214212.pdf)...

Action Log Snippet 

Save a caller, during Add or 
Edit action

[/wscredentialmanager/processUserList...action:saveuserName:callerIdName
orgName:default]]
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Billing Logs
The billing logs are generated when the billing service runs. The billing service is a 
part of RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) . From the billing logs, billing 
reports are generated for your institution. If there is an error in the billing service, the 
errors are logged in the alarm logs, not in the billing logs. 

Billing Log Fields
The following table describes the fields in the billing log.

Edit a caller [/wscredentialmanager/processUserList....action:edit]]

Remove a caller [/wscredentialmanager/processUserList...action:remove]]

Action Log Snippet 

Field Description

Timestamp Date and time when the report was run on the database.

VersionNumber The version number of the software.

Institution Name A string containing the unique identifier of the service provider 
and organization.

ServerID The server on which the report was created.

Database ID The ID of the database used for extraction of the billing 
information.

Start Date The start date of the current billing period.

End Date The end date of the billing period.

Number of Months Number of months used for extracting active end users.

Web and Mobile Enrolled 
Users

Number of end users enrolled in Adaptive Authentication, 
including deleted end users.

Web and Mobile Active 
Users

Number of end users active in the billing period. Any end users 
deleted at the time of the report generation are included in this 
number.

Web Enrolled Users Number of end users enrolled in Adaptive Authentication 
through a web channel, including deleted end users.

Web Active Users Number of end users active in the billing period through a web 
channel. Any end users deleted at the time of the report 
generating are included in this number.
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Billing Log Format
The billing log is in the following format:
<Timestamp>::<VersionNumber>::<InstitutionName>::<ServerId>::<D
atabaseID>::<StartDate>::<EndDate>::<#Months>::<EnrolledUsers>:
:<ActiveUsers>::<WebEnrolledUsers>::<WebActiveUsers>::<MobileEn
rolledUsers>::<MobileActiveUsers>

Example of a Billing Log 
The following is an example of a billing log.

Authentication Plug-In Billing Logs
Authentication Plug-In billing logs use a separate log4j file because information is 
collected in a different method compared to other logs. For more information, see 
“Making Changes to Log 4J Files” on page 104.

Authentication Plug-In Billing Log Format
The Authentication Plug-In billing log is in the following format:
TIMESTAMP (in the format yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss,SSS Z) | 
[TRANSACTION ID] | [ORG_NAME] | [EVENT_TYPE] | [ACSP_TYPE] | 
[HASHED_CONTACT_INFO] | [STATUS_CODE] | [REASON_CODE] | 
[REASON_DESCRIPTION]

Mobile Enrolled Users Number of end users enrolled in Adaptive Authentication 
through a mobile channel, including deleted end users.

Mobile Active Users Number of end users active in the billing period through mobile 
channel. Any end users deleted at the time of the report 
generating are included in this number.

Field Description

2012-09-27
17:58:07::7.1::PREFIX_HIERARCHY.OrganizationManagedQuestionsOrg::10.80
.0.4::10.104.100.71:1526:pmtest3::2012-09-27::2012-09-27::3::15::160::
30::350::45::150::25
2012-09-27 
17:58:07::7.1::PREFIX_HIERARCHY.MaintenanceTestOrg::10.80.0.4::10.104.
100.71:1526:pmtest3::2012-09-27::2012-09-27::4::15::160::30::350::45::
150::25
2012-09-27 
17:58:07::7.1::PREFIX_HIERARCHY.DeviceManagementOrg::10.80.0.4::10.104
.100.71:1526:pmtest3::2012-09-27::2012-09-27::5::15::160::30::350::45:
:150::25
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Authentication Plug-In Billing Log Fields
The following table describes the fields in the Authentication Plug-in billing log.

Authentication Plug-In Billing File Naming
The Authentication Plug-In Billing filename convention is:

[OrgName@]InstitutionName_[ServerName@]DataCenterName_acspBi
lling.log.
YYYYMMDD 

Example of an Authentication Plug-In Billing Log
The following is an example of an Authentication Plug-In billing log. 

Case Management Logs
The Case Management Database logs track all activity that occurs within the Case 
Management application, which allows a fraud analyst to review potentially 
fraudulent cases.

Field Description

TIMESTAMP Date and time when the call to Authentication Plug-In was 
performed.

TRANSACTION_ID Unique ID of the transaction.

ORG_NAME The root organization for which the calls were performed.

EVENT_TYPE The event that caused the authentication.

ACSP_TYPE The type of authentication method used. Must be 
OOBPHONE.

HASHED_CONTACT_INFO Hash of the phone number that was called. A hash is used 
instead of the actual phone number for privacy reasons.

STATUS_CODE The result of the call to Authentication Plug-In.

REASON_CODE The reason for a failure, in cases where the status was not 
successful.

REASON_DESCRIPTION Text description of REASON_CODE.

2012-01-13 08:05:23,000 -0500 | [TRX_1c6b0fa9:1177337ad4a:-7ff1] | 
[ORG_UNDEFINED] | [CHALLENGE] | [OOBPHONE] | [-169547398] | 
[SUCCESS] | [Status.CREATED] | [NONE] 
2012-01-13 08:14:04,000 -0500 | [TRX_1c6b0fa9:1177337ad4a:-7fe1] | 
[ORG_UNDEFINED] | [CHALLENGE] | [OOBPHONE] | [-169547398] | 
[SUCCESS] | [Status.CREATED] | [NONE]
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Note: Customer-sensitive information from the database is hashed to protect user 
identities.

The following Case Management logs are available:
• Case Log
• Events Marking Log

Case Log
The Case log tracks activity that occurs within the Case Management application 
during case resolution. The log also includes a summary of case statistics.

Case Log File Fields
The following table describes the fields in the Case log file.  

Field Description

ORG The ROOT organization for which 
this is run. 

VERSION The version of the Adaptive 
Authentication software.

LOG_START_DATE The first day of the period for which 
this is dumped. 

LOG_END_DATE The last day of the period for which 
this is dumped. 

CREATED_CASES_BY_RISK_ENGINE The number of cases that were 
created during the period by the 
Risk Engine. 

CREATED_CASES_BY_ANALYST The number of cases that were 
created during the period by an 
analyst. 

CASES_CLOSED_CREATED_BY_RISK_ENGINE The number of cases closed during 
the period by the Risk Engine.

CASES_CLOSED_CREATED_BY_ANALYST The number of cases closed during 
the period by an analyst.

CASES_ALREADY_OPEN_CREATED_BY_RISK_
ENGINE

The number of cases already open 
at the start of the period. 

CASES_ALREADY_OPEN_CREATED_BY_
ANALYST

The number of cases already open 
at the start of the period. 

CASE_ID The Primary Key to uniquely 
identify a case.
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Note: All analyst fields appear with a 0 (zero) in the case log header. For more 
information, see “Example of a Case Log” on page 123.

ORG_ID The organization ID to which the 
customer belongs. This value takes 
the form of a dot-qualified absolute 
path in the organization tree. This is 
achieved using the logUtils class to 
provide the full qualified 
organization paths. 

USER_ID The user ID of customer whose 
transaction is processed.

LOGICAL_START_TIME The time stamp of the start of the 
case if present. 

LOGICAL_END_TIME The time stamp of the end of the 
case if present. 

REFERENCE_COUNT Total number of events included in 
this case.

MAX_RISK_SCORE The highest risk score among 
included events. 

MAX_SCORE_EVENT_TYPE The type of the event that caused 
the MAX_RISK_SCORE.

CASE_STATUS The status of the case.

RESOLUTION_TYPE The final resolution of the case.

CREATED_BY What created the case. The operator 
name or, if created by the Event 
Puller, RISK_ENGINE.

CREATED The time stamp when case was 
created in Case Manager.

UPDATED The time stamp when case was last 
modified in Case Manager.

CREATED_BY_EVENT_ID When the Event Puller creates the 
case, the ID of the event that created 
the case. 

Field Description
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Configure the Case Log

To configure the Case log file:

1. Locate your log4j.properties file.

Note: The log4j.properties file relates to the Scheduler web application.

2. Change the information specific to your server and data center. If necessary, add 
the file path information. Make sure the file path information is the same for all 
log files.
The Case log file uses the following naming convention:
[OrgName@]InstitutionName_[ServerName@]DataCenterName_case.l
og.YYYYMMDD 

Example of a Case Log 
#ORG=TestInst
#VERSION=7.1
#DUMP_START_DATE=2012-01-01 00:00:00
#DUMP_END_DATE=2012-12-01 23:59:59
#CASES_CREATED_BY_RISK_ENGINE=66
#CASES_CREATED_BY_ANALYST=0
#CASES_CLOSED_CREATED_BY_RISK_ENGINE=27
#CASES_CLOSED_CREATED_BY_ANALYST=0
#CASES_ALREADY_OPEN_CREATED_BY_RISK_ENGINE=0
#CASES_ALREADY_OPEN_CREATED_BY_ANALYST=0
#FRAUDULENT_CASES_CREATED_BY_RISK_ENGINE=15
#FRAUDULENT_CASES_CREATED_BY_ANALYST=0
#
#COLUMN_ORDER=CASE_ID|ORG_ID|USER_ID|LOGICAL_START_TIME|LOGI
CAL_END_TIME|REFERENCE_COUNT|MAX_RISK_SCORE|MAX_SCORE_EVENT_
TYPE|CASE_STATUS|RESOLUTION_TYPE|CREATED_BY|CREATED|UPDATED|
CREATED_BY_EVENT_ID
22|myorganization|F2A242A89C04BF2BA8DAF42488492EC94B318E2C|2
012-05-29 14:37:04|2012-07-13 
12:40:41|5|0|SESSION_SIGNIN|CLOSED|F| RISK_ENGINE|2012-07-11 
09:30:27|2012-08-01 17:34:47| TRX_137008a:1137441d670:-7ffd|
26|myorganization|C2CE50516835F310842C6DFD3079E4E4A6433F39|2
012-06-02 22:44:04|2012-07-12 
22:44:04|1|0|SESSION_SIGNIN|CLOSED|F| RISK_ENGINE|2012-07-11 
09:30:28|2012-08-07 09:49:18| TRX_130671e:1138a9b61de:-7fff|

Events Marking Log
The Events Marking log tracks activity that occurs within the Case Management 
application during event resolution. These logs contain lists of events from closed 
cases together with their resolutions.

Note: Customer-sensitive information from the database is hashed to protect user 
identities.
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Events Marking Log File Fields
The following table describes the fields in the Events Marking log file.  

Configure the Events Marking Log File

To configure the Events Marking log file:

1. Locate your log4j.properties file.

Note: The log4j.properties file relates to the Scheduler web application.

2. Change the information specific to your server and data center. If necessary, add 
the file path information. Make sure the file path information is the same for all 
log files.
The Events Marking log file uses the following naming convention:
[OrgName@]InstitutionName_[ServerName@]DataCenterName_events
marking.log.YYYYMMDD 

Field Description

ORG The ROOT organization for which this is run.

VERSION The version of the Adaptive Authentication release.

LOG_START_DATE The first day of the period for which this is dumped.

LOG_END_DATE The last day of the period for which this is dumped.

CASE_ID The primary key to uniquely identify a case.

USER_ID The user ID of the customer whose transaction is processed.

ORG_ID The organization ID to which the customer belongs.

EVENT_ID The Primary Key to uniquely identify an event (transaction).

EVENT_DATE The date when the event occurred.

IP The IP address of the event.

MARKING The resolution of the event. Possible resolutions are F, S, Y, G, A, 
and U
• F: CONFIRMED_FRAUD
• S: SUSPECTED_FRAUD
• Y: SYSTEM_FLAG
• G: CONFIRMED_GENUINE
• A: ASSUMED_GENUINE
• U: UNKNOWN
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Example of an Events Marking Log File
#ORG=ORG
#VERSION=7.1
#LOG_START_DATE=2012-09-24 00:00:00
#LOG_END_DATE=2012-09-25 00:00:00
#<case id>|<user id>|<org id>|<event id>|<event 
date>|<ip>|<marking>
#List of event for: case id = 220; user id = 
D67ACFF9CF768DE70A097D24DFAA191CF6B6010B; org id = 
TEST.TEST1
220|D67ACFF9CF768DE70A097D24DFAA191CF6B6010B| 
TEST.TEST1|TRX_4ebcb5a2:11c8e467716:-7f7d|2012-09-24|172.30.
13.151|F
220|D67ACFF9CF768DE70A097D24DFAA191CF6B6010B| 
TEST.TEST1|TRX_3ebcb6a2:11c9e467716:-7f7d|2012-09-24|172.30.
13.151|F
#List of event for: case id = 220; user id = 
24765B4C90FC2E23473C676AE4ED89A28C4ECF1E; org id = 
TEST.TEST4
1|24765B4C90FC2E23473C676AE4ED89A28C4ECF1E| 
TEST.TEST4|TRX_62b54baf:11c7066eabe:-7ffc|2012-09-24|172.30.
13.151|G

Failed Challenge Logs
The Failed Challenge logs are used to collect data on challenge question attempts and 
failures. For more information on challenge questions, see the Best Practices for 
Challenge Questions Guide. The log data is available for your own use. Do not upload 
the Failed Challenge logs to RSA Central.

Note: No reports are generated for this log, so there is no requirement to send the logs 
to RSA Central.

Failed Challenge Log Fields
The following table describes the fields in the Failed Challenge log.

Field Description

Datestamp The date when the attempt was made.

ChallengeQuestionNumber The number representing a particular challenge question that 
was presented to the end user.

CorrectAnswer The correct answer to the challenge question.

UserAnswer The text entered by the end user as the answer to the challenge 
question.
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Failed Challenge Log Format
The failed challenge log is in the following format: 

Datestamp 
<ChallengeQuestionNumber|CorrectAnswer|UserAnswer|Fuzzy 
MatchScore|ComparatorUsed|OtherDetails>

Example of a Failed Challenge Log 
27 Sep 2012 <Q1.1|FREMONT|FREEMONTT|98|UniqueChars|>
27 Sep 2012 <Q1.3|GARRISON|HARRISON|96|UniqueChars|>
27 Sep 2012 <Q1.4|INDEPENDENCE HIGH SCHOOL|INDEPENDENCE|96| 
IgnoreFinal|> 

Note: Q1.2 was answered precisely. As a result, a record of the question does not 
appear in the log.

FuzzyMatchScore The end-user answer was compared to the correct answer to see 
how well the answers matched. 

ComparatorUsed The comparator used to verify the difference between the 
end-user answer and the correct answer:

DateFormatTransformation. Changes the date format in 
the end-user answer to reflect the format of the correct 
answer.
IgnoreFinal. Disregards the last word entered by the end 
user.
RemoveAllWhiteSpace. Disregards all white space in the 
end-user answer.
Strict. The end-user answer must be an exact match to the 
correct answer.
TypoDistance. The number of letters in the end-user 
answer that differ from the correct answer.
UniqueChars. Compares the unique number of characters 
between the correct answer and the end-user answer.
WordOrderMitigation. Tests whether the end-user answer 
would match if another sequence of words was used.

OtherDetails Any additional information the comparator wants to log. (For 
version 7.1, this is blank.) 

Field Description
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Forensic Logs
The forensic logs are associated with Risk Engine and Policy Management application 
activities. The Risk Engine and the Policy Management application handle real-time 
analysis of authentication and transaction requests and return recommended actions 
for each request based on your company policies. Each transaction request and action 
is logged in the forensics logs. 

Important: These logs do not contain sensitive customer data. The end-user identifier 
is hashed in the log files before the files are transferred. Data is used only to examine 
aggregate behavior. Customer IDs are obscured through a hash algorithm. 
Consequently, individual customers cannot be connected to a specific individual end 
user.

Important: Additional restrictions have been added to reports. If you want to receive 
accurate reports, you are required to provide the IP address for every Web Services 
call.

Forensic Summary Report Data Collection
The forensic log data is collected into a central data warehouse that is used for risk 
model tuning and reporting. The information that is collected from this log data is then 
fed back to the Policy Management application to provide increased security 
measures.
The log data is also available for your own use. However, the log formats are subject 
to change as RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise)is updated. For this reason, 
RSA recommends that you use the reports for your business analysis rather than the 
raw logs. 
For more information about the Forensic Summary Report, see the Back Office User’s 
Guide.

Forensic Logging Values
For a list of the forensic logging values, see Chapter 15, “Forensic Logging Values.”

Forensic Log Fields
The following table describes the forensic log fields. 

Field Description

Datestamp The date when the authentication attempt was made. The 
format for this date-stamp is:
YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS,mmm -zzzz 

External Session ID Your session ID number.

RSA Session ID The RSA internal session ID.
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Forensic Log Format
The forensic log is in the following format: 

<Date Stamp> | [External session ID] | [RSA Session ID] | 
[&FactShortCode=Value&FactShortCode2=Value2&…&LINE_TYPE=[LIN
E_TYPE level]&…&FactShortCodeN=ValueN]

Example of a Forensic Log 
# VERSION=7.1
# HEADER_CREATE_TIME=2012-02-27 23:03:15,109 -0800
# NUM_ORGS=17
# ORG=SubSubSubOrg11 -> 
Org1.SubOrg11.SubSubOrg11.SubSubSubOrg11
# ORG=SubOrg12 -> Org1.SubOrg12
# ORG=cafl -> cafl
# ORG=SouthLake -> SouthLake
# ORG=Org1 -> Org1
# ORG=OnlineStore-> OnlineStore
# ORG=OnlineAgency -> OnlineAgency
# ORG=SubOrg21 -> Org2.SubOrg21
# ORG=OnlineStore1 -> OnlineStore1
# ORG=SubSubOrg11 -> Org1.SubOrg11.SubSubOrg11
# ORG=dummy -> dummy
# ORG=TestOrg1 -> TestOrg1
# ORG=Test2Org ->Test2Org
# ORG=SubOrg11 -> Org1.SubOrg11
# ORG=CreateUserTestOrg -> CreateUserTestOrg
# ORG=Test3Org1 -> Test3Org1
# ORG=JOrg2 -> JOrg2
2012-09-07 10:27:00,822 +0800 | [] | 
[21e5dfc7:114ddb3db1c:-7e18] | 
[&DID=451&ECAFL=286&ECAFR=AssertPolicyFacts,AuthDevNotBound&
ECARID=AuthDevNotBound&ECAT=CHALLENGE&ICAD=213.168.76.24&LIN
E_TYPE=TRANSACTION&SID=21e5dfc7:114ddb3db1c:-7e18&TCCR=true&
TCID=TRX_21e5dfc7:114ddb3db1c:-7e17&TCTYPE=SESSION_SIGNIN&UI
D=6F40A7A47F10FDB3E9946F1A0C924187DB20D494@dummy&UON=dummy]
2012-02-27 23:03:15,156 -0800 | [] | 
[1dfeace:1110728edc1:-8000] | [&ECFED=Tue Feb 27 23:03:13 
PST 

FactShortCode = Value The code for the given forensic value being logged.

& The separator between the forensic logging values.

LINE_TYPE The level at which logging applies:
• Event—one or more per transaction
• Transaction—one or more per session
• Session—one session only
• Notification—up to one unique fraud outcome from Case 

Management

Field Description
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2012&ECFID=bug2772&ECFNS=F&ECFNSC=10&ECFOS=U&ECFOSC=5&ECFRD=
Tue Feb 27 23:03:13 PST 2012&ECFSD=Mon Jan 01 00:00:00 PST 
2012&ECID=TRX_1dfeace:1110728edc1:-7fff&ECNOT=CM_RESULT&ECT=
CLIENT_DEFINED&LINE_TYPE=EVENT&SID=1dfeace:1110728edc1:-8000
&TCID=TRX_1dfeace:1110728edc1:-7fff&UID=B081111505FBA7AB1AB8
72A07A65775CFD3722DF@Org1&UON=Org1]
2012-02-27 23:03:31,296 -0800 | [] | 
[1dfeace:1110728edc1:-8000] | 
[&CKMLC=0&DCFS=true&DIFS=true&DIFSSD=022012 
&DPS=1&DSD=022012 &ECAT=CHALLENGE&ECD=Tue Feb 20 12:44:14 
PST 2012&ECFED=Tue Feb 27 23:03:13 PST 
2012&ECFNS=F&ECFNSC=10&ECFOS=U&ECFOSC=5&ECFRD=Tue Feb 27 
23:03:13 PST 2012&ECFSD=Mon Jan 01 00:00:00 PST 
2012&ECID=1014&ECNOT=CM_RESULT&ECT=SIGNIN&ECYRS=99&FKMLC=0&L
FC=0&LFFC=0&LFIP=0&LFPY=0&LGC=0&LGFC=0&LGIP=0&LGPY=0&LIG=0&L
II=0&LINE_TYPE=NOTIFICATION&LIV=0&LIY=0&LSIP=0&LUA=0&LWIP=?&
LWIPI=?&LWIPO=?&PGMLC=0&PIMLC=0&PVMLC=0&PYMLC=0&UAMLC=0&UON=
Org1]

Example of a Forensic Log for Event Line_Type 
2012-09-07 10:27:00,820 +0800 | [] | 
[21e5dfc7:114ddb3db1c:-7e18] | 
[&30RKB=0&CKCQAL=NA&CKDFH=0&CKMLC=0&DID=451&DIFS=true&DIFSSD
=20120907&DIW=false&DPD=morning&DPS=286&DSD=20120907&ECAFL=2
86&ECAFR=AssertPolicyFacts,AuthDevNotBound&ECARID=AuthDevNot
Bound&ECAT=CHALLENGE&ECD=Fri Sep 07 10:27:00 GMT+08:00 
2012&ECHIS=false&ECID=TRX_21e5dfc7:114ddb3db1c:-7e17&ECT=SES
SION_SIGNIN&ECYRS=286&ICAD=213.168.76.24&LFC=0&LFIP=0&LGC=0&
LGIP=0&LIG=0&LII=0&LINE_TYPE=EVENTLSIP=0&PADFH=0&PAMLC=0&PGC
QLC=NA&PGDFH=0&PGMLC=0&PIDFH=0&PIMLC=0&PINI30=0&SID=21e5dfc7
:114ddb3db1c:-7e18&SSPB=0&TCID=TRX_21e5dfc7:114ddb3db1c:-7e1
7&UADFH=0&UAMLC=0&UID=6F40A7A47F10FDB3E9946F1A0C924187DB20D4
94@dummy&UON=dummy&UX=false&YAC=13763&YEC=13763&YFH=0&YPC=13
763]

Example of a Forensic Log for Transaction Line_Type 
2012-09-07 10:17:06,786 +0800 | [] | 
[21e5dfc7:114ddb3db1c:-7e1a] | 
[&DID=443&ECACA=QUESTION&ECAFL=8&ECAFR=AssertPolicyFacts,Aut
hDevNotBound&ECARID=AuthDevNotBound&ECAT=CHALLENGE&LINE_TYPE
=TRANSACTIONSID=21e5dfc7:114ddb3db1c:-7e1a&TCCR=true&TCID=TR
X_21e5dfc7:114ddb3db1c:-7e19&TCTYPE=SESSION_SIGNIN&UID=958D4
85F7B932FD0BFDF7CC695E334967724B651@dummy&UON=dummy]

Example of a Forensic Log for Session Line_Type 
2012-09-07 10:27:00,837 +0800 | [] | 
[21e5dfc7:114ddb3db1c:-7e18] | 
[&AGE=0&AGG=false&AUDBR=0.5&BDS=31%7C1181%7C2011%7C2011&BJS=
true&BLDN=false&BLDP=false&BLG=en US&BLRS=0.5&BLS=lang=en 
US%7Csyslang=%7Cuserlang=en&BTZ=8.0&BTZDCN=6.0&BTZDTN=false&
BUA=mozilla/5.0 (windows; u; windows nt 5.1; en-us; 
rv:1.8.1.1) gecko/20111204 firefox/2.0.0.1%7C5.0 (Windows; 
en-US)%7CWin32&CCB=false&CCG=false&CCW=false&CGIPLR=0.5&CHTC
=0&CIPCR=0.03&CIPDFF=0.0&CIPDFN=0.0&CIPDFP=0.0&CIPHR=0.1005&
CIPNN=false&CIPNP=false&CKNEN=false&CLT5DO=true&DID=451&DNB=
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true&DPCS=true&DPJS=true&EFNRK=0&FIP=true&FUZWLR=0.0&GDSTC=0
.0&HTAL=en_us&ICAD=213.168.76.24&ICER=0&ICGC=Cologne&ICGCID=
DE&ICGR=0&ICH=vR1M+csugzT8vZZsdeS+n5d2NHM=&ICISID=194544&ICO
RID=9900186&IPAN=false&IPB=false&IPDNR=false&IPG=false&IPNL=
false&IPUNR=false&IPW=false&ITR=0.5544537497559651&JNE=false
&JSNE=false&LINE_TYPE=SESSIONNCFU=true&NDABU=0&NUABD=0&PPRS=
0&RBTDCN=0.5&RBTDCP=0.5&RCA=0.67&RCPDCF=0.5&RCPDCN=0.5&RCPDC
P=0.5&RDSPCP=0.67&RNDU=0.67&RNUD=0.67&RSPDA=0.67&RSPDF=0.5&R
SPDN=0.5&RSPDP=0.5&SB=false&SFT=qt1%7Cqt5%7Cqt3%7Cqt2%7Cqt2%
7Cqt1%7Cdef%7Cswf%7Crjl%7Crpl%7Crpv%7Cpdf%7Cmso%7Cj10%7Cj13%
7Cj13%7Cj32%7Cj11%7Cj12%7Cj13%7Cj14%7Cj32%7Cwpm%7Cdrn%7Cdrm&
SGIPLR=0.5&SID=21e5dfc7:114ddb3db1c:-7e18&SIPCR=0.03&SIPDFA=
0.0&SIPDFF=0.0&SIPDFN=0.0&SIPDFP=0.0&SIPHR=0.1005&SIPMTF=fal
se&SIPNC=false&SPY=0.5&SSDFN=true&SSDPS=true&TZDL=6.0&TZDTL=
false&UASDTN=true&UASNP=false&UCHC=0&UCNT=0&UDC=0&UID=6F40A7
A47F10FDB3E9946F1A0C924187DB20D494@dummy&ULG=en&UON=dummy&UP
ER=true&USB=false&USG=false&USW=false]

Example of a Forensic Log for Notification Line_Type 
2012-09-07 10:27:19,340 +0800 | [] | 
[21e5dfc7:114ddb3db1c:-7dea] | 
[&30RKB=192&CKCQAL=NA&CKDFH=0&CKMLC=0&DCFS=true&DID=265&DIFS
=true&DIFSSD=20120906&DPS=736&DSD=20120906&ECARID=MediumRisk
OtherEvents&ECAT=REVIEW&ECD=Thu Sep 06 12:23:27 GMT+08:00 
2012&ECFED=Sun Sep 16 12:23:27 GMT+08:00 
2012&ECFNS=F&ECFNSC=5&ECFOS=F&ECFOSC=10&ECFRD=Fri Sep 07 
10:27:19 GMT+08:00 2012&ECFSD=Tue Aug 07 12:23:27 GMT+08:00 
2012&ECID=TRX_12379b37:114d9a5a075:-7ba5&ECNOT=CM_RESULT&ECT
=CHANGE_EMAIL&ECYRS=736&LFC=0&LFIP=0&LGC=0&LGIP=0&LIG=0&LII=
0&LINE_TYPE=NOTIFICATIONLSIP=0&PADFH=0&PAMLC=0&PGCQLC=NA&PGD
FH=0&PGMLC=0&PIDFH=0&PIMLC=0&PINI30=1&SID=12379b37:114d9a5a0
75:-7ba6&SSPB=0&UADFH=0&UAMLC=0&UON=dummy&UX=true&YAC=13762&
YEC=0&YFH=0&YPC=13762]

Offline Task Logs
The offline task logs include the following tasks:
• Cleanup task
• Cleanup task when partitions are used
• Bayesian scoring task
• Score normalization task
• List creation task
• Change model task
• Rollback model
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Cleanup Task
The following table describes the log sentences in the cleanup task.

Cleanup Task when Partitions Are Used
The following table describes the log sentences in the cleanup task when partitions are 
used.

Bayesian Scoring Task
The following table describes the log sentences in the Bayesian scoring task.

Log Sentences Description

Start running Cleanup offline task

Starting cleanup <n> rows from <table name> table 
before the date <yyyymmdd> 

Where <n> is the number of rows to 
be deleted and <table name> is the 
name of the table. Note that this row 
can appear more than once. 
yyyymmdd is the date format.

For cleanup_<table name> successfully finished - 
total number of rows that were deleted: <n>

Where <n> is the number of rows to 
be deleted and <table name> is the 
name of the table. Note that this row 
can appear more than once.

Finished running Cleanup offline task

Log Sentences Description

Starting cleanup <n> rows from <table name> table 
before the date <yyyymmdd>

Where <n> is the number of rows to 
be deleted and <table name> is the 
name of the table.

Create new partitions for table <table name> This row appears once per table.

Delete old partitions for table <table name> This row appears once per table.

Finished running Cleanup offline task

Log Sentences Description

Start running Bayesian Scoring offline task

Start to build statistics - creating daily

Start aggregate buckets for day: <yyyymmdd> yyyymmdd is the date format.

Finished to build statistics

Inserting buckets to the RBA_BS_BUCKETS table
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Score Normalization Task
The following table describes the log sentences in the score normalization task.

List Creation Task
The following table describes the log sentences in the list creation task.

Category X, grouping Where <X> is the name of each 
category (combination of predictors).

Total number of buckets <n> were inserted to the 
RBA_BS_BUCKETS table

Where <n> is the number of buckets 
inserted into the RBA_BS_BUCKETS 
table.

Finished running Bayesian Scoring offline

Log Sentences Description

Log Sentences Description

Start running Score Normalization Using Bayesian 
offline task

Start to build statistics - counting the scores for 
normalization

Starting build daily statistics for day

Normalization Using Bayesian <n> records were 
read from EVENT_LOG table for date [yyyymmdd]

Where <n> is the number of records 
read from the EVENT_LOG table. 
yyyymmdd is the date format.

Finished build daily statistics for day 

Create score normalization map for normalization

Finished running Score Normalization Using 
Bayesian offline task

Log Sentences Description

Start running List Creation offline task

Start aggregate for day: <yyyymmdd> yyyymmdd is the date format.

Finished aggregate for <parameter name> Where the parameter can be IP, event type, and 
so on.

Start creation of fraud lists

Start creation of genuine lists
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Change Model Task
The following table describes the log sentences in the change model task.

Rollback Model
The following table describes the log sentences in the rollback model task.

Start creation of shared lists

Start creation of common lists

Finished running List Creation offline task

Log Sentences Description

Log Sentences Description

Change model version task in progress - switch model 
version to <X>.

X is the new version number.

Finished running Change model version task.

Log Sentences Description

Change model version task in progress - rollback model 
version to <Y>.

Y is the old version number.

Finished running Change model version task.
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6 Interacting with RSA Central
• File Transfer Process 
• Report Transfer Flow
• File Naming Conventions
• Log File Transfer
• File Retrieval from RSA Central
• RSA Central Access Information
RSA provides a centralized service called RSA Central that helps you access and 
provide log files to RSA and pull information from reports and GeoIP data. The 
service is specifically designed for receiving log files from sources such as 
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise). RSA Central also allows you to retrieve 
and view reports through the Report Viewer application.

File Transfer Process
RSA Central provides the following:
• Drop-off for RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) compressed log files 

from your site to the RSA Central file servers
• Retrieval of standard sets of reports that you can use with the Adaptive 

Authentication Report Viewer or using Adobe Acrobat Reader or CSV-readable 
software such as Microsoft Excel

• Separate accounts with separate user IDs and passwords to transfer logs and 
retrieve reports from RSA Central
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The following figure shows the data flow in the RSA Central file transfer process.

Data Log Flow 
The RSA Central file transfer process is as follows:
1. The RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) log files must be pushed or 

pulled to logs on a selected collection server.
2. The collection server compresses the log files.
3. The logs are pushed to RSA either through SFTP (preferred method) or by 

HTTPS on a regularly scheduled time line. Normally, logs are pushed every day in 
order for RSA to provide daily reports. 
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4. Logs are pulled to RSA Central and analyzed to create reports.
The following figure shows the data log flow. 

Report Transfer Flow
The RSA Central reports transfer process is as follows:
1. Reports are pushed from RSA Central to an rsync over SSH (preferred method), 

an HTTPS server, or a SFTP server for you to download your particular reports or 
additional files.

2. Your system pulls reports by one of the following:
• Running an rsync over SSH to sync up the report directories (recommended)
• Using a commercial HTTPS client
• Using a commercial SFTP client
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3. You unzip reports pulled over by SFTP or HTTPS to your report storage server.

Note: It is important to maintain the data structure, which is pushed from RSA Central 
with the reports, in the format in which you received it. This structure ensures that the 
Report Viewer, which uses the directory structure to present reports, can find the 
correct reports. For more information, see “Directory Structure for Reports” on 
page 144.

File Naming Conventions
RSA Central uses several rules for file naming standards to enable the automation of 
data transfer by your system and RSA. RSA requires that the files received comply to 
a defined format and provides files to you in that same format. 

Important: Log packages sent to RSA Central should not contain any spaces in the 
names.

RSA also provides a compressed log file naming convention. For more information, 
see “Compressed File Naming” on page 141.
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Log Files
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) generates various log files as a result of 
daily operations that feed the analysis and reporting functions of RSA Central. Some 
logs are used for system reporting. Only a certain subset of these logs must be sent to 
RSA Central for creation of reports.
The following table describes the log types.

Important: Do not send system logs, or any other data, to RSA Central, unless 
requested because of issues such as size and security. The Adaptive Authentication 
system logs might contain sensitive data.

Log File Naming
The log file naming standard for logs generated by Adaptive Authentication is 
controlled using a log4j.properties file and must be in the following filename format:

{<Org>@}<Customer>_{<Server>@}<Datacenter>_<logname>.log.<ap
penderdate>

Formatting Convention
The following table describes the various formats for the log file.

Log Types Log Usage Send to RSA?

alarm System logs N

audit Used for reporting Y

billing Used for reporting Y

acspBilling Used for reporting Y

case Used for reporting Y

caseManagement Case Management system logs N

eventsmarking Used for reporting Y

failedChallenge System logs N

forensics Used for reporting Y

WebServices System logs N

Format Description

< > Parameter

{ } Option section

@ Optional delimiter
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Parameters
The following table describes the parameters used to name the log files.

_ Mandatory delimiter

. Mandatory delimiter

Format Description

Parameter Description

<Org> An optional naming parameter containing the name present in the logs that uniquely 
identifies an organization:
• If you use multiple organizations to structure a user community, you can include the 

<Org> parameter. <Org> may be either the name of an organization or an internal code 
that you use to represent the organization.

• If you do not use the organization feature that RSA provides, you must omit the <Org> 
portion of the name. If there is no organization, remove the @ symbol that follows.

• If you host multiple organizations on the same application server, the logs for that 
server contain users belonging to several organizations. In this case, you must omit the 
organization name, because multiple organizations are contained within the log file 
and naming the log file with only one <Org> is misleading.

<Customer> Your organization name. A string that is a mandatory part of the naming scheme.

<Server> An optional argument containing the name of the application server from which the log 
was retrieved:
• <Server> must be a unique name for each server in a given <Datacenter>.
• If there is only one server generating logs in a data center, this argument can be 

omitted.

<Datacenter> A mandatory argument containing the unique name of the data center.

<logname> The log name. Logs must have one of the following names or else the logs are rejected:
• audit
• billing
• acspBilling 
• case
• failedChallenge (not sent to RSA Central)
• forensic
• eventsmarking

<appenderdate> The last element of the name, which is automatically generated by the 
DailyRollingFileAppender in the log4j file. The format that the appender generates is 
YYYY-MM-DD.
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Example of Log Naming Scenarios
The following is an example of some file naming conventions:
• The main organization is MyOnlineStore.
• MyOnlineStore has four customers: SmallLakeStore, BigLakeStore, LargeStore, 

and OnPremStore.
• MyOnlineStore has two data centers:

– data center 1, OnlineStoreCA, hosts both SmallLakeStore and BigLakeStore. 
– data center 2, HighlyRedundantNY, hosts only LargeStore. 

• HighlyRedundant datacenter has servers named BigIron1 and BigIron2.
• OnPremStore is not hosted by MyOnlineStore but runs the MyOnlineStore 

software on-premise.
Some valid log filenames are:
• MyOnlineStore_OnlineStoreCA_audit.log.2012-04-20
• LargeStore@MyOnlineStore_BigIron1@HighlyRedundantNY_forensic.log.2012-04

-19
• OnPremStore@MyOnlineStore_OnPremStoreDC_billing.log.2012-05-01
• LargeStore@MyOnlineStore_BigIron2@HighlyRedundantNY_failedChallenge.log.

2012-04-30

Compressed File Naming
The compressed files contain a number of file types including audit, forensic, billing, 
acspBilling, and failedChallenge. Otherwise, the compressed files naming scheme 
uses the same elements as in “File Naming Conventions” on page 138. Additional 
information regarding compressed log files can be found in “Log File Compression” 
on page 144.
Compressed files contain all the logs from a server on a given day. The compressed 
file must use one of the following naming conventions: 
• YYYYMMDD_{<Org>@}<Customer>_{<Server>@}<Datacenter>.gz
• YYYYMMDD_{<Org>@}<Customer>_{<Server>@}<Datacenter>.tar.gz
• YYYYMMDD_{<Org>@}<Customer>_{<Server>@}<Datacenter>.zip

Note: Notice that the date has moved from the end of the rolled-over log files to the 
front of the compressed file. Also note that the dashes have been removed from the 
date. 

If the files are named with an alternate format or not compressed using a supported 
compression technology, RSA Central discards the files and does not generate reports 
for the log data contained within the files.
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The following are acceptable names for compressed log files:
• 20120331_SmallStore_Dell2.zip (Single server installation)
• 20120418_LargeOnlineStore_BigIron@WA2.gz (Multiple server data center)
• 20120520_CommunityOnlineStoreVendor_RackMountA6@CommunityStore2.zip (

Multiple Organization server)
• 20120520_LegacyBank@InternetOnlineStoreVendor_Windows939@OnPremLegac

y.gz (Single Organization On Premise server)

Important: Log packages sent to RSA Central should not contain any spaces in the 
names.

Log File Transfer
RSA Central requires your system to send logs from your application server to the 
assigned SFTP server (recommended) or HTTPS server. RSA Central provides you 
with an account that includes a user ID and password to transfer log files to RSA 
Central. 
To transfer files to RSA, your system must first collect the necessary log files from 
your file server and compress the log files. 

Note: Ensure that you are in the correct directory before transferring the files. 
Dropping files in any other directory can cause your reports to be significantly delayed 
or not created at all. 

After the files are processed, logs move the files from the location in the directory 
where you placed the files into the archive directory. For example, if you place the 
files in the .../LFabc123/logs directory to be transferred, the files are moved to the 
.../LFabc123/logs/archive directory.
In addition to moving the location of the logs, RSA Adaptive Authentication 
(On-Premise) changes the permission files after the logs are uploaded.

Note: This action takes place on the RSA Central side.

Secure File Transfer 
You can transfer the necessary log files to RSA using a secure file transfer protocol 
(SFTP). 

Note: Configuration files are manually sent only when the customer requests 
troubleshooting assistance.
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Automated Transfers
RSA recommends that you make the log transfer process automatic by using an 
automated SFTP session script that is executed at your SFTP server machine as a cron 
job or as a scheduled task feature of Windows. This process ensures that the 
compressed log files are transmitted from the client-side server to the RSA Central 
SFTP Server.

SFTP Authenticated with SSH Keys
You can request that SFTP authenticated with SSH keys be used as a method of 
transferring log files. To use this option, you must provide RSA with a base-64 
encoded public key to allow password-less authentication. For more information, see 
“Creating an Identity/Pubkey” on page 261.

Note: RSA strongly recommends that your private key be assigned to a specific server 
or set of servers in order to guarantee security.
RSA only allows one key to be associated with one account.

HTTPS Transfer
RSA Central provides an HTTPS transfer method using a web page. However, only 
three log files can be transferred at any given time. 

Time and Frequency of Transfers
For RSA Central to create reports, data for the previous day must be transferred by 
3:00 a.m. (your local time).

Required Customer Configuration
If your firewall currently blocks SFTP connections to the Internet initiated from the 
servers inside the data center, the firewall configuration must be modified. 
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Assuming that an SFTP client runs on the server located on your premises that is 
accessing a data transfer server at the RSA Data Center, the following are the 
necessary firewall settings:
• Allow access to the address: LFabc123.dt.adaptiveauth.rsacs.net
• Allow traffic on TCP Port: 22

Log File Size
Depending on the number of sign-ins that RSA Adaptive Authentication 
(On-Premise) handles each day, 4K bytes per sign-in or payment protection is typical. 
Log files are rotated so that a limited number of logs are maintained on the customer 
server, in addition to the data in the RSA Data Center.

Log File Compression
Because the size of logs can be relatively large, RSA expects the files to be 
compressed using either WinZip or gzip.
The compressed files must adhere to the specific naming standards. This helps RSA 
uniquely identify each customer’s log on a large client base and creates a positive 
impact on process automation. For more information, see “Compressed File Naming” 
on page 141.

Important: If log files are sent uncompressed, your account may be suspended. 

File Retrieval from RSA Central
RSA stores your reports at RSA Central. From there, you can view and download your 
reports in either CSV or PDF format. RSA supplies a separate user ID and password 
for you to use to retrieve your reports. You have access to only your specific report 
directory structure and subdirectories. RSA stores up to 60 days worth of reports.
You can retrieve files by doing one of the following:
• Running an rsync over SSH to sync up the report directories (recommended)
• Using a commercial HTTPS client
• Using a commercial SFTP client

Directory Structure for Reports
RSA currently organizes reports in a directory structure to better manage the large 
number of reports that are created, especially when the reports span multiple 
organizations over the course of months. 
The directory structure is downloaded with the reports from RSA Central. 
Maintaining the directory structure in the form RSA provides is imperative. Where 
you place the directory structure is at your discretion. However, the structure must 
maintain the same structure that RSA Central provides. Maintaining the structure 
enables the Report Viewer application to find the reports. 
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RSA Central uses three types of subdirectories to organize files:
Organization subdirectory. Contains reports for specific organizations. Each 
organization has a unique subdirectory name, which is the fully qualified 
organizational name. 
Date subdirectory (_YYYYMM). Contains reports for the organization, sorted 
by month. 
Dropbox subdirectory. Contains a snapshot of the most recently generated 
reports.

Example Layout of the Directory Structure
The following is an example layout of the directory structure for reports.

rpt/
|---> dropbox/
|---> MyOnlineStore/
| |---> _201204/
| |---> _201205/
|---> MyOnlineStore.LargeStore/

|---> _201204
|---> _201205

|---> MyOnlineStore.OnlineStore/
|---> _201204
|---> _201205

Organization Subdirectory
The Organization Subdirectory is for customers using the organizational hierarchy 
feature of RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise). For each organization within 
your organization, there is a separate subdirectory. If you are a single organization, 
there is only one subdirectory. Any reports pertaining to that specific organization are 
placed in that directory.
The specific organization directory is created when RSA receives logs that contain 
information for that particular organization. If logs are never sent for that 
organization, the directory is never created.
Within your root report directory, each organization subdirectory name is the fully 
qualified name for that organization. For example, if MyOnlineStore has an 
organization name of LargeStore, the directory name is MyOnlineBank.LargeStore.
Each organization subdirectory contains additional subdirectories in the date format 
(_YYYYMM) that contain reports for that month.

Note: If you use the Back Office Report Viewer application to view reports for your 
institution, the application pulls reports for each organization by the organization 
subdirectory name.

Date Subdirectory (_YYYYMM)
A subdirectory is created with the format _YYYYMM. Each date subdirectory 
contains the different report types. For more information, see the section about 
viewing and analyzing reports in the Back Office User’s Guide.
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Additional parameters for the date subdirectory are as follows:
• If this directory is the main organization name, for example, MyOnlineStore, the 

report contains aggregate data spanning your entire customer base regardless of 
the originating organization.

• If this directory is the subdirectory of an Org folder, this directory contains reports 
that apply only to the specific organization for that specific month.

• Reports are only stored for 60 days.
• Reports are placed into the date subdirectory based on the start date. For more 

information, see the section about viewing and analyzing reports in the Back 
Office User’s Guide. 

Dropbox Subdirectory
The dropbox directory contains the following compressed files:
• latest.zip—Contains the entire directory tree as outlined in “Directory Structure 

for Reports” on page 144, with all reports in the Org and Date subdirectories.
• complete.zip—Contains the entire directory tree as outlined in “Directory 

Structure for Reports” on page 144, for the last 30 days, with all reports in the 
organization and date subdirectories. This file contains the data present in the 
latest.zip file.
You can download this file monthly, or if the automated process of downloading 
the latest.zip file has failed and the file has been replaced by a newer set of 
reports. By downloading this file, you receive all the reports generated in the past 
30 days.

Transfer Method for Reports
To transfer reports, you must have the following:
• A remote access client machine on your network that can remotely access data on 

the appropriate report.
• Sufficient storage on a remote access client machine to store at least one month of 

reports.
• A report machine (might be a separate machine) to store reports on a permanent 

basis, with enough disk space to store reports for a specific time frame as 
determined by your organization. This report machine enables access to your 
employees or other users either directly, through HTTP, or through the Report 
Viewer.

• A directory on the report machine that is dedicated to hosting reports.
For security reasons, RSA requires that you always pull reports using SFTP, rsync 
through SSH, or HTTPS. This avoids submitting any passwords of your in-house 
systems to RSA.

Note: When picking up reports through SFTP or SSH, make sure to change to the 
correct directory (rpt) as the base directory for reports.
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Previous Month Reports
If you miss a download of the latest.zip file, the information contained can be 
downloaded and extracted from the complete.zipfile, which contains the reports for 
the last 30 days.

SSH Support
You can request that SSH keys be used as an option for transferring reports. To use 
this option, you must provide RSA with a base-64 encoded public key to allow 
password-less authentication.

Note: RSA strongly recommends that your private key be assigned to a specific server 
or set of servers to guarantee security. RSA only allows one key to be associated with 
one account.

Synchronizing Servers
Use rsync to synchronize directories between RSA Central and your local server. For 
more information about installing and using rsync, see Appendix A, “Using rsync.”

RSA Central Access Information
RSA provides the following security measures to help ensure that all log files transfer 
securely while providing maximum protection for customer servers:
• The solutions above are accessed across the Internet but can be restricted to only 

the destination IP addresses as defined in “Required Customer Configuration” on 
page 143.

• All data is encrypted during transmission, which the different protocols secure in 
their own way.

• For all reports and logs, where the unique user identifiers are present, the user ID 
is one-way hashed before transmission.

Important: You must not send logs with unhashed user IDs.

• The RSA Central servers are:
– Monitored 24/7 by Intrusion Detection Services
– Behind multiple firewalls of multiple major enterprise brands
– Dedicated file transfer servers
– Administered only over an IPsec VPN

The following topics specify the RSA Central IP addresses and DNS names:
• Send Log Files
• Retrieve Report Files
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Additional IP addresses or DNS names might be added. Check with your RSA 
Implementation Manager for updated information.

Note: RSA will send you your logon name and passwords based on the information 
that you submitted through the System Questionnaire. 

Send Log Files
To send your log files, use the following DNS name:

yourCustomerID.dt.adaptiveauth.rsacs.net

You can also use the IP address 63.150.186.81.

To send log files:

1. Use your customer ID and password to log on to the system.
2. Make sure that you navigate to the correct directory location to send your logs.

Navigating to incorrect directory locations may cause your reports to be delayed 
significantly.

Retrieve Report Files
To retrieve your report files, use the following DNS name:

yourCustomerID.rpt.adaptiveauth.rsacs.net

You can also use the IP address 63.150.186.81.

To retrieve report files:

1. Use your customer ID and password to log on to the system.
2. Make sure that you navigate to the correct directory location to retrieve your 

reports.
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7 Batch Loader Utility
• Overview of the Batch Loader Utility
• Data Processing with the Batch Loader Utility 
• Performance Tuning 
• Troubleshooting the Batch Loader Utility 
• Single Thread Versus Multi-Thread Strategies
• Prepare Data for the Batch Loader Utility Processing
This chapter describes how to configure and use the Batch Loader utility.

Overview of the Batch Loader Utility
The Batch Loader utility is an integration tool that is designed to enable you to upload 
a large number of data transactions (events) to RSA Adaptive Authentication 
(On-Premise). Each event is processed and analyzed as if the event was entered 
online. In this way, the Batch Loader utility simulates Adaptive Authentication API 
transaction processing.
Transaction processing is done in an asynchronous mode. As such, the Batch Loader 
utility allows Adaptive Authentication to monitor transactions. Specifically, the utility 
enables the RSA Risk Engine to learn from end-user activity and analyze transactions 
(events).
The Batch Loader utility has many applications. For example, the utility can aid in the 
conversion and integration of a new customer’s legacy system data for a new Adaptive 
Authentication installation. The utility can also be used to implement a new 
functionality or capability in Adaptive Authentication that requires absorption and 
processing of volumes of new data.
The purpose of this chapter is to instruct you as to the usage of the Batch Loader 
utility as a mass data load tool used infrequently for the use cases described above.
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Data Processing with the Batch Loader Utility
The Batch Loader utility processes files from a designated directory. When finished, 
the utility moves the processed files to another directory. Failed records are written to 
a failed records file.
You must avoid rerunning failed entries because the RSA Risk Engine profiles are 
based on event occurrence times. Files must be run in sequence. Running old events 
may cause the Risk Engine results to be inaccurate.

Input Data for the Batch Loader Utility
The administrator of your application is responsible for generating the historical data. 
The RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) administrator or customer 
application administrator must format the data.
The input files must be placed in the collect directory. The filenames must start with 
the following format: rsa.collect.*. As long as you follow the naming convention, you 
can use as many input files as you need. 
The input files must be converted to the Batch Loader format and sorted by transaction 
date in ascending order.

Running the Batch Loader Utility
You can run the Batch Loader utility in two modes:
• Risk Engine Only mode
• All mode
For more information about these modes, see the Installation and Upgrade Guide.

Run the Batch Loader Utility Using the Command Line Window

To run the Batch Loader utility using the command line window:

1. Access the <install_dir>/<utilities_version>/aa-batch-data-analyzer-package 
directory.
An example of the directory name is 
C:\rsa\utils_7.3.0.0.0\aa-batch-data-analyzer-package, where rsa is the installation 
directory and utils_7.3.0.0.0 is the version (7.3) of the utilities.

2. Enter the command line according to your operating environment:
• For Windows, type: 

rsaCollectionAnalysis.bat

• For UNIX or LINUX, type:
rsaCollectionAnalysis.sh

Running Offline Tasks on a Specific Date
You run an offline task through the Scheduler application. For information about the 
Scheduler, see Chapter 2, “Scheduling RSA Adaptive Authentication Tasks.”
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Mark and Load Fraud Data 
When marking fraud data, no rows must be added to the event-log table. The loading 
process only marks or updates old events in the event log marked as fraud.
Prevent adding rows to the event-log table by setting to “never” the value of the 
common.rsaaa.analyze_condition field, in the 
c-config-aa-batch-data-analyzer.xml file, located in the config directory.
A confirmed fraud event file, in the following NCSV format, must be obtained from 
the customer: 

user1@org_name,date1
user2@org_name,date2
user3@org_name,date3

where each row contains the end-user name, the organization name, and the fraud 
date.

Note: If the end-user names are hashed, it is your responsibility to translate the user 
IDs in the generated file to real user IDs.

The format of each line in the fraud marking file must be in the following format:
riskModel=trx_risk_model&notifyType=CM_RESULT&uname=<USER_ID
>&orgname=<ORG_NAME>&oldStatusConfidence=5&oldStatus=U&newSt
atusConfidence=10&newStatus=F&startFraudDate=<Date format 
YYYYMMDDHHMM example:201202040000>&endFraudDate=<Date format 
YYYYMMDDHHMM example:201202040000>&resolutionDate=<Date 
format YYYYMMDDHHMM 
example:201202040000>&fraudtype=REPORTED_BY_USER&isFraud=yes
&

where uname is the user ID.

To run the post-verification process:

1. Connect to the database and run the following query:
select distinct(user_id) as user_id 

from event_log 

where fraud_suspect_date is not null;

2. Check the Risk Engine logs in the logs directory.

Using the Recovery File
While running, the Batch Loader utility creates a recovery file, <input file 
name>.recover, which is stored in the collect input directory. The recovery file tracks 
how many records are processed.
To monitor Batch Loader utility processing, track the changes in the recovery file. The 
recovery file always increases in size for every record processed.
If the system crashes, the recovery file allows the Batch Loader utility to resume 
where it left off. If the run is successful, the recovery file is automatically deleted from 
the input directory.
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Handling Failed Records
The Batch Loader utility stores failed records in a failedEntries.records file located 
in the logs directory. You may rerun the failed records only if there is a significant 
failure rate. 

To rerun failed records:

1. Fix the failed records in the original file.
2. Move the failed records file, failedEntries.records, from the logs directory to the 

collect directory.
3. Rename the failed records file to an input file name different from the original 

input file name, to reflect the following format: rsa.collect.* .
4. Rerun the corrected failed records.

Important: Verify that the data is in the correct order by the transaction date in 
ascending order.

Performance Tuning
This section lists tips for improving the performance of the Batch Loader utility.

Testing for Configuration Errors
The Batch Loader utility operates most effectively when the utility is configured 
correctly. To ensure that the configuration is correct, create a sample input file for 
testing purposes to run in a test environment. Because data configuration is case 
sensitive, this test will help catch errors before you process a large number of 
customer records.

Increasing Batch Loader Utility Throughput
Transactions per second (TPS) is a way to measure how quickly the Batch Loader 
utility is running. By changing the execution mode, the Batch Loader utility can 
process more input data at a faster rate. 
The following sample rates, as achieved in a testing environment, are the approximate 
number of transactions per second expected for each execution mode (these rates may 
not reflect what you experience at your location):
• All - 30+ TPS
• Risk Engine Only - 100+ TPS 
You can help increase the Batch Loader utility throughput by doing the following:

Running the Offline Tasks utility less frequently. The offline task utility must 
be run to train the RSA Risk Engine for customer use. By adjusting the offline 
task, the overall process rate for running the Batch Loader utility increases.
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Increasing the thread count. Adjust the thread count to a higher number, using 
collect.analysis.thread.count. The default is 10. A thread count of 15 is optimal. 
Any thread count greater than 15 can have diminishing returns.
Caching Web Services credentials locally. Caching the Web Services credentials 
only applies to the All mode, which always requires you to send a caller 
credential. The caller credential is verified by checking the credential in the 
database. For the Batch Loader utility, adjust the settings so that you check the 
database less frequently. Cache everything collected in the intervals between the 
database checks. For more information, see “Cache Web Services Credentials 
Locally” on page 153.
Disabling the device credential. Disabling the device credential only applies to 
the All mode. If the device credential is disabled, the Batch Loader utility does not 
check if the device is bound. For more information, see “Disable the Device 
Credential” on page 153.

Cache Web Services Credentials Locally

To cache the Web Services credentials:

1. Open the c-applicationContext.xml file. 
The file is in the same directory where you opened the 
aa_batch_data_analyzer.zip file.

2. Locate the applicationConfigs bean and the parameter list within the bean. 
3. Add the following entries to the parameter list:

• cacheCallerCredentials with a value of true
<entry key="cacheCallerCredentials"> 

<value>true</value> 

</entry>

• callerCredentialCacheCleanInterval with a value, in minutes, for how often 
to call the database

Note: The amount of time is up to your discretion. RSA recommends an 
amount greater than 60 minutes. 

For example: 
<entry key="callerCredentialCacheCleanInterval"> 

<value>75</value> 

</entry>

Disable the Device Credential

To disable the Device Credential:

1. Open the c-config-mcf.xml file. 
The file is in the same directory where you opened the 
aa_batch_data_analyzer.zip file.
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2. Locate DEVICE_METADATA for the device ACSP and the list of properties.
<bean class="com.rsa.csd.mcf.acsp.AcspMetaData" 
id="DEVICE_METADATA" 

3. Find the property name acspStatusString and the value.
4. Change the value from ACTIVE (default) to DISABLED. 

<property name="acspStatusString"> 

<value>DISABLED</value> 

Troubleshooting the Batch Loader Utility
The following errors may occur when running the Batch Loader utility:
• Error Type: There are no files to process.

Reason: The input directory is empty.
• Error Type: There is a SQL null error message.

Reason: The wrong DAO object is configured in pmBootstrapConfigs.xml.
• Error Type: The Batch Loader utility cannot move a file to the processed 

directory.
Reason: The processed directory contains a file with the same filename as the file 
placed in the collect directory. The Batch Loader utility will attempt to run, report 
the error, and then stop. 

Note: RSA recommends that you start with an empty processed directory before 
running the Batch Loader utility.

Single Thread Versus Multi-Thread Strategies
The Batch Loader utility processes vast amounts of data. Configuring the utility to 
work in a particular mode can optimize data processing.
A thread is a path of execution through a program.To make job execution as efficient 
and as effective as possible, it is necessary to decide which of the following two 
strategies to apply when running the utility:
• single thread
• multi-thread
Single threaded programs have one path of execution. These programs can perform 
only one task at a time, and have to finish each task in sequence before they can start 
another. For most programs, one thread of execution is all you need.
Multi-threaded programs have two or more paths of execution. Use multiple threads in 
a program to accomplish multiple simultaneous tasks. These programs enable you to 
process more events simultaneously than you would with single threaded programs.
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If your organization generates fewer than 500,000 events daily, run the Batch Loader 
utility in single thread mode. 
If your organization generates more than 500,000 events daily, run the Batch Loader 
utility in multi-thread mode.

Guidelines to Configuring the Batch Loader Utility in Multi-Thread Mode
The following are the basic guidelines for running the Batch Loader utility in 
multi-thread mode:
• The number of threads available for running the Batch Loader utility is dependent 

upon the number of database connections configured for your database.
• The Batch Loader utility uses two database connections for each thread.
• To avoid a degradation in RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) application 

processing, use no more than 25% of the available database connections for the 
Batch Loader utility processing.

• The number of database connections dedicated to the Batch Loader utility 
processing can be limited by defining the connection pool size, using the 
maxActive parameter in the pmBootstrap.xml file.

• There are a few facts that you need to prepare to implement the best practice for 
running the Batch Loader utility for your organization:
a. Determine how many database connections are configured for your database.
b. Calculate the number of threads required to run the Batch Loader utility 

efficiently and effectively.

Important: Consult with RSA to determine the most effective best practice for 
running the Batch Loader utility in your organization.

Prepare Data for the Batch Loader Utility Processing
The Batch Loader utility uses a text file as its input file. The input file is located in the 
collect directory. The utility requires a specific format for the data in the input file. 
Each record in the file has the following format:
{data element name}={value}&{data element name}={value}&{data element 
name}={value}&{data element name}={value}&......&
{data element name}={value}{CR-LF}
Transactions are separated by {CR-LF}. Each {CR-LF} is a new line. Each new line is 
a transaction (event).
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8 RSA eFraudNetwork Agent
• Overview of the RSA eFraudNetwork Agent 
• Automatic Update of the RSA eFraudNetwork Agent 
• Manual Update of the RSA eFraudNetwork Agent 
This chapter provides information on how to install and configure the eFraudNetwork 
agent for the RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) system.

Overview of the RSA eFraudNetwork Agent
The RSA eFraudNetwork service helps organizations to proactively identify and track 
fraudulent profiles, patterns, and behaviors. The eFraudNetwork information is used 
as a factor in the risk analysis of a given transaction.

Note: RSA recommends that you integrate RSA Adaptive Authentication 
(On-Premise) with the eFraudNetwork service.

Adaptive Authentication communicates with the eFraudNetwork server, using HTTPS 
protocol, through an eFraudNetwork agent. The agent enables you to update the 
Adaptive Authentication Core Database with the eFraudNetwork information.
The eFraudNetwork agent requires the trusted certificate to make an HTTPS request 
to the eFraudNetwork server. For information about installing this certificate, see the 
appendix “Set Up the Application Servers” in the Installation and Upgrade Guide.
The following data elements make up the information transferred from the 
eFraudNetwork service:

Fraudulent IP addresses. Information concerning suspected fraudulent IP 
addresses. The data is stored in the Adaptive Authentication Core Database after 
the data is hashed using the SHA-256 algorithm.
Payee account numbers. One-way hashed information about the payee’s bank 
account number in IBAN format. 

Note: You must pass the bank account number to Adaptive Authentication in 
either hashed (SHA-256) IBAN or SWIFT format.

Device fingerprints. One-way hashed information collected about the browser 
configuration used to access bank applications, for the purposes of identification.
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Each of the data elements has its own value and has the following associated data 
items:

Risk score. The Risk Engine uses risk scores to help determine the risk posed by a 
given end user.

Note: The risk score of a data element is not a factor in determining the risk scores 
of other data elements.

Expiration date and time. Each data element has an associated expiration date. 
This date indicates to the RSA system when a data element must stop being 
included in the risk assessment. The date is in YYYYMMDD format.
Version. This is the eFraudNetwork internal version number, which indicates 
under which revision the data element was last updated.

The eFraudNetwork server is a web-based application that provides information on 
fraudulent activities. The data transfer process between Adaptive Authentication and 
the eFraudNetwork server is managed by the eFraudNetwork agent. The agent is 
required to enter credentials, such as a user name and password, to access the 
application.
The eFraudNetwork agent can run either automatically or manually. If run 
automatically, the eFraudNetwork agent pulls the updated fraud information from the 
eFraudNetwork server and populates your Adaptive Authentication Core Database 
with up-to-date information.

Note: RSA recommends that you configure the eFraudNetwork agent to run 
automatically using the Adaptive Authentication Scheduler application. For more 
information about the automatic operation of the eFraudNetwork agent, see 
“Automatic Update of the RSA eFraudNetwork Agent” on page 159.

You can choose to run the eFraudNetwork agent manually by using a command line. 
This allows you to control how and when your system information is updated with 
eFraudNetwork data. For more information about manual operation of the 
eFraudNetwork agent, see “Manual Update of the RSA eFraudNetwork Agent” on 
page 161.

Note: Manual operation is typically used when, for security reasons, you cannot open 
an outside port. The eFraudNetwork agent is then used as a standalone component 
outside the trusted zone in the DMZ.

When the eFraudNetwork agent requests an update from the eFraudNetwork server, 
Adaptive Authentication passes only information related to the version of the latest 
eFraudNetwork update.
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Use HTTPS Proxy

To use HTTPS proxy:

1. Configure the RSA eFraudNetwork agent to access the Internet by using your 
network proxy server, if your network does not allow direct access to the Internet.

2. Select the eFraudNetwork parameter Use HTTP Proxy, in the Back Office 
Administration Console, to indicate that the eFraudNetwork agent must use your 
network proxy server to reach the eFraudNetwork server. This is relevant whether 
running the eFraudNetwork agent automatically or manually.

3. Use the other proxy parameters to set up access for your proxy server, when the 
Use HTTP Proxy parameter is selected.

For more information about the eFraudNetwork parameters, see “RSA 
eFraudNetwork Agent Parameters” on page 52.
For the proxy parameter\ definitions, see “Authentication Methods Parameters” on 
page 20.

Automatic Update of the RSA eFraudNetwork Agent
This method allows the RSA eFraudNetwork agent to automatically:
• Connect with the eFraudNetwork service
• Download updated information
• Update your RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) Core Database
The eFraudNetwork agent resides on a web application server that requires the 
following types of access:
• To an outside network, for communicating with the eFraudNetwork server 

through the HTTPS protocol
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• To the Adaptive Authentication Core Database, for updating the database with the 
new eFraudNetwork information 

Note: Implement the eFraudNetwork agent as a standalone component outside the 
trusted zone if you cannot open an outside port for security reasons.

Update the RSA eFraudNetwork Agent Automatically

To update the RSA eFraudNetwork agent automatically:

1. Pull information from the eFraudNetwork server using the eFraudNetwork agent.
2. Update the RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) Core Database at a 

predetermined interval with the eFraudNetwork data, after the eFraudNetwork 
agent receives the eFraudNetwork data.

Note: The eFraudNetwork agent must reside on a server that can communicate with 
the eFraudNetwork server.
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Manual Update of the RSA eFraudNetwork Agent
You can manually download version updates to the RSA eFraudNetwork agent from 
the eFraudNetwork server. This data is then uploaded to the RSA Adaptive 
Authentication (On-Premise) Core Database. If you are using manual updates for the 
eFraudNetwork agent, RSA provides scripts to use with Windows (agentcmd.bat) or 
UNIX (agentcmd.sh).

Update the RSA eFraudNetwork Agent Manually

Note: This workflow is for administrators.

To update the RSA eFraudNetwork agent manually:

1. Start the eFraudNetwork agent manually. The eFraudNetwork agent makes an 
HTTPS call to the eFraudNetwork server.

2. Name the file from which the updated eFraudNetwork data is retrieved.
3. Copy the eFraudNetwork file to the server where the RSA Adaptive 

Authentication (On-Premise) Core Database resides, if the Adaptive 
Authentication Core Database does not reside on the same server as the 
eFraudNetwork agent.

4. Initiate the eFraudNetwork agent manually to load the eFraudNetwork 
information.

5. Populate the Adaptive Authentication Core Database using the eFraudNetwork 
agent.
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Retrieve Information Using Manual Updates

Before You Begin

If you are using HTTPS to communicate with the RSA eFraudNetwork server, 
port 443 must be available for outgoing messages.

To retrieve information using manual updates:

Run the appropriate script.
On Windows, type:

agentcmd.bat -pull directorylocation/filename 

On UNIX, type:
agentcmd.sh -pull directorylocation/filename

where
• directorylocation is the directory location of the information pulled from the 

eFraudNetwork servers.
• filename is the filename of the information pulled from the eFraudNetwork 

servers.

Populate the Database Using Manual Updates

To populate the database using manual updates:

Run the appropriate script.
On Windows, type:

agentcmd.bat -dbload directorylocation/filename

On UNIX, type:
agentcmd.sh -dbload directorylocation/filename

where
• directorylocation is the directory location of the information pulled from the 

RSA eFraudNetwork servers.
• filename is the filename of the information pulled from the eFraudNetwork 

servers.
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9 Installing Authentication Plug-Ins
• Install the Knowledge-Based Authentication Plug-In
• Install the Out-of-Band SMS Plug-In
This chapter describes how to install and configure the Knowledge-Based 
Authentication (KBA) and Out-of-Band SMS Plug-Ins.

Install the Knowledge-Based Authentication Plug-In

Before you Begin

Before developing your authentication plug-in integration, ensure that the appropriate 
Web Services Description Language (WSDL) files were retrieved and installed. See 
“Installing WSDLs” in the API Reference Guide.

To install the KBA Plug-In, complete the following tasks:

1. Configure RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise). For instructions, see 
“Configure the Knowledge-Based Authentication Plug-In” on page 163.

2. Add the KBA Plug-In to the credential set. For instructions, see “Define the 
Knowledge-Based Authentication Plug-In in the Credential Set” on page 164.

3. Define the KBA parameters. See “Authentication Methods Parameters” on 
page 20. 

4. Restart the application server.

Configure the Knowledge-Based Authentication Plug-In
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) uses Spring files to define the 
configuration settings. You must use the Spring files to set the configuration Adaptive 
Authentication.

To enable the KBA Plug-In:

1. Open the c-config-acsp.xml file in a text editor, and locate the 
genericMetadataList bean.

2. Add the following text to the metadataList list values property:
<ref bean=KBA_METADATA_ENTRY"/> 

The following example shows the text added to the property: 
class="com.rsa.csd.mcf.acsp.generic.GenericMetadataList" 
id="genericMetadataList" lazy-init="default" 
autowire="default" dependency-check="default">
- <property name="metadataList">
- <list>
  <ref bean="KBA_METADATA_ENTRY" /> 
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  </list>
  </property>
  </bean>
  </beans>

Next Steps

“Define the Knowledge-Based Authentication Plug-In in the Credential Set.”

Define the Knowledge-Based Authentication Plug-In in the Credential Set
The c-config-forensic.xml configuration file contains a mapping of an authentication 
plug-in list to a credential set. You must add the authentication plug-in name to the 
acsp list property to be considered valid for authentication when one or more rules 
from the ruleName property list are triggered.

To define the plug-in in the credential set:

1. Open the c-config-forensic.xml file in a text editor, and locate the basic 
credentials section, which begins with the following line: 
<bean class="com.passmarksecurity.forensic.drools.Credential
Set"id="basicCredentials">

2. Add the value KBA to the acsps list property, as shown in the following example.
     <property name="acsps">
          <list>
               <value>KBA</value>
               <value>QUESTION</value> 
               <value>OOBPHONE</value> 
               <value>OOBEMAIL</value> 
               <value>OTP</value> 
          </list>
     </property>

Install the Out-of-Band SMS Plug-In

Before you Begin

Before developing your authentication plug-in integration, ensure that the appropriate 
Web Services Description Language (WSDL) files were retrieved and installed. See 
“Installing WSDLs” in the API Reference Guide.

To install the Out-of-Band SMS Plug-In, complete the following tasks:

1. Configure RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise). For instructions, see 
“Configure the Out-of-Band SMS Plug-In” on page 165.

2. Add the Out-of-Band (OOB) SMS Plug-In to the credential set. For instructions, 
see “Define the Out-of-Band SMS Plug-In in the Credential Set” on page 165.

3. Change the OOB SMS template file text. For instructions, see “Configure 
Template Files” on page 166.

4. Define the OOB SMS parameters. See “Authentication Methods Parameters” on 
page 20.
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5. Restart the application server.

Configure the Out-of-Band SMS Plug-In
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) uses Spring files to define the 
configuration settings. You must use the Spring files to set the authentication plug-in 
configuration values so that the values can be loaded and retrieved by Adaptive 
Authentication.

To enable the Out-of-Band SMS Plug-In:

1. Open the c-config-acsp.xml file in a text editor, and locate the 
genericMetadataList bean.

2. Add the following text to the metadataList list values property:
<ref bean="OOBSMS_METADATA_ENTRY"/> 

The following example shows the text added to the property: 
class="com.rsa.csd.mcf.acsp.generic.GenericMetadataList" 
id="genericMetadataList" lazy-init="default" 
autowire="default" dependency-check="default">
- <property name="metadataList">
- <list>
  <ref bean="OOBSMS_METADATA_ENTRY" /> 
  </list>
  </property>
  </bean>
  </beans>

Next Steps

“Define the Out-of-Band SMS Plug-In in the Credential Set.”

Define the Out-of-Band SMS Plug-In in the Credential Set
The c-config-forensic.xml configuration file contains a mapping of an authentication 
plug-in list to a credential set. You must add the authentication plug-in name to the 
acsp list property to be considered valid for authentication when one or more rules 
from the ruleName property list is triggered.

To define the plug-in in the credential set:

1. Open the c-config-forensic.xml file in a text editor, and locate the basic 
credentials section, which begins with the following line: 
<bean 
class="com.passmarksecurity.forensic.drools.CredentialSet"
id="basicCredentials">
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2. Add the value OOBSMS to the acsps list property, as shown in the example 
below.

Configure Template Files
To change the text of the message that the end user receives for an event type, you 
must configure a set of template and properties files. If you do not create a new 
template file, the default template is sent in the message. 
By default, the following template text is used: 

XYZ Bank: Your one-time password is $PASSWORD. Msg&data 
rates may apply/STOP if unexpected/HELP for support. 

You must change this text to reflect the message that you want end users to receive.

To configure the template file:

1. Create a set of template and properties files—one template file and one property 
file for each event type and language:
• The filename for the template file is 

sms_message_text_<event_type>_<locale>.template.
• The filename for the properties file is 

sms_message_text_<event_type>_<locale>.properties.
where:
• event_type is the specific event type associated with this message. For 

information on supported event types in RSA Adaptive Authentication 
(On-Premise), see the API Reference Guide.

• locale is the two-letter language code. The default language of the template is 
English (en).

Note: Create a new file for each locale, for example, for Chinese localization, 
zh-CN, the file names are sms_message_text_default_zh_CN.template and 
sms_message_text_default_zh_CN.properties .
The default files sms_message_text_default_en.template and 
sms_message_text_default_en.properties are used as a reference.
The SMS message content retains the same meaning, but is presented in the 
localized language.

     <property name="acsps">
          <list>
               <value>OOBSMS</value>
              <value>QUESTION</value> 
               <value>OOBPHONE</value> 
               <value>OOBEMAIL</value> 
               <value>OTP</value> 
          </list>
     </property>
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2. In the template file, edit the text as appropriate, and add the necessary 
placeholders. Placeholders have the format $PLACEHOLDER. You can use 
placeholders for any data that can be retrieved from the payload.
An example of template content is:
"XYZ Bank: Your one-time password for transfer of 
$TRANSACTIONAMOUNT $TRANSACTIONCURRENCY to account number 
$OTHERACCOUNTDATAACCOUNTNUMBER is $PASSWORD."

An example actual message for the above template is:
"XYZ Bank: Your one-time password for transfer of 200 USD to 
account number 1234 is oy6Tj4."

3. In the properties file, add a list of the placeholders that you included in your 
template file and the associated data from the payload. The server replaces the 
placeholder with information arriving from the SOAP request.
The format for the properties file is $Placeholder = value, for example,
$TRANSACTIONAMOUNT=transactionAmount
$TRANSACTIONCURRENCY=transactioncurrency

For a list of the placeholders available for the properties file, see “Out-of-Band 
SMS Template Placeholders” on page 167.

4. In the Administration Console, define the default template language. For more 
information, see “Authentication Methods Parameters” on page 20.

5. In the Administration Console, define the path where the template file is stored. 
For more information, see “Authentication Methods Parameters” on page 20.

Note: If you include a placeholder in a template file and do not include the value in the 
properties file, or if you fail to send the value in the SOAP request, an error occurs and 
the SMS message is not sent.

Out-of-Band SMS Template Placeholders
You can use the following placeholders in your out-of-band SMS templates. 

Placeholder SOAP Location Properties File 
Value

$PASSWORD This is a mandatory placeholder in message text for 
one-time password planting.

$TRANSACTIONAMOUNTIN
USD

/Envelope/Body/challenge/request/eventDataList/
eventData/transactionData/amount/amountInUSD

transactionAmount
InUSD

$TRANSACTIONAMOUNT /Envelope/Body/challenge/request/eventDataList/
eventData/transactionData/amount/amount

transactionAmount

$TRANSACTIONCURRENCY /Envelope/Body/challenge/request/eventDataList/
eventData/transactionData/amount/currency

transactioncurrency
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$OTHERACCOUNTDATAAC
COUNTNUMBER

/Envelope/Body/challenge/request/eventDataList/
eventData/transactionData/otherAccountData/account
Number

otherAccountData
AccountNumber

$ORGNAME /Envelope/Body/challenge/request/identificationData/
orgName

orgName

$MYACCOUNTDATAACCOU
NTNUMBER

/Envelope/Body/challenge/request/eventDataList/
eventData/transactionData/myAccountData/accountN
umber

myAccountDataAc
countNumber

$GROUPNAME /Envelope/Body/challenge/request/identificationData/
groupName

groupName

$EVENTTYPE /Envelope/Body/challenge/request/eventDataList/
eventData/eventType

eventType

Placeholder SOAP Location Properties File 
Value
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10Updating GeoIP Information
• Download New GeoIP Files
• Check the New GeoIP File
• Install the New GeoIP File
RSA provides updated GeoIP files through your reporting account, which can be 
accessed by any of the supported mechanisms for downloading reports, such as rsync 
over SSH, SFTP, or HTTPS.
You can download the latest GeoIP files from RSA Central. For more information, see 
“File Retrieval from RSA Central” on page 144.

Note: RSA recommends that you download and install each release as soon as 
possible. 

Assuming you have been installing releases on a regular basis, downloading new 
GeoIP files should not significantly affect challenge rates. Any impact that does occur 
may depend on your organizational policy. If your policy contains risk-based rules, 
you may encounter an increase in challenge rates.

Download New GeoIP Files
RSA notifies you when a download is available. Any additional information that you 
might need is sent to you with this communication.
The updated GeoIP files are made available through your current reporting download 
mechanisms. 

To download new GeoIP files:

1. Log on to your existing RSA Central report section using any of the following 
download mechanisms:
• Rsync over SSH
• SFTP
• HTTPS
Use the user name and password that you use for downloading reports. There is no 
separate logon for downloading GeoIP files.

2. Navigate to the /home/yourStorename/rpt/ directory.
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3. Click the ipgeo directory shortcut. 
The home/ipgeo directory is displayed. This directory contains release directories 
and two shortcuts to the latest release. 

4. In the home/ipgeo directory, click one of the following directory shortcuts:
• latest - for the data file that contains only IPv4 IP address information
• latest_ipv6 - for the data file that contains both IPv4 and IPv6 IP address 

information
You can also select a specific release: _YYYYMM_Vnn or _YYYYMM_IPV6_ 
Vnn, where YYYYMM is the release month and Vnn is the version of the 
MaxMind data file.
The directory contains two files: the data file and an MD5 checksum file. 

Note: Quova files are no longer supported and are not updated.

Check the New GeoIP File
After you have downloaded your file, check the file to make sure that the file contains 
all the necessary data.

To check the new GeoIP file:

1. Decompress your distribution. 
You must have the following files:
• The GeoIP database file, geoip_MAXMIND_version number.dat or 

geoip_MAXMIND_with_ipv6_version number.dat
You need compression software (such as WinZip1 or a similar utility) to 
decompress the GZ file.

• The MD5 checksum, geoip_MAXMIND_version number.md5
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2. Run the MD5 checksum on the new file to ensure the output matches the 
distributed MD5 checksum.
You need a utility to allow you to verify the MD5 checksum (such as Cygwin 
(UNIX) or similar utility in Windows). Websites1 such as 
http://unxutils.sourceforge.net/ offer important utilities that you might require to 
accomplish this task.

Install the New GeoIP File
After you have checked that the file contains all the necessary data, you need to install 
the new GeoIP file.

To install the new GeoIP file:

1. In the Administration Console, in the External Data Providers component, under 
the General section, in the Staging Directory Name field, you can define the 
staging directory.

Note: All cluster nodes must have the same path to the staging directory.

2. Copy the new GeoIP database file, geoip_MAXMIND_version number.dat or 
geoip_MAXMIND_with_ipv6_version number.dat, to this directory.

Note: Do not delete your old GeoIP file. You can use the old file for rolling back 
this update or for any additional regression testing.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for each cluster node.
4. Using the Administration Console, type a new GeoIP active data filename in the 

Active Data File field. For more information, see “External Data Providers 
Parameters” on page 54.

5. Click Save.
6. Click Publish.

Note: It takes approximately 15 minutes for the changes to take effect.

This automatically installs the new GeoIP data and loads the data to the active 
database. The old file, geoip_MAXMIND_version number.dat or 
geoip_MAXMIND_with_ipv6_version number.dat, is moved to the archive 
directory that was specified in your configuration files. The newly archived file, 
geoip_MAXMIND_version number.dat or 
geoip_MAXMIND_with_ipv6_version number.dat, is given an additional 
extension (geoip_MAXMIND_version number.dat.xxxxxx or 
geoip_MAXMIND_with_ipv6_version number.dat.xxxxxx), where xxxx is the 
current time stamp represented as milliseconds from 1/1/1970.

1RSA offers these websites and software names as an informational courtesy. RSA does not
endorse or recommend these websites or software. Contact your internal IT support to see
what might work best for your systems.
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Note: In some cases, the system fails to remove the old GeoIP file from the 
database folder. If this occurs, a warning message appears in the aa_server.log 
file. You should then manually remove the old GeoIP file from the database 
folder.

Check the Installation

To check the installation:

1. Open the forensic.log file after the file has received several forensic logging 
entries.

2. Check the ICG field for the new values:
• ICG=16777220 for V9
• ICG=16777221 for V10
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11Updating Mobile Detection Information
• Download New Mobile Detection Files
• Install the New Mobile Detection File
RSA provides updated Mobile Detection files through your reporting account, which 
can be accessed by any of the supported mechanisms for downloading reports, such as 
rsync over SSH, SFTP, or HTTPS.
You can download the latest Mobile Detection files from RSA Central. For more 
information, see “File Retrieval from RSA Central” on page 144.

Note: RSA recommends that you download and install each release as soon as 
possible. 

Assuming you have been installing releases on a regular basis, downloading new 
Mobile Detection files should not significantly affect the normalization of the Risk 
Score or, in turn, challenge rates. For more information on risk score normalization, 
see“Risk Engine Offline Tasks” on page 81.

Download New Mobile Detection Files
RSA notifies you if and when downloads are available. Any additional information 
that you might need is sent to you with these communications.
The updated Mobile Detection files are made available through your current reporting 
download mechanisms. 

To download new Mobile Detection files:

1. Log on to your existing RSA Central report section using any of the following 
download mechanisms:
• Rsync over SSH
• SFTP
• HTTPS
Use the user name and password for downloading reports. There is no separate 
logon for downloading Mobile Detection files.

2. Navigate to the /home/yourStorename/rpt directory.
3. Click the Channel_Determination directory. 
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Install the New Mobile Detection File
After you have checked that the file contains all the necessary data, you need to install 
the new Mobile Detection file.
For each server in the cluster, do the following:
1. “Log On to the Administration Console.”
2. Click the External Data Providers component.
3. Under the General section, in the Staging Directory Name field, define the 

staging directory.

Note: All cluster nodes must have the same path to the staging directory.

4. Copy the new Mobile Detection database file, Channel_Determination_version 
number.zip, to this directory.

Note: Do not delete your old Mobile Detection file. You can use t\he old file for 
rolling back this update or for any additional regression testing.

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each cluster node.
6. Under the General section, in the Active Data File field, type a new Mobile 

Detection active data filename. For more information, see “External Data 
Providers Parameters” on page 54.

7. Click Save.
8. Click Publish.

Note: It takes approximately 15 minutes for the changes to take effect.

This automatically installs the new Mobile data and loads it to the database. The 
old file, Channel_Determination_version number.zip, is moved to the archive 
directory that was specified in your configuration files. The newly archived file, 
Channel_Determination_version number.zip, is given an additional extension 
(Channel_Determination_version number.zip.timestamp), where timestamp is 
the current time stamp represented as milliseconds from 1/1/1970. The new file is 
moved from the staging directory to the database directory.

Note: In some cases, the system fails to remove the old Mobile Detection file 
from the database folder. If this occurs, a warning message appears in the 
aa_server.log file. You should then manually remove the old Mobile Detection 
file from the database folder.
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12IP Restriction
• Add a Single IP Address
• Add a Range of IP Addresses
• Delete an IP Address
• Edit an IP Address
You can restrict access to RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) so that only 
end users from approved IP addresses can send Web Service calls to the Adaptive 
Authentication servers. You can add IP addresses individually or as a range of 
addresses. Both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses are supported. 
If no IP addresses are added to the approved list, all IP addresses are considered 
legitimate and are allowed to send Web Service calls to the Adaptive Authentication 
servers. 

Add a Single IP Address
You can add a single IP address to allow an end user from a specific address to send 
Web Service calls to the RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) servers. There is 
no limitation to the number of IP addresses that you can add to the list. 

To add a single IP address:

1. In the Administration Console, click the Security component.
2. In the Allowed IP Addresses section, click Add Single IP. 
3. Enter the IP address.
4. Click Add Value. 

Add a Range of IP Addresses
You can add a range of IP addresses to allow end users from a series of IP addresses to 
send Web Service calls to the RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) servers. 
You can add as many ranges of addresses as you need. 

To add a range of IP addresses:

1. In the Administration Console, click the Security component.
2. In the Allowed IP Addresses section, click Add IP Range. 
3. Enter the IP address range using the From: and To: fields. 
4. Click Add Value. 
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Delete an IP Address
You can delete one or more single IP addresses or ranges of IP addresses to restrict 
previously allowed IP addresses.

To delete an IP address or range of addresses:

1. In the Administration Console, click the Security component.
2. In the Allowed IP Addresses section, select the checkbox next to the IP address 

or range of addresses that you want to delete. 
3. Click Delete.

Edit an IP Address
You can edit a single IP address or a range of IP addresses to change the details.

To edit an IP address:

1. In the Administration Console, click the Security component.
2. In the Allowed IP Addresses section, in the IP Address column, click the link of 

the address that you want to edit.
3. Replace the existing data with the new IP address or range of addresses.
4. Click Update. 
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13Encrypting End-User Data
• Overview of the Encryption Feature 
• Encryption Management
• Java API Encryption
This chapter describes how to use the Encryption utility.

Overview of the Encryption Feature
The encryption feature allows you to encrypt and decrypt sensitive data from the 
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) system. The encryption process ensures 
that private end-user details are protected from potential attacks.
You can enable and disable the encryption feature by modifying the relevant 
configuration settings in the Administration Console. In addition, an Encryption utility 
is provided to manage master key generation and rotation.
The following data elements can be encrypted:
• Seeds
• Challenge questions
• Answers to challenge questions
• Customized fields that are part of user-implemented authentication plug-ins

Note: RSA recommends that you use the encryption feature to encrypt sensitive data 
in Adaptive Authentication.

Seeds and Keys
A random seed is used to generate an encryption key. After the key is generated, the 
key is then used to perform the encryption or decryption. Only the seed is saved in the 
database, as the encryption key itself is overly sensitive and can allow an attacker to 
access the encrypted data.
You can store the master key in one of a number of repositories, such as the keystore, 
the configuration, or hardware security module (HSM) provided there is a relevant 
provider implantation. By default, RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) 
supports a configuration-based master key provider.
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The following XML code snippet shows a sample master key configuration value:
<bean 
class="com.rsa.csd.security.impl.MasterKeySeedConfigurationB
ase" id="masterKeySeedProvider">

<property name="masterSeed">

<value>LsW9VFchzNtKgRgAPjlXLV9FdULHyKnE</value>

</property>
</bean>

Note: Do not copy this example, but use the real key generated in your own 
environment.

You can set the master key provider using the encryption-context.xml file when the 
following conditions are met: 
• The fileName property in the fileMasterKeyRepository bean is replaced with the 

exact location of the c-config-security.xml file. 
• The fileName property in the filePlainSeedRepository bean is set to the full 

filename and path that contains the plain seeds dump file.

Encryption Management
You can use the configuration settings in the Administration Console together with the 
Encryption utility to manage all administrative activities related to encryption, and 
seed and key management. As part of the process of encrypting system data, you can 
perform the following tasks:
• Install Encryption Utility Manually
• Install the Security Patch
• Rotate the Master Seed
• Encrypt End-User Data
• Decrypt End-User Data
• Encrypt Authentication Plug-In
• Encrypt the Seed
• Dump a List of Plain Seeds to a Backup
• Load a List of Plain Seeds from Backup
• Turn Off Seed Encryption
• Recover from the Loss of a Master Key

Note: When you run the Encryption utility for the first time, you must run the utility 
using the Rotate action. 
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Install Encryption Utility Manually
By default, the Encryption utility is installed when you install RSA Adaptive 
Authentication (On-Premise). If you choose, you can install the Encryption utility 
manually to control the installation process.
For security reasons, you should remove the Encryption utility from the environment 
after installation and restore the utility when needed. As an alternative, you can make 
sure to store the utility in a safe location.
Do not delete the dump file with plain seeds or the latest c-config-security.xml file, but 
store them in a safe location.

To install the Encryption utility manually:

1. Retrieve the encryption.zip file from the distribution package, and unzip the file 
to the utils_7.2.0.0 directory.

2. Copy the jdbc driver for your Adaptive Authentication database to the lib 
directory located in the utils_7.2.0.0/encryption directory. 
The jdbc driver is part of the database installation kit.

3. Set the JDBC_DRIVER to the relevant values. Depending on your platform, do 
one of the following:
• On Windows, edit the keyManagerUtil.bat file.
• On UNIX or Linux, edit the keyManagerUtil.sh file.

4. Edit the config.properties file as follows:
a. Uncomment the relevant db.vendor line according to your Adaptive 

Authentication database type.
b. Uncomment the relevant db.creVendor line according to your Adaptive 

Authentication database type.
c. Specify the database schema name in the db.schemaName parameter.
d. Uncomment the hibernate dialect line to match the database vendor type.

5. Edit the pmBootstrapConfigs.xml as follows:
a. Set the driverClassName property.
b. Set the database URL property.
c. Set the user name (the database schema user name) property. The user is 

prompted for the database password.

Install the Security Patch
Before you can run the Encryption utility, you must install the security patch.
For more information, see the upgrade prerequisites in the Installation and Upgrade 
Guide.
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Rotate the Master Seed
You can rotate a master seed to generate a new key for data encryption. The master 
key is required for encrypting any of the data types (seeds, questions, answers, and 
authentication plug-in).
You can also rotate a master seed to regenerate an existing key if the key was 
compromised and you want to change the key. 
After key rotation is completed, the old and the new keys are available in the database. 
Each time that you rotate a key, the key seeds are decrypted with the old master key 
and re-encrypted with the new master key. The new master key is saved in the 
c-config-security.xml file.

Before You Begin

If you are rotating the master seed to encrypt end-user data, you must first select the 
appropriate checkbox in the Administration Console. For more information, see 
“Encrypt End-User Data” on page 181.

To create or rotate the master seed:

1. Do one of the following:
• For an Oracle or MS SQL database on Windows, type:

keyManagerUtil.bat rotate 

• For an Oracle or MS SQL database on UNIX, type:
keyManagerUtil.sh rotate 

2. When prompted, enter the database password.
3. Replace the existing c-config-security.xml file with the c-config-security.xml 

file that is created by the Encryption utility. The existing file is located in the 
classes area (WEB-INF/classes) of the following locations:
• AdaptiveAuthentication/WEB-INF/classes
• AdaptiveAuthenticationAdmin/WEB-INF/classes
• casemanagement/WEB-INF/classes
• scheduler/WEB-INF/classes
• backoffice/WEB-INF/classes
• aggDeviceToken/WEB-INF/classes

Note: RSA recommends copying the file if the application already works with 
encryption and the tool is activated just to rotate a key. This ensures that the tool 
uses the most up-to-date master key seed.
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Note: When you rotate the master seed and Enable Seed Encryption is selected in 
the Administration Console, all seeds in the MSG_CODE_KEYS table of the Core 
Database are encrypted using the newly created master seed. The Encryption utility 
creates a dump file containing the list of plain seeds before the encryption. This dump 
file can be used as a backup of the list of seeds in their plain form and can be loaded to 
the database if the master seed is lost. For more information, see “Recover from the 
Loss of a Master Key” on page 184.

Encrypt End-User Data
You can encrypt sensitive end-user data to ensure that private, end-user details are 
protected from potential attacks.

Note: You can also encrypt end-user data using Java API during installation. For more 
information, see “Java API Encryption” on page 184.

To encrypt end-user data (Answer and Question):

1. On the Security page in the Administration Console, select one or more of the 
following:
• Enable Answer Encryption
• Enable Question Encryption

2. “Load a List of Plain Seeds from Backup.”

Decrypt End-User Data

To decrypt end-user data (Answer and Question):

On the Security page in the Administration Console, clear one or more of the 
following:
• Enable Answer Encryption
• Enable Question Encryption

Note: Encrypted data is decrypted the next time the data is accessed as part of the 
online flow. You do not need to perform any additional action to decrypt end-user 
data. 

Encrypt Authentication Plug-In
You can encrypt any of the system-installed or user-installed authentication plug-ins in 
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise). 
The following system-installed plug-in configuration files exist in the system:
• c-config-acsp_kba.xml
• c-config-acsp_oobsms.xml
• c-config-acsp_otp.xml
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To encrypt an authentication plug-in:

1. In the plug-in configuration file, change the metadata from false to true.
<property name="encrypted">

<value>true</value>

</property>

2. “Load a List of Plain Seeds from Backup.”

Decrypt Authentication Plug-in
You can decrypt any of the system-installed or user-installed authentication plug-ins in 
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise). 
The following system-installed plug-in configuration files exist in the system:
• c-config-acsp_kba.xml
• c-config-acsp_oobsms.xml
• c-config-acsp_otp.xml

To decrypt an authentication plug-in:

In the plug-in configuration file, change the metadata from true to false.
<property name="encrypted">

<value>false</value>
</property>

Encrypt the Seed
You can encrypt the existing seeds without having to rotate the master key or fixed 
seed in the database. You can do this by using the master key. This action is only 
relevant for a system that is already working with encrypted end-user data.

To encrypt the seed:

1. On the Security page in the Administration Console, select Enable Seed 
Encryption.

2. Replace the existing c-config-security.xml file in the root folder of the 
Encryption utility with the c-config-security.xml file from the WEB-INF/classes 
area of the Adaptive Authentication application.

3. Do one of the following:
• For an Oracle or MS SQL database on Windows, type:

keyManagerUtil.bat encrypt 

• For an Oracle or MS SQL database on UNIX, type:
keyManagerUtil.sh encrypt 

4. When prompted, enter the database password.
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Dump a List of Plain Seeds to a Backup
You can dump a list of plain seeds to a backup to extract all plain key seed values from 
the database and write the values to a file. You will need the updated list of plain seeds 
when you have to perform a recovery if you lose the master key. 

Note: RSA recommends that you save the dump file in a safe location and delete the 
file from the tool area. RSA also recommends that you run the dump command in 
accordance with the keyLifetimeInDays parameter, which is displayed as Key Life 
Time (days) in the Administration Console, to reflect the frequency of cookie key 
rotation. By default, this parameter is set to create a new seed every seven days. 
Therefore RSA recommends that you run the dump command every seven days or 
whenever a cookie key is rotated. 

To dump a list of plain seeds to a backup:

1. Do one of the following:
• For an Oracle or MS SQL database on Windows, type:

keyManagerUtil.bat dump 

• For an Oracle or MS SQL database on UNIX, type:
keyManagerUtil.sh dump 

2. When prompted, enter the database password.

Note: A dump file is also automatically created when you rotate a master seed.

Load a List of Plain Seeds from Backup
You can load a list of plain seeds from backup if you lose the master key and you want 
to recover the key from the backup.

To load a list of plain seeds from backup:

1. Do one of the following:
• For an Oracle or MS SQL database on Windows, type:

keyManagerUtil.bat load 

• For an Oracle or MS SQL database on UNIX, type:
keyManagerUtil.sh load 

2. When prompted, enter the database password.

Turn Off Seed Encryption

To turn off seed encryption:

1. “Dump a List of Plain Seeds to a Backup.”
2. On the Security page in the Administration Console, clear Enable Seed 

Encryption.
3. “Load a List of Plain Seeds from Backup.”
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Recover from the Loss of a Master Key
If a master key is lost, you can recover the key by loading a new plain seed and then 
rotating the master seed.

To recover from the loss of a master key: 

1. Configure the filename property with the full path of the filePlainSeedRepository 
bean in the encryption-context.xml configuration file.

2. On the Security page in the Administration Console, clear Enable Seed 
Encryption. 

3. “Load a List of Plain Seeds from Backup.”
4. On the Security page in the Administration Console, select Enable Seed 

Encryption. 
5. “Rotate the Master Seed.”

Java API Encryption
You can use the Java API as an alternative method of encrypting end-user data. You 
can encrypt end-user data in this fashion during the installation or upgrade of 
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise). Using the Java API, you can encrypt 
end-user data as part of the online flow and ensure that sensitive data is not exposed at 
any point, thereby providing an added level of security.
To use the Java API to encrypt end user data, you must first select the seed parameters 
for the encryption library.

Note: You can also encrypt end-user data using the parameters in the Administration 
Console. For more information, see “Encrypt End-User Data” on page 181.

Select Seed Parameters for the Encryption Library
To encrypt end-user data, you must first pass three seed parameters from the Core 
Database to the API library. These three parameters are short name, seed, and init 
vector. 

To select seed parameters for the encryption library:

1. “Dump a List of Plain Seeds to a Backup.”
This operation creates a file with content that looks similar to the following:

   id = 1
   shortName = 00
   longName = Generated Key 00
   seed = dkEwhRUIqYnY2iBn8Fjph/I7+FzIqDHm
   initVector = h81TQxDvhGUgO3pvWQGdJw==
   created = 2010-12-12 20:14:03.06
   type = I

   id = 2
   shortName = 01
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   longName = Generated Key 01
   seed = 4XxMaJZanCJRAzpAVfVuPqgoAs86m1a/
   initVector = EKX8pJON82EMIPb2dF5crw==
   created = 2011-01-02 09:54:57.637
   type = I

This data represents all the keys in the system. 
2. To select a single key from the dump list to be used by the encryption library, 

connect to the RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) Core Database and 
perform the following query:

select keys.ID, keys.SHORTNAME from MSG_CODE_KEYS keys,   
MSG_CODE_KEY_DEFAULT def where 
def.MSG_CODE_KEY_ID=keys.ID and def.KEY_CATEGORY='FIXED'

3. Select the seed ID that comes out of this query from the dump result.
For example, the dump result might look similar to the following.

The seed ID is 2, which, from the example in step 1, means that the seed 
parameters to use for the encryption library are

   short name: 01
   seed: 4XxMaJZanCJRAzpAVfVuPqgoAs86m1a/
   init vector: EKX8pJON82EMIPb2dF5crw==

Encrypt End-User Data Using Java API

Before You Begin

“Select Seed Parameters for the Encryption Library.”

To encrypt end-user data using Java API:

1. Copy the following artifacts from AdaptiveAuthentication/WEB-INF/lib to 
your runtime environment:
• encrypt-sensitive-data
• pmcore
• certj
• cryptoj
• cryptojFIPS
• log4j
• rsa-common-api
• rsa-configuration-api

2. Copy the corresponding Java security extensions to your JRE. For more 
information, see the Installation and Upgrade Guide.

ID SHORTNAME

2 01
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14Using an External Identity Store
• Overview of External Identity Providers
• Manage Back Office Users with an External Identity Store
• Managing Back Office Users with Active Directory
• Create New Groups and Configure Users in Active Directory
• Map Existing Users in Active Directory
This chapter describes how to use an external identity store to manage RSA Adaptive 
Authentication (On-Premise) Back Office application users. This chapter also 
provides detailed instructions on how to manage Back Office users with Microsoft 
Active Directory.

Overview of External Identity Providers
External identity provider refers to an identity management system that you can 
integrate with RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise). After you integrate an 
external identity provider, you can use the external identity store to manage all 
Adaptive Authentication Back Office users. Such a system allows you to manage 
authentication and authorization for all user identities across many applications from a 
single location.
Be aware of the following issues as you implement an external identity provider:
• You must use the Access Management application to create organizations and 

groups. You cannot use the external identity store to manage these elements. For 
more information on organization management and group management, see the 
chapter on managing access to the Back Office applications in the Back Office 
User’s Guide.

• You must use the Case Management application to assign a user to an Operator 
Group. You cannot use the external identity store to manage this. For more 
information, see the chapter on managing cases in the Back Office User’s Guide.

• You must choose an external identity provider that supports retrieval of users by 
user name. This ensures that the case assignment system of the Case Management 
application can check whether the user still has permissions to the requested 
organization or application at the time of assignment. 

• You cannot use the external identity store to manage data from the Web Services 
Credentials Manager application.

• Every role in the external identity store must be mapped to a predefined role. For 
more information, see “Roles” on page 194.
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• You cannot change passwords locally for users in the external identity store. 
• You must not provide password expiration dates for Case Management API users. 

Note: Using an external identity provider does not affect the user experience in the 
Adaptive Authentication Back Office applications. 

Manage Back Office Users with an External Identity Store
You can use an external identity store to manage RSA Adaptive Authentication 
(On-Premise) Back Office users. For a detailed explanation of how to manage Back 
Office users with Active Directory, see “Managing Back Office Users with Active 
Directory” on page 191.
For more information about Back Office modules, see “Modules” on page 193.
For more information about Back Office roles, see “Roles” on page 194.

To manage Back Office users with an external identity store:

1. Implement and configure your own external identity store using 
Spring Security 3.0. 
For more information, consult the Spring Security 3.0 documentation.

2. Package the External Identity Provider
3. Configure External Identity Provider Parameters in the Administration Console

Package the External Identity Provider
To integrate your external identity store with RSA Adaptive Authentication 
(On-Premise), you must place the external identity provider implementation files in 
the proper path. 
If you are using Adaptive Authentication Back Office applications or the Scheduler 
application on more than one machine, you need to either place the external identity 
store file in the same location on each machine or ensure that each machine can access 
the file on the same path.

To package the external identity provider:

Package the external identity provider according to one of the following methods:
Extracted. The .xml and .class files are loaded from subdirectories under the path 
that you select.
Multiple archived .jar files. All .jar files directly under the path that you select 
are in the Java classpath, and the .xml and .class files are loaded from these .jar 
files.
Single archived .jar file. The .jar file directly under the path that you select is in 
the Java classpath, and the .xml and .class files are loaded from this .jar file.
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The external identity provider files may contain sensitive information and should be 
stored in a secure location. You may also want to encrypt the data to further restrict 
access to any sensitive information in the file. For more information, see “Sample 
External Identity Provider Files” on page 190.

Note: If you want configuration files to remain extracted and binary files to remain 
packaged in .jar files, you can combine the Extracted and Multiple Archived .jar files 
packaging methods. In the External Identity Provider Path parameter, you must 
specify a path to the directory that contains both extracted files and .jar files. For 
example, the LDAP sample external identity provider uses this method to separate 
between configuration files and binary LDAP connection libraries. For more 
information, see “Sample External Identity Provider Files” on page 190.

The main configuration file is AA-ExternalIdentityProvider.xml. This file must 
contain a Spring wiring of classes implementing the external identity provider logic. 

Note: The .xml file name is case sensitive. 

The Spring bean ID of the external identity provider should be authProvider. The 
external identity provider java class should implement the 
org.springframework.security.authentication.AuthenticationProvider Java interface.

Note: RSA recommends that you implement an additional interface to insure that 
Case Management operators have the appropriate permissions during the following 
operations:
• Case Assignment (manually or automatically by the Scheduler)
• Operator Creation
The Spring bean ID of this interface must be userDetailsService. The java class must 
implement the org.springframework.security.core.userdetails.UserDetailsService Java 
interface. If you do not implement this interface, you will not be able to verify 
operator permissions during the operations listed above. 

Associate Users with Roles, Modules, and Organizations 
After user authentication, Spring Security returns a list of Granted Authorities. This 
list contains all the roles, modules, and organizations granted to each user. 

To associate users with roles, modules, and organizations:

Return the relevant authorities with the following prefixes:
• ACCMGR_ROLE_
• ORG_
• ACCMGR_MODULE_
For example, Spring Security may return the following authorities for a user:
• ORG_org1
• ORG_org2
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• ACCMGR_ROLE_SeniorPolicyManager
• ACCMGR_MODULE_PolicyManagement
In such a case, the user is granted the following permissions:
• Organizations: org1 and org2
• Roles: SeniorPolicyManager
• Modules: Policy Management

Configure External Identity Provider Parameters in the Administration Console
You must configure the relevant parameters in the Administration Console to enable 
the external identity provider.

To configure the external identity provider parameters in the Administration 
Console:

1. In the Administration Console, in the Back Office Applications component, 
under Authentication, configure the relevant parameters as follows:
a. Select Use of External Identity Provider.
b. In the External Identity Provider Path parameter, enter the full path to the 

relevant JAR and XML configuration files. 
2. Save and publish your changes. 

Note: It takes about 15 minutes for the new configuration to take effect. To 
expedite the process, you can restart the application server.

Sample External Identity Provider Files
For more information about accessing the sample external identity provider files, see 
“Create the Connector During Installation or Upgrade” on page 192.
The .zip files include the sources for these two sample external identity providers:

Text. The user names, passwords, roles, modules, and organizations that are 
associated to the users are stored in a text file named 
externalIdentityProviderUsers.properties. The definitions for the 
authentication provider that uses this text file are contained in the 
AA-ExternalIdentityProvider.xml file.

Note: The “shaPasswordEncoder” bean used in the .xml file is optional. If it is not 
used, the passwords in the .properties file should be entered in plain text. If it is 
used, the passwords are expected to be hashed with SHA-256. You can also use a 
different hashing algorithm by replacing the bean with a different bean, such as 
MD5PasswordEncoder. As an alternative to password encoding, you can manage 
the access control list of the file system to prevent unwanted access to sensitive 
data files. 
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LDAP. The user names, passwords, roles, modules, and organizations that are 
associated to the users are stored in an LDAP server. The definitions for the 
authentication provider that uses this LDAP server are contained in the 
AA-ExternalIdentityProvider.xml file.

Note: The LDAP server connection password in the .xml file is encoded using 
Base64 encoding so that plain text does not appear in the file. The default 
encoding value in the .xml file is “LDAP-PASSWORD-BASE64”. You should 
use a stronger encryption algorithm to ensure security of the connection 
parameters. As an alternative to password encoding, you can manage the access 
control list of the file system to prevent unwanted access to sensitive data files. 

Managing Back Office Users with Active Directory
You can configure the Active Directory connector to synchronize Back Office users to 
an LDAP directory. For more information about managing Back Office users, see 
“Manage Back Office Users with an External Identity Store” on page 188.
You can use one of two different models to configure the Active Directory connector, 
depending on the requirements of your organization:
• Create New Groups and Configure Users in Active Directory. You can use this 

model to create new groups in Active Directory and edit user properties to add 
users to groups.
In this model, users are individually assigned to different groups. You can 
individually control each user’s access to Back Office applications.

• Map Existing Users in Active Directory. You can use this model if you cannot 
create new groups or add users to groups, or if you do not wish to create new 
groups in Active Directory. If you already have groups with the appropriate users 
as members, you must use this model.
In this model, existing groups are granted permissions to Back Office 
applications. Users are granted access to Back Office applications as a group.

Create New Groups and Configure Users in Active Directory
If you do not have existing groups in Active Directory, you need to create and 
configure new groups in order to manage Back Office users.
In this model, users are individually assigned to different groups. You can individually 
control each user’s access to Back Office applications.

To create new groups and configure users:

1. Create the Connector During Installation or Upgrade.
2. Configure Back Office groups in Active Directory, as described in “Configuring 

Back Office Groups in Active Directory” on page 192.
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3. Configure users with the proper membership, as described in “Example of User 
Configuration in Active Directory” on page 195.

4. Create an additional user to access Active Directory, as described in “Creating an 
Additional User to Access Active Directory” on page 196.

5. Configure Credentials to Access Active Directory.
6. Disable the Group Mapping Function.
7. Configure External Identity Provider Parameters in the Administration Console.

Create the Connector During Installation or Upgrade
You can create a connector during installation or upgrade of RSA Adaptive 
Authentication (On-Premise) to generate the sample external identity provider files. 
The sample external identity provider files are available as part of the Development 
Utilities component. 
For more information, see “Sample External Identity Provider Files” on page 190.

To create the Connector during installation or upgrade:

During product installation or upgrade, select the Development Utilities checkbox.
After the installation or upgrade process, the 
external-identity-providers-text-sample.zip and 
external-identity-providers-ldap-sample.zip files are available in the 
<drive>:\main_directory\dev_utils_7.2.0.0.0 folder.
For more information, see the Installation and Upgrade Guide.

Note: RSA recommends that you create an additional folder under the main directory. 
For example, you can call the folder ADConnector. After you create this folder, you 
can unpack the contents of the zip file into this folder.

Configuring Back Office Groups in Active Directory
You can configure Back Office groups in Active Directory to create groups for your 
organization that support your Back Office users.
There are three distinct types of groups related to the Back Office applications:
• Organizations. Defines which RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) 

organizations the users belong to. These groups have the prefix ORG_.
• Modules. Defines which Back Office applications users can access. These groups 

have the prefix ACCMGR_MODULE_.
• Roles. Defines user roles within the Back Office applications. These groups have 

the prefix ACCMGR_ROLE_.
Each user must belong to at least one of each of these three group categories. 
For more information, see the Back Office User’s Guide.
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Note: You can store all users and groups in an Organizational Unit (OU) to simplify 
the information. You do not need to create an OU unless you want to restrict access to 
a specific OU in your search and domain definition.

The Back Office applications cannot take advantage of the change password 
mechanism from Active Directory. If a new user needs to change the password on the 
first logon or for any other reason, that user must first log on through a Windows 
utility that permits changing the password. Only then can the user use the Back Office 
applications. 
After you create all relevant groups, you need to configure users with the proper 
membership. For more information, see “Example of User Configuration in Active 
Directory” on page 195.

Organizations
The preset organization name in Adaptive Authentication is default. If you do not 
define any organizations in Adaptive Authentication, the organization name is 
default. If you create an additional organization, the name of that specific 
organization is used for the group name. 
For example, if you create Bank_ABC as an organization in Adaptive Authentication, 
two possible groups in Active Directory should be:
• ORG_default
• ORG_Bank_ABC

Modules
Adaptive Authentication has a specific set of Back Office applications, referred to 
within this context as modules. Some of these applications are aggregated under a 
single web application. For example, the Back Office web application contains Policy 
Management, Administration Console, and Customer Service.
Although most module names are the same as the corresponding web application 
name, this is not always the case. For more information, see the Back Office User’s 
Guide.
The following is a list of all modules, which, together with the proper prefix, form the 
group names:
• ACCMGR_MODULE_administration
• ACCMGR_MODULE_accessmanagement
• ACCMGR_MODULE_PolicyManagement
• ACCMGR_MODULE_csr
• ACCMGR_MODULE_scheduler
• ACCMGR_MODULE_wscredentialmanager
• ACCMGR_MODULE_reports
• ACCMGR_MODULE_casemanagement
• ACCMGR_MODULE_casemanagementAPI
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Important: You must enter all group names as they are shown because the names are 
case sensitive.

Roles
The following table describes the role names associated with each module.

Note: The modules and roles listed in this table are provided by default in the Access 
Management application when the external identity provider feature is not in use.

Adaptive 
Authentication 
application

Active Directory module name Active Directory role name

Access Management ACCMGR_MODULE_accessmanagem
ent

ACCMGR_ROLE_admin

Administration Console ACCMGR_MODULE_administration ACCMGR_ROLE_admin

Customer Service ACCMGR_MODULE_csr ACCMGR_ROLE_csr

ACCMGR_ROLE_admin

Case Management ACCMGR_MODULE_casemanageme
nt

ACCMGR_ROLE_operator

ACCMGR_ROLE_operatormanager

ACCMGR_ROLE_fraudanalyst

ACCMGR_ROLE_csr

ACCMGR_ROLE_admin

Case Management API ACCMGR_MODULE_casemanageme
ntAPI

ACCMGR_ROLE_CMAPIExtract

ACCMGR_ROLE_CMAPIUpdate

ACCMGR_ROLE_admin

Policy Management ACCMGR_MODULE_PolicyManagem
ent

ACCMGR_ROLE_PolicyViewer

ACCMGR_ROLE_RuleManager

ACCMGR_ROLE_PolicyManager

ACCMGR_ROLE_SeniorPolicyManag
er

ACCMGR_ROLE_ListManager

ACCMGR_ROLE_admin
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Example of User Configuration in Active Directory
In the example below, a user called Admin Admin (first name, last name) was 
created. This user is a member of the organization ORG_default becaused there are 
no specific organizations defined in RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise). This 
user is also a member of the administrative role ACCMGR_ROLE_admin. Finally, 
this user is also a member of a few different modules, allowing the user logon access 
to the corresponding applications. Because the admin role is a super user, the user 
must have membership to all modules so that the user can log on to every utility.

Report Viewer ACCMGR_MODULE_reports ACCMGR_ROLE_admin

Scheduler ACCMGR_MODULE_scheduler ACCMGR_ROLE_admin

Web Services 
Credentials

ACCMGR_MODULE_wscredentialma
nager

ACCMGR_ROLE_admin

Adaptive 
Authentication 
application

Active Directory module name Active Directory role name
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The following is an example of a user configuration in Active Directory, using the 
LDAP Explorer Tool. You can perform the same configuration using the Active 
Directory interface.

Creating an Additional User to Access Active Directory
Before you can configure the connector to access Active Directory, you need to create 
an additional user in Active Directory so that the connector can use the user 
credentials to access Active Directory. 
You must grant this additional user proper permissions so that the user has access and 
read rights to all the other users and groups that you create.
For example, you can create everything in an Organizational Unit named 
AABackOffice-access. You can create a super user who only has permission to read 
the content of this Organizational Unit.
For example, you can create a user named Access ActiveDir (first name, last name) 
who has the required permissions. 
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Configure Credentials to Access Active Directory
To access Active Directory, you must set the parameters in the file 
AA-ExternalIdentityProvider.xml. 
You must set the location of the Active Directory server and define the credentials of a 
user who has permission to log on to Active Directory and navigate through the users 
and user properties. This user cannot have permissions to write to Active Directory.
As a result of this limitation, the change password feature is not supported in this 
connector because it requires write permission to Active Directory.
The following code sample describes the parameters that you must set in 
AA-ExternalIdentityProvider.xml to access Active Directory.
<bean id="initialDirContextFactoryActiveDirectory"
class="org.springframework.security.ldap.DefaultSpringSecurityC
ontextSource">
<constructor-arg value="[LDAP-URL]" />
<property name="userDn" value="[LDAP-USER]" />
<property name="password">
    <!-- The password is encoded using Base64 so that plain    
         text password does not appear in the file. You are    

           able to replace this bean with other bean that        
           supports any encoding or encryption type that you    

        wish. -->
 <bean class="java.lang.String">
       <constructor-arg>
         <bean class="org.springframework.security.core. 

codec.Base64" factorymethod="decode">
           <constructor-arg value="[LDAP-PASSWORD-BASE64]" />
         </bean>
        </constructor-arg>
 </bean>
</property>

</bean>

To configure credentials to access Active Directory:

1. Set the LDAP_URL parameter.
For example, set ldap://localhost:389/dc=bigdomain,dc=com. In this example, the 
Active Directory server is local on the server. The port number is a default value 
for Active Directory. The Windows domain is bigdomain.com.

2. Set the LDAP-User parameter.
For example, set Access ActiveDir. Because the property name is set to userDN in 
Active Directory, the user name is translated to a distinguished name (first and last 
name). In this example, the first name is Access and the last name is ActiveDir. 
The user was created in Active Directory with full permissions.

3. Set the LDAP-password-BASE64 parameter.
For example, set UEBzc3cwcmQ. The password of the user is translated into 
BASE64. In this example, the original password is actually P@ssw0rd. 
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Disable the Group Mapping Function
If you create new groups and configure group membership, you must disable the 
group mapping function. 

Note: If you are not creating new groups and are using the mapping feature, you 
should skip this procedure.

To disable the group mapping function:

Comment out the relevant mapping properties, userDetailsContextMapper and 
userDetailsMapper, as shown in the following code example.

Note: The disabled functions are marked by <!-- and --> in the example.

<bean id="authProvider"
class="org.springframework.security.ldap.authentication.LdapAut
henticationProvider">

   <constructor-arg ref="authenticatorActiveDirectory" />
   <constructor-arg ref="populatorActiveDirectory" />
   <!--
   <property 

name="userDetailsContextMapper"ref="ldapUserDetailsMapper" />
     -->

</bean>
 <!-- This bean is optional. If it is not used, the Case 

Management system will not be able to verify that the operator 
has proper permissions for case assignment. -->
<bean id="userDetailsService"
class="org.springframework.security.ldap.userdetails.LdapUserDe
tailsService">

   <constructor-arg ref="userSearch" />
   <constructor-arg ref="populatorActiveDirectory" />
   <!--
   <property name="userDetailsMapper" 

ref="ldapUserDetailsMapper" />
     -->

</bean>

Map Existing Users in Active Directory
If you cannot create new groups or add users to groups in Active Directory, or if you 
do not wish to create new groups, you can map existing users in Active Directory. If 
you already have groups with the appropriate users as members, you must use this 
model to configure the LDAP connector.
In this model, existing groups are granted permissions to Back Office applications. 
Users are granted access to Back Office applications as a group.

Note: To enable Websphere Application Server 8.0 or 8.5 to work with an external 
identity provider, you must apply fix packs 8.0.0.2 (or later) or 8.5.0.2 (or later).
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To map existing users:

1. Create the Connector During Installation or Upgrade.
2. Create an additional user to access Active Directory, as described in “Creating an 

Additional User to Access Active Directory” on page 196.
3. Configure Credentials to Access Active Directory.
4. Map groups to Back Office organizations, as described in “Mapping Active 

Directory Groups to Back Office Organizations” on page 199.
5. Map groups to Back Office roles, as described in “Mapping Active Directory 

Groups to Back Office Roles” on page 199.
6. Map groups to Back Office modules, as described in “Mapping Active Directory 

Groups to Back Office Modules” on page 200.
7. Change the criteria for user identification, as described in “Changing Criteria for 

User Identification” on page 200.
8. Configure External Identity Provider Parameters in the Administration Console.

Mapping Active Directory Groups to Back Office Organizations
You can map Active Directory groups to Back Office organizations to define which 
groups from Active Directory are allowed to access which organizations in 
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise). If no additional organization is created, 
default is the only possible organization, and all users will belong to it. 

Note: The following example includes a value with the characters (.*). This is a wild 
card model. In this example, if there are other “custserv-“ groups, they are 
automatically included in this set. You can remove the wild card characters and enter 
the group using the exact name.

The following code sample shows an example of how to map the Active Directory 
groups to Back Office organizations.
<property name="orgsMapping">

<map>
   <entry key="AdminX" value="default"/>
   <entry key="custserv-(.*)">
       <set>
              <value>default</value>
              <value>Bank_ABC</value>
       </set>
   </entry>
</map>

</property>

Mapping Active Directory Groups to Back Office Roles
For more information about the role names associated with each module, see “Roles” 
on page 194.
The following code sample shows an example of how to map the Active Directory 
groups to Back Office roles.
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<property name="rolesMapping">
<map>
     <entry key="AdminX" value="admin"/>
     <entry key="custserv-(.*)">
         <set>
              <value>csr</value>
         </set>
     </entry>
</map>

</property>

Note: All role labels are case sensitive.

Mapping Active Directory Groups to Back Office Modules
For more information about the module names, see “Modules” on page 193 and  
“Roles” on page 194.
The following code sample shows an example of how to map the Active Directory 
groups to Back Office modules. In this example, two different user groups are mapped 
to several Back Office modules.
<property name="modulesMapping">

<map>
    <entry key="AdminX">
        <set>
            <value>administration</value>
            <value>casemanagement</value>
            <value>PolicyManagement</value>
            <value>accessmanagement</value>
            <value>wscredentialmanager</value>
        </set>
    </entry>
    <entry key="custserv-(.*)">
        <set>
            <value>csr</value>
            <value>casemanagement</value>
        </set>
    </entry>
</map>

</property>

Note: All module labels are case sensitive.

Changing Criteria for User Identification
You can change the criteria used to identify users when they logon to use the Back 
Office applications. By default, users are identified by email address. RSA 
recommends that you change the criteria from email address to the standard user 
name.
The following code sample shows an example of how to change the identification 
criteria. In the example, the attribute sAMAccountName must be configured.
<bean id="userSearch" 
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class="org.springframework.security.ldap.search.FilterBasedLdap
UserSearch">

<constructor-arg index="0" value="" />
<!-- username is the sAMAccountName attribute in ldap -->
<constructor-arg index="1" value="(sAMAccountName={0})" />
<constructor-arg index="2" 

ref="initialDirContextFactoryActiveDirectory" />
<property name="searchSubtree" value="true" />

</bean>
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15Forensic Logging Values
There are several types of facts that are listed in the forensic log files.

Event. Any generalized event. Multiple events can make up a single transaction.
Headers. Information that is contained in the header.
Session. A group of one or more transactions.
Transaction. A group of one or more events that are committed in a group.

Some facts might occur for all of the listed types. The following table describes the 
event codes.

Event 
Code Description Event Fact Name Type

Event

30PRKB The end user’s maximum Bayesian 
risk score within the last 30 days.

user.last_30_days.max_ip_bayesian_risk_score
.before

Integer

30RKB The end user’s maximum risk score 
within the last 30 days.

user.last_30_days.max_risk_score.before Integer

CKCQAL The end user’s cookie. user.cookie.compare_req_auth_lvl_to_comp String

CKDFH The age of the cookie since the end 
user’s first logon.

user.cookie.days_since_first_hit Integer

CKMLC The maximum authentication level 
the end user has completed.

user.cookie.max_auth_level_completed Integer

DCDW The current day of the week for the 
event.

event_data.current_day_of_week Integer

DCFS Has the event changed to fraud 
status?

event_data.changed_to_fraud_status Boolean

DFMF Has the event been marked as fraud? event_data.force_mark_as_fraud Boolean

DIBC event_data.is_bayesian_case Boolean

DIFS Is this event a fraud suspect? event_data.is_fraud_suspect Boolean

DIFSSD The date of the fraud suspected event. event_data.is_fraud_suspect_short_date String

DIW Is the event occurring during a 
weekend?

event_data.is_weekend Boolean
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DPD The part of the day that the event is 
occuring.

event_data.part_of_day String

DPS The preliminary score of the event. event_data.preliminary_score Integer

DRD The resolution date of the event. event_data.resolution_date Date

DSD The short version of the date of the 
event.

event_data.short_date Integer

DTDARU The amount rate of the transaction in 
USD.

event_data.transaction_data.amount.rate_in_us
d

Integer

DTDAU The transaction amount in USD. event_data.transaction_data.amount_in_usd String

ECCDID The client-defined ID for the event. transaction.current.event.current.clientDefined.
id

String

ECCDT The client-defined type. transaction.current.event.current.clientDefined.
type

String

ECCEI The initiator of the email change. transaction.current.event.current.profileChange
.email.initiator

Integer

ECCELD The last date that the end user’s email 
was changed.

transaction.current.event.current.profileChange
.email.lastChangeDate

Date

ECCER The reason why the end user’s email 
was changed.

transaction.current.event.current.profileChange
.email.reason

String

ECCES The current status of the end user’s 
email address.

transaction.current.event.current.profileChange
.email.status

String

ECCFI The initiator of the phone change. transaction.current.event.current.profileChange
.phone.initiator

String

ECCFLD The date that the end user’s phone 
number last changed.

transaction.current.event.current.profileChange
.phone.lastChangeDate

Date

ECCFR The reason why the end user’s phone 
number changed.

transaction.current.event.current.profileChange
.phone.reason

String

ECCFS The end user’s phone status. transaction.current.event.current.profileChange
.phone.status

String

ECCQI The initiator of the question 
collection.

transaction.current.event.current.profileChange
.questions.initiator

String

ECCQLD The date that the end user’s challenge 
questions changed.

transaction.current.event.current.profileChange
.questions.lastChangeDate

Date

Event 
Code Description Event Fact Name Type
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ECCQR The reason why the end user’s 
challenge questions changed.

transaction.current.event.current.profileChange
.questions.reason

String

ECCQS The end user’s challenge question 
status.

transaction.current.event.current.profileChange
.questions.status

String

ECCTI The initiator of the token change. transaction.current.event.current.profileChange
.token.initiator

String

ECCTLD The date that the end user’s token 
information changed.

transaction.current.event.current.profileChange
.token.lastChangeDate

Date

ECCTR The reason why the user’s token 
information changed.

transaction.current.event.current.profileChange
.token.reason

String

ECCTS The status of the token. transaction.current.event.current.profileChange
.token.status

String

ECCWI The initiator of the change of the 
out-of-wallet information.

transaction.current.event.current.profileChange
.outOfWallet.initiator

String

ECCWLD The last date the out-of-wallet 
information was changed.

transaction.current.event.current.profileChange
.outOfWallet.lastChangeDate

Date

ECCWR The reason for the out-of-wallet 
information.

transaction.current.event.current.profileChange
.outOfWallet.reason

String

ECCWS The status of the out-of-wallet 
information.

transaction.current.event.current.profileChange
.outOfWallet.status

String

ECD The time of the event. transaction.current.event.current.date Date

ECFED The end date of the fraud event. transaction.current.event.current.fraud.endDate Date

ECFID The ID of the fraud event. transaction.current.event.current.fraud.id String

ECFNS The new status of the fraud event. transaction.current.event.current.fraud.newStat
us

String

ECFNSC The confidence of the new status of 
the fraud event.

transaction.current.event.current.fraud.newStat
usConfidence

Integer

ECFNSD The status date of the fraud event. transaction.current.event.current.fraud.newStat
usDate

Date

ECFOS The old status of the fraud event. transaction.current.event.current.fraud.oldStatu
s

String

ECFOSC The confidence of the old status of 
the fraud event.

transaction.current.event.current.fraud.oldStatu
sConfidence

Integer

Event 
Code Description Event Fact Name Type
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ECFRD The resolution date of the fraud 
event.

transaction.current.event.current.fraud.resoluti
onDate

Date

ECFSD The start date of the fraud event. transaction.current.event.current.fraud.startDat
e

Date

ECFT The type of the fraud event. transaction.current.event.current.fraud.type String

ECHIS Is the current transaction successful? transaction.current.event.current.auth.isSuccess
ful

Boolean

ECHL The level of the current transaction. transaction.current.event.current.auth.level Integer

ECHLC The completed level of the 
transaction.

transaction.current.event.current.auth.levelCo
mpleted

Integer

ECHLR The event data authentication level. transaction.current.event.current.auth.levelReq
uested

Integer

ECID The current ID of the transaction 
event. 

transaction.current.event.current.id String

ECNOID The notification ID of the transaction 
event.

transaction.current.event.current.notification.id String

ECNOQ The notification queue of the 
transaction event.

transaction.current.event.current.notification.q
ueue

String

ECNOR The notification reason of the 
transaction event.

transaction.current.event.current.notification.re
ason

String

ECNOT The notify type of the transaction 
event.

transaction.current.event.current.notifyType String

ECNRS The policy analysis and risk score of 
the transaction event.

transaction.current.event.current.policyAnalysi
s.riskScore

Integer

ECT The event type. transaction.current.event.current.type String

ECTOXR The risk score of the transfer to the 
other account.

transaction.current.event.current.transfer.other.
extRiskScore

Integer

ECTYXR The risk score of the transfer to my 
account.

transaction.current.event.current.transfer.my.ex
tRiskScore

Integer

ECYID The legacy Cyota ID. transaction.current.event.current.cyota.id String

ECYPRS The preliminary risk score. transaction.current.event.current.cyota.prelimin
aryRiskScore

Integer

Event 
Code Description Event Fact Name Type
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ECYRCN The risk contributor’s name. transaction.current.event.current.cyota.riskCon
tributor.current.name

String

ECYRCS The risk contributor’s current risk 
score.

transaction.current.event.current.cyota.riskCon
tributor.current.score

Integer

ECYRS The current risk score. transaction.current.event.current.cyota.riskScor
e

Integer

ECYTRS The current test risk score. transaction.current.event.current.cyota.testRisk
Score

Integer

FKCALC The comparison between the 
end-user Flash cookie to 
authorization level.

user.flash_cookie.compare_req_auth_lvl_to_co
mp

String

FKMLC The maximum authorization level 
completed by the end user’s Flash.

user.flash_cookie.max_auth_level_completed Integer

FKYFH The age of the Flash cookie since the 
first hit.

user.flash_cookie.days_since_first_hit Integer

LFC The fraud cookies. lists_data.fraud.cookie Integer

LFFC The flash cookies of the fraud. lists_data.fraud.flash_cookie Integer

LFIP The list of fraud IPs. lists_data.fraud.ip Integer

LFPY The list of fraud Payees. lists_data.fraud.payee Integer

LGC The list of genuine cookies. lists_data.genuine.cookie Integer

LGFC The list of genuine Flash cookies. lists_data.genuine.flash_cookie Integer

LGIP The list of genuine IPs. lists_data.genuine.ip Integer

LGPY The list of genuine payees. lists_data.genuine.payee Integer

LIG The list of common GeoIPs. lists_data.common.ip_geo Integer

LII The list of common ISPs. lists_data.common.ip_isp Integer

LIV The list of common devices. lists_data.common.ip_device Integer

LIY The list of common cities. lists_data.common.ip_city Integer

LSIP The list of shared IPs. lists_data.shared.ip Integer

LUA The list of common end user agents. lists_data.common.user_agent Integer

LWIP The white list of IPs. lists_data.whitelist.ip String

Event 
Code Description Event Fact Name Type
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LWIPI The white list of ISPs. lists_data.whitelist.ip_isp String

LWIPO The white list of IP owners. lists_data.whitelist.ip_owner String

MS0 The results from the policy risk 
model 0.

transaction.current.event.current.policyAnalysi
s.modelScore0

Double

MS1 The results from the policy risk 
model 1.

transaction.current.event.current.policyAnalysi
s.modelScore1

Double

MS2 The results from the policy risk 
model 2.

transaction.current.event.current.policyAnalysi
s.modelScore2

Double

MS3 The results from the policy risk 
model 3.

transaction.current.event.current.policyAnalysi
s.modelScore3

Double

MS4 The results from the policy risk 
model 4.

transaction.current.event.current.policyAnalysi
s.modelScore4

Double

NUMUSE
RIPLAST
10MN

Number Of users per IP in last 10 
Minutes.

ip_profile.user_id.num_ip_user_in_last_10_mn Integer

NUMUSE
RIPLAST
1HOUR

Number Of users per IP in last 1 hour. ip_profile.user_id.num_ip_user_in_last_1_hou
r

Integer

NUMUSE
RIPLAST
1DAY

Number Of users per IP in last 1 day ip_profile.user_id.num_ip_user_in_last_1_day Integer

PACQLC The results of comparing the end 
user’s payee accounts to their profile.

user.payee_account.compare_req_auth_lvl_to_
comp

String

PADFH The number of days since the end 
user hit their payee accounts.

user.payee_account.days_since_first_hit Integer

PAMLC The maximum level of authentication 
by an end-user payee account is 
compared to the required level in the 
Risk Engine.

user.payee_account.max_auth_level_complete
d

Integer

PASPUSD The amount in USD transferred or 
paid by the user through this account

user.payee_account.sum_of_payments_in_usd Float

PASPUSD
W

The whole amount in USD 
transferred or paid by the user 
through this account

user.payee_account.sum_of_payments_in_usd_
whole

Float

Event 
Code Description Event Fact Name Type
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PGCQLC The results of comparing the end 
user’s geo IP location to their profile.

user.ip_geo.compare_req_auth_lvl_to_comp String

PGDFH The end user’s GeoIP information 
since they first logged on.

user.ip_geo.days_since_first_hit Integer

PGMLC The maximum authentication level of 
the end user’s GeoIP.

user.ip_geo.max_auth_level_completed Integer

PICQLC A comparison of required 
authorization level.

user.ip_isp.compare_req_auth_lvl_to_comp String

PIDFH The number of days since the end 
user first logged on.

user.ip_isp.days_since_first_hit Integer

PIMLC The maximum authentication level 
completed.

user.ip_isp.max_auth_level_completed Integer

PINI10 The number of ISPs from 10–30 
days.

user.ip_isp.num_isps_in_10_to_30_days_ago Integer

PINI30 The number of ISPs in the last 30 
days.

user.ip_isp.num_isps_in_last_30_days Integer

PINI5 The number of ISPs in the last 5 days. user.ip_isp.num_isps_in_last_5_days Integer

PVCQLC The results of comparing the end 
user’s device IP to their profile.

user.ip_device_profile.compare_req_auth_lvl_t
o_comp

String

PVDFH The number of days since the device 
IP profile information was first 
populated.

user.ip_device_profile.days_since_first_hit Integer

PVMLC The maximum level of authentication 
completed for the end user’s device 
IP is compared to the required level 
in the Risk Engine.

user.ip_device_profile.max_auth_level_comple
ted

Integer

PYCQLC The results of comparing the end 
user’s city IP location to their profile.

user.ip_city.compare_req_auth_lvl_to_comp String

PYDFH The number of days since the city IP 
information was first populated.

user.ip_city.days_since_first_hit Integer

PYMLC The maximum level of authentication 
completed for the end user’s city IP is 
compared to the required level in the 
Risk Engine.

user.ip_city.max_auth_level_completed Integer

SSPB user.session.sum_of_payments_in_usd.before Integer

Event 
Code Description Event Fact Name Type
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TCECFC
LFC

List of confirmed fraud event ids. transaction.current.event.current.fraud.custom.l
ist.fraud.confirmed

String

TCECFC
LFS

List of suspected fraud event ids. transaction.current.event.current.fraud.custom.l
ist.fraud.suspected

String

TCECFC
LGA

List of assumed genuine event ids. transaction.current.event.current.fraud.custom.l
ist.genuine.assumed

String

TCECFC
LGC

List of confirmed genuine event ids. transaction.current.event.current.fraud.custom.l
ist.genuine.confirmed

String

TCECFC
LSM

List of system flag event ids. transaction.current.event.current.fraud.custom.l
ist.system.marked

String

TCECFC
LU

List of unknown status event ids, transaction.current.event.current.fraud.custom.l
ist.unknown

String

TCECTM
HSDO

How many hours ago the user 
account was opened which is being 
used in current transaction.

transaction.current.event.current.transfer.own.h
ours.since.dateOpened

Long

TCECTM
CDT

Client-Defined type of user account 
used in current transaction.

transaction.current.event.current.transfer.own.c
lientDefined.type

String

TCECTO
CDT

Client-Defined type of payee account 
used in current transaction.

transaction.current.event.current.transfer.other.
clientDefined.type

String

CECTOH
SDO

How many hours ago payee account 
was opened which is used in the 
current transaction

transaction.current.event.current.transfer.other.
hours.since.dateOpened

Long

TCECFC
R

CM case resolution for current event. transaction.current.event.current.fraud.case.res
olution

String

TCECFC
CR

CM case resolution for closed case 
for current event.

transaction.current.event.current.fraud.case.clo
se.resolution

String

TCTCFC
CC

Confidence value for CM closed case 
for current event.

transaction.current.event.current.fraud.case.clo
se.confidence

Integer

UACQLC The results of comparing the end 
user’s browser to the profile.

user.user_agent.compare_req_auth_lvl_to_com
p

String

UADFH The number of days since the end 
user agent information was first 
populated.

user.user_agent.days_since_first_hit Integer

Event 
Code Description Event Fact Name Type
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UAMLC The maximum level of authentication 
completed for the end user’s agent is 
compared to the required level in the 
Risk Engine.

user.user_agent.max_auth_level_completed Integer

UX Does the end user exist? user.exists Boolean

Y18SPB The amount of the Bill Payment 
made in the last 180 days.

payee_account.last_180_days.sum_of_paymen
ts_in_usd.before

Integer

YAC The number of days since the end 
user last changed the address.

user.days_since_address_change Integer

YAOLBE Number of hours since user has 
enrolled

user.hours_since_olb_enrollment Long

YEC The number of days since the end 
user last changed the email address.

user.days_since_email_change Integer

YFH The number of days since the end 
user first logged on.

user.days_since_first_hit Integer

YPC The number of days since the end 
user changed the password.

user.days_since_password_change Integer

Header

MN0 The name of the policy risk model0. user.org.policyModel0 String

MN1 The name of the policy risk model1. user.org.policyModel1 String

MN2 The name of the policy risk model2. user.org.policyModel2 String

MN3 The name of the policy risk model3. user.org.policyModel3 String

MN4 The name of the policy risk model4. user.org.policyModel4 String

UORM The name of the risk model used for 
the end user’s organization.

user.org.riskModel String

UORMT The name of the test risk model used 
for the end user’s organization.

user.org.testRiskModel String

Session

ABZ Is the end-user account a business 
account?

user.account.isBusiness Boolean

AGE The age of the device in seconds. device.age LONG

Event 
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AGG Is the device coming from an 
aggregator?

device.aggregator Boolean

AUDBR Restore the device binding. predictor.autoRestoreDeviceBindingRisk Double

AVP Is the end user’s account a VIP 
account?

user.account.isVip Boolean

BDH The device print’s current hash value. device.print.displayHash.current.value String

BDS The device print’s display 
information.

device.print.display String

BJS The java settings of this session 
retrieved through JavaScript.

device.print.java Boolean

BLDN The risk associated with the 
browser’s language being different 
from the norm.

predictor.browserLanguageDifferentFromNor
m

Boolean

BLDP The risk associated with the 
browser’s language being different 
from the previous visit.

predictor.browserLanguageDifferentFromPrevi
ous

Boolean

BLG The language of the end user’s 
browser.

device.print.browserLanguage String

BLRS The risk associated with the browser 
language.

predictor.browserLanguageRisk Double

BLS The language settings of this session 
retrieved through JavaScript.

device.print.language.current.value String

BLSH The device’s browser language in 
short hash.

device.print.browserLanguageShortHash String

BTZ The current time zone that the emd 
user’s browser is coming in from.

device.print.timezone.current.value Float

BTZDCN The risk associated with the 
browser’s time zone being different 
from the norm.

predictor.browserTimezoneDifferenceFromNor
m

Double

BTZDTN The time zone of this session 
retrieved through JavaScript.

predictor.browserTimezoneDifferentFromNor
m

Boolean

BUA The end user agent string. device.print.userAgent.current.value String

BUAH The current value of the end user 
agent string hashed value.

device.print.userAgentHash.current.value String

Event 
Code Description Event Fact Name Type
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CCAD The device cookie’s IP address. device.cookieIp.current.value.address String

CCB Is the country code on the blacklist? predictor.countryOnBlacklist Boolean

CCG Is the country code on the gold list? predictor.countryOnGoldenlist Boolean

CCW Is the country code on the watch list? predictor.countryOnWatchlist Boolean

CDID The name of the client. clientDefined.id String

CDT The client defined type. clientDefined.type String

CGIPLR The risk associated with the cookie’s 
GeoIP location.

predictor.cookieGeoIpLocationRisk Double

CHTC The challenge question failure count. 
The value of this parameter is the 
number of failures previous to this 
logon. This parameter resets when a 
successful attempt is made. 

predictor.challengeTryCount Integer

CIPCR The risk associated with the cookie IP 
addresses’ country.

predictor.cookieIpCountryRisk Double

CIPDFF The distance between the cookie IP 
from when the end user first logged 
on, and to the current one.

predictor.cookieIpDistanceFromFirst Double

CIPDFN The distance from the cookie IP and 
the norm.

predictor.cookieIpDistanceFromNorm Double

CIPDFP The distance from the cookie IP and 
the previous logon.

predictor.cookieIpDistanceFromPrevious Double

CIPHR The risk associated with the cookie’s 
IP geo hour.

predictor.cookieIpGeoHourRisk Double

CIPNN Is the cookie’s IP different from what 
was seen before?

predictor.cookieIpDifferentFromNorm Boolean

CIPNP The risk associated with the cookie IP 
being different from the previously 
seen cookie.

predictor.cookieIpDifferentFromPrevious Double

CKNEN Are cookies enabled on the end user’s 
browser?

predictor.cookiesNotEnabled Boolean

CLLR The risk associated with the 
latitude/longitude of the GeoIP 
information from the cookie.

predictor.cookieLatLongRisk Integer

Event 
Code Description Event Fact Name Type
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CLT5DO Is the cookie less than 5 days old? predictor.cookieLessThan5DaysOld Boolean

CR The risk of the country associated 
with the IP address. This value 
corresponds to a table lookup on the 
risk associated with the country.

predictor.countryRisk Integer

DCR The date that the device was created. device.created Date

DHCRK The risk associated with the device 
print’s hash.

device.print.displayHash.current.risk Integer

DNB Is the device not bound? predictor.deviceNotBound Boolean

DPCS Are cookies turned on/off? device.print.cookiesSuppressed Boolean

DPJS Is JavaScript turned on/off? device.print.javascript Boolean

DSH The short hash of the device print. device.print.displayShortHash String

EFNRK The predictor based on the RSA 
eFraudNetwork risk associated with 
the IP.

predictor.eFraud NetworkRisk Double

FIP Is the IP address foreign to the 
organization’s main country?
True = device is NOT bound
False = device is bound

predictor.foreignIp Boolean

FNMD Does the fingerprint mismatch the 
historical fingerprint?

predictor.fingerprintNotMatchDevice Boolean

FUZWLR The risk associated with the fuzzy 
watch list.

predictor.fuzzyWatchlistRisk Double

GDSTC The GeoIP distance between the 
source IP and the cookie IP.

predictor.geoDistanceFromSourceIpToCookieI
p

Double

HC The device header country. device.header.country String

HIGHR Is the device high risk? device.highRisk Boolean

HNMD Does the end user agent string 
mismatch the historical end user 
agent string?

predictor.headerNotMatchDevice Boolean

HR The risk associated with the hour. predictor.hourRisk Integer

HTA The HTTP accept string. device.header.httpAccept String

Event 
Code Description Event Fact Name Type
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HTAL The HTTP accept language. device.header.httpAcceptLanguage String

HTALSH The HTTP accept language in a short 
hash.

device.header.httpAcceptLanguageShortHash String

HTASH The HTTP accept in a short hash. device.header.httpAcceptShortHash String

HTR The HTTP referrer information. device.header.httpReferrer String

HUAGT The current value for the device 
header’s end user agent.

device.header.userAgent.current.value String

ICBIT The current value of the device IP’s 
address bits.

device.ip.current.value.addressBits Integer

ICDE The IpDomainTask catches an 
exception while doing a reverse DNS 
lookup.

device.ip.current.value.dnsError Boolean

ICER The IP’s risk score, as determined by 
the eFraud Network service.

device.ip.current.value.efraud.riskScore Integer

ICG The version of the Geolocation file. device.ip.current.value.geofile Integer

ICGC The city location of the device’s IP 
address.

device.ip.current.value.location.city String

ICGCID The country code of the device IP. device.ip.current.value.location.country.id Integer

ICGID The current value of the device IP’s 
location ID.

device.ip.current.value.location.id Integer

ICGPP The current value of the device IP’s 
phone prefix.

device.ip.current.value.location.phonePrefix String

ICGR The value of the device IP location 
region.

device.ip.current.value.location.region String

ICGS The value of the device IP’s location 
state.

device.ip.current.value.location.state String

ICH The value of the device IP’s address 
after hashing.

device.ip.current.value.addressHashed String

ICHW The risk of the device IP based on the 
hour.

device.ip.current.value.hourOfWeek Integer

ICISID The ISP value. device.ip.current.value.isp.id Integer

Event 
Code Description Event Fact Name Type
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ICNCT The list of connection types for the 
device IP.

device.ip.current.value.network.connectionTyp
e

String

ICNID The network ID. device.ip.current.value.network.id Integer

ICNRT The routing type. device.ip.current.value.network.routingType String

ICORID The organization ID of the device. device.ip.current.value.org.id Integer

ICOWN The owner of the device. device.ip.current.value.owner String

ICPARS The accumulated risk score for the 
device.

device.ip.current.value.profile.accumRiskScore Integer

ICPDHN The current number of hits from that 
IP.

device.ip.current.value.profile.curDayHitsNum Integer

ICPNAC The number of authentications from 
the IP.

device.ip.current.value.profile.numAuthComp Integer

ICPNAF The number of failed authentications 
from the IP.

device.ip.current.value.profile.numAuthFailed Integer

ICPNAR The number of authorizations from 
that IP.

device.ip.current.value.profile.numAuthReq Integer

ICPNAS The number of skipped 
authentications from the IP.

device.ip.current.value.profile.numAuthSkippe
d

Integer

ICRK The risk associated with the device IP 
information.

device.ip.current.risk Integer

ICSLID The id for the device’s second level 
IP domain

device.ip.current.value.sld.id Integer

ICTLID The id for the device’s top level IP 
domain

device.ip.current.value.tld.id Integer

IPAN Is the IP coming from an 
anonymizer?

predictor.ipIsAnonymizer Boolean

IPB Is the IP on the blacklist? predictor.ipOnBlacklist Boolean

IPCC The country code of the IP address. 
(This value is a two character country 
code.)

device.ip.current.value.location.country.code String
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IPDNR Has this IP not been seen for this end 
user before?
TRUE = not seen
FALSE = seen

predictor.ipNotInDeviceHistory Boolean

IPG Is the IP on the gold list? predictor.ipOnGoldenlist Boolean

IPNL Is the IP located? predictor.ipNotLocated Boolean

IPUNR Is the IP not in the end user’s history?
True = not in the end user’s history
False = has been seen

predictor.ipNotInUserHistory Boolean

IPW Is the IP on the watch list? predictor.ipOnWatchlist Boolean

ITR The risk associated with the time 
zone.

predictor.inherentTimezoneRisk Double

JNE Is Java not enabled? predictor.javaNotEnabled Boolean

JSNE Is JavaScript not enabled?
TRUE = not enabled
FALSE = enabled

predictor.javascriptNotEnabled Boolean

LGCRK The risk associated with the device 
print language.

device.print.language.current.risk Integer

NCFU Is this a new cookie for the end user? predictor.newCookieForUser Boolean

NDABU The number of devices bound to a 
single end user.

predictor.numDeviceAccountsBoundToUser Integer

NUABD The number of end users bound to a 
single device.

predictor.numUserAccountsBoundToDevice Integer

PPRS The risk score associated with the 
policy.

predictor.policyRiskScore Integer

RBTDCN The risk associated with the time 
difference from the norm.

predictor.riskBrowserTimeDifferenceNorm Double

RBTDCP The risk associated with the time 
difference on the browser from the 
previous end user’s visit.

predictor.riskBrowserTimeDifferencePrevious Double

RCA The risk associated with the cookie’s 
age.

predictor.riskCookieAge Double

Event 
Code Description Event Fact Name Type
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RCPDCF The distance of the cookie IP address 
from the first logon.

predictor.riskCookieIPDistanceFromFirst Double

RCPDCN The distance of the cookie IP address 
from the norm.

predictor.riskCookieIPDistanceFromNorm Double

RCPDCP The distance of the cookie IP address 
from the previous logon.

predictor.riskCookieIPDistanceFromPrevious Double

RDSPCP The GeoIP distance from the source 
IP to the cookie IP.

predictor.riskGeoDistanceFromSourceIPToCoo
kieIP

Double

RNDU The risk associated with the number 
of devices the end user has.

predictor.riskNumDevicesThisUser Double

RNUD The risk associated with the number 
of end users bound to a single device.

predictor.riskNumUsersThisDevice Double

RSPDA The distance from the source IP to the 
cookie IP as compared to the average 
distance.

predictor.riskSourceIPDistanceFromAverage Double

RSPDF The distance from the source IP to the 
cookie IP as compared to the first 
logon.

predictor.riskSourceIPDistanceFromFirst Double

RSPDN The distance from the source IP to the 
cookie IP as compared to the norm.

predictor.riskSourceIPDistanceFromNorm Double

RSPDP The distance from the source IP to the 
cookie IP as compared to the 
previous logon.

predictor.riskSourceIPDistanceFromPrevious Double

SB Is the device bound? device.source.bound Boolean

SCKM Is the device bound by a cookie? device.source.cookieMatches Boolean

SCTC The number of times the end user 
attempted the challenge.

challengeTryCount Integer

SFLM Is the device bound by a Flash shared 
object?

device.source.flashMatches Boolean

SFT The device’s software. device.print.software String

SFTSH The device’s software short hashed. device.print.softwareShortHash String

SGIPLR The risk associated with the GeoIP 
location.

predictor.sourceGeoIpLocationRisk Double

Event 
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SIPCR The risk level of the country 
associated with source IP.

predictor.sourceIpCountryRisk Double

SIPDFA The distance between the source IP 
and the average IP.

predictor.sourceIpDistanceFromAverage Double

SIPDFF The distance between the source IP of 
the current logon and the first logon.

predictor.sourceIpDistanceFromFirst Double

SIPDFN The distance between the source IP of 
the current logon and the normal 
logon.

predictor.sourceIpDistanceFromNorm Double

SIPDFP The distance between the source IP of 
the current logon and the previous 
logon.

predictor.sourceIpDistanceFromPrevious Double

SIPHR The risk level associated with the 
hour of the week in the time zone of 
the source IP address.

predictor.sourceIpGeoHourRisk Double

SIPMTF Did the source IP address move too 
fast?

predictor.sourceIpMovedTooFast Boolean

SIPNC Is the source IP the same as the 
cookie IP?

predictor.sourceIpNotCookieIp Boolean

SLG The language of the device’s system. device.print.systemLanguage String

SLGSH The language of the device’s system 
in short hash.

device.print.systemLanguageShortHash String

SLLR The risk associated with the 
latitude/longitude of the GeoIP 
information from the request.

predictor.sourceLatLongRisk Integer

SPY The degree of spyware present in the 
end user agent string.

predictor.spywareIdentified Double

SRC The degree of confidence that the 
device was recovered successfully.

device.source.recoveryConfidence Float

SRG The generation of recovery for this 
device.

device.source.recoveryGeneration Integer

SRM Is the recovered device bound? device.source.recoveryMatches Boolean

SSDFN Are the current screen settings 
different from the norm?

predictor.screenSettingsDifferentFromNorm Boolean

Event 
Code Description Event Fact Name Type
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SSDPS Are the screen settings different from 
the end user’s previous session?

predictor.screenSettingsDifferFromPreviousSes
sion

Boolean

STYPE The type of session. type String

THM Is there a mismatch between the end 
user’s device token?

device.tokenHeaderMismatch Boolean

TZCRK The risk associated with the current 
device’s time zone.

device.print.timezone.current.risk Integer

TZDL Is there a difference between the 
previously seen browser time zone 
and the current?

predictor.browserTimezoneDifferencePrevious Double

TZDTL The risk associated with the 
browser’s time zone being different 
from the previously seen time zone.

predictor.browserTimezoneDifferentPrevious Boolean

UACRK Is the end user agent string a risk? device.print.userAgent.current.risk Boolean

UASDTN Is the end user agent string different 
from normal?

predictor.userAgentStringDifferentFromNorm Boolean

UASNP How different is the end user agent 
string from the previous logon?

predictor.userAgentStringNotPrevious Integer

UCHC The number of times that the end user 
has tried to answer the challenge

user.challengeCount Integer

UCNT The number of end user accounts 
bound to a device.

device.userCount Integer

UDC The number of devices bound to a 
particular end user account.

user.deviceCount Integer

ULG The device’s end user language. device.print.userLanguage String

ULGSH The device’s end user language in 
short hash.

device.print.userLanguageShortHash String

UN Is the device unregistered? device.unregistered Boolean

UPER Is the end user persistent? user.persistent Boolean

USB Is the end user on the blacklist? predictor.userOnBlacklist Boolean

USG Is the end user on the gold list? predictor.userOnGoldenlist Boolean

USW Is the end user on the watch list? predictor.userOnWatchlist Boolean

Event 
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Session Transaction Event

CCIT The channel from which the event is 
coming.

transaction.current.event.current.channelIndica
torType

String

CDCI The client-defined channel from 
which the event is coming.

transaction.current.event.current.clientDefined
ChannelIndicator

String

CKB The cookie associated with the device 
request belongs to a black list.

predictor.cookieOnBlacklist Boolean

CKG The cookie associated with the device 
request belongs to a gold list

predictor.cookieOnGoldenlist Boolean

CKW The cookie associated with the device 
request belongs to a watch list

predictor.cookieOnWatchlist Boolean

DID The device ID information. device.id String

DMHI Hardware ID of passed mobile device device.source.mobile.hardwareId String

DMOI Other ID eg. subscriber number of 
passed mobile device

device.source.mobile.otherId String

DMSI SIM ID of passed mobile device device.source.mobile.simId String

DSCI The current device id as extracted 
from the cookie.

device.source.cookie.id String

DSCT Device token cookie. device.source.cookie.token String

DSFI The current device id as extracted 
from the fso object.

device.source.flash.id String

DSFT The current devce id as extracted 
from the flash token.

device.source.flash.token String

ICAD The end user’s IP address as a string. 
The format must be “196.196.1.1”.

device.ip.current.value.address String

IPISP ISP name from GeoIP for the passed 
IP.

ip.isp String

ISPB The ISP associated to the used IP 
address belongs to a black list.

predictor.ispOnBlacklist Boolean

ISPW The ISP associated to the used IP 
address belongs to a watch list.

predictor.ispOnWatchlist Boolean

Event 
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ISPG The ISP associated to the used IP 
address belongs to a gold list.

predictor.ispOnGolden Boolean

PYB The payee account belongs to a black 
list.

predictor.payeeOnBlacklist Boolean

PYG The payee account belongs to a gold 
list.

predictor.payeeOnGoldenlist Boolean

PYW The payee account belongs to a watch 
list.

predictor.payeeOnWatchlist Boolean

RTP Run risk type. riskType String

SID The RSA session ID as returned by 
the RSA system.

id String

TCECTA
A

Transaction amount being transferred 
in current event in local currency.

transaction.current.event.current.transfer.amou
nt.amount

Integer

TCECTA
DA

Transaction amount being transferred 
in current event in decimal format in 
local currency.

transaction.current.event.current.transfer.amou
nt.DecimalAmount

Double

TCECTA
DU

Transaction amount being transferred 
in current event in decimal format in 
USD.

transaction.current.event.current.transfer.amou
nt.DecimalAmountInUSD

Double

TCECTA
U

Transaction amount being transferred 
in current event in USD.

transaction.current.event.current.transfer.amou
nt.amountInUSD

Integer

TCECTA
WA

Transaction amount being transferred 
in current event in Whole in local 
currency.

transaction.current.event.current.transfer.amou
nt.AmountWhole

Integer

TCECTA
WU

Transaction amount being transferred 
in current event in whole USD.

transaction.current.event.current.transfer.amou
nt.AmountWholeInUSD

Integer

UENRO Is the end user enrolled? userisEnrolled Boolean

UICVCA Passed IP address is of class A. user.ip.current.value.class.a String

UICVCB Passed IP address is of class B. user.ip.current.value.class.b String

UICVCC Passed IP address is of class C. user.ip.current.value.class.c String

UID The SHA1 hashed end user name. user.id String

USH The end user’s information is hashed. user.sampledHash Integer
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Session Transaction Event Header

UOID The end user’s organization ID. user.org.id String

UON The name of the end user’s org. user.org.name String

UGRNM Group name user.group.name String

UTYPE User type user.type String

USTAT User status user.status String

Transaction

TCAFRL The rules fired for a given 
transaction.

transaction.current.action.firedRules String

TCARID The rule ID that fired for a given 
transaction.

transaction.current.action.ruleId String

TCCDID The client-defined ID for a current 
transaction.

transaction.current.clientDefined.id String

TCCDT The client-defined type for a current 
transaction.

transaction.current.clientDefined.type String

TCCID The client ID for a current 
transaction.

transaction.current.client.id String

TCCR Calculate the transaction’s risk score? transaction.current.calcRiskScore Boolean

TCCT The client type for a current 
transaction.

transaction.current.client.type String

TCD The date of the transaction. transaction.current.date Date

TCTYPE The type of transaction. transaction.current.type String

Transaction Event

ECAAL The authentication level for the 
current transaction.

transaction.current.event.current.action.authent
icationLevel

Integer

ECACA The challenge authentication method 
for the current transaction.

transaction.current.event.current.action.challen
geAuthMethod

String

ECACFA The fallback credential method for 
the current transaction.

transaction.current.event.current.action.challen
geFallbackAuthMethod

String

ECACID The client-defined ID for the current 
transaction/event.

transaction.current.event.current.action.clientD
efined.id

String
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ECACT The client-defined type for the 
transaction event.

transaction.current.event.current.action.clientD
efined.type

String

ECAFL The field contains the RISK score of 
the event as returned in the SOAP 
request for the Analyze. 

transaction.current.event.current.action.flag String

ECAFR The fired rules for the transaction 
event.

transaction.current.event.current.action.firedRu
les

String

ECARID The rule IDs for the transaction 
event.

transaction.current.event.current.action.ruleId String

ECAT The action type for the transaction 
event.

transaction.current.event.current.action.type String

ECSAL The test actions for the transaction 
event.

transaction.current.event.current.testAction.aut
henticationLevel

Integer

ECSCA The test challenge authentication 
method for the transaction event.

transaction.current.event.current.testAction.cha
llengeAuthMethod

String

ECSCFA The test fallback credential method 
for the current transaction.

transaction.current.event.current.testAction.cha
llengeFallbackAuthMethod

String

ECSCID The test client-defined ID for the 
current transaction/event.

transaction.current.event.current.testAction.clie
ntDefined.id

String

ECSCT The test client-defined type for the 
transaction event.

transaction.current.event.current.testAction.clie
ntDefined.type

String

ECSFL The test action flag for the transaction 
event.

transaction.current.event.current.testAction.fla
g

String

ECSFR The test fired rules for the transaction 
event.

transaction.current.event.current.testAction.fire
dRules

String

ECSRID The test rule IDs for the transaction 
event.

transaction.current.event.current.testAction.rul
eId

String

ECST The test action type for the 
transaction event.

transaction.current.event.current.testAction.typ
e

String

TCID The transaction’s current ID. transaction.current.id String
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16Local Health Check Reports
• Overview of Local Health Check Reports
• Event Distribution Health Check
• Challenge Rate Health Check
• Normalization Health Check
• Offline Tasks Health Check
• Model Version Health Check
• Data Validation Health Check
This chapter describes the various elements in a Health Check report summary.

Overview of Local Health Check Reports
Health checks investigate the integrity and end-to-end flow of the data used as input to 
the RSA Risk Engine. Health Check reports ensure that the Risk Engine runs as 
expected and provide immediate feedback on potential problems that may occur in the 
Risk Engine. 
These reports provide details that help identify the root causes of system problems so 
that you can solve the problems as soon as possible. This helps ensure the optimal 
functionality of RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) at all times. These 
reports are run locally and are not sent to RSA Central.
Some health checks may fail because of customer-specific fluctuations or abnormal 
customer data, which may exist at early stages of implementation, and not because of 
any real problem. These Health Checks can be deactivated for a set period of time and 
reactivated at a later stage when data has stabilized. For more information, see 
“Activate and Deactivate Scheduled Tasks” on page 77. 

Note: After the completion of the Risk Engine health checks, details of each task are 
entered into the RE_TASK_STATUS table. If the task is completed successfully, the 
value is 1. If the task fails to complete, the value is -1.

The following figure shows a sample Health Check report overview. At the beginning 
of the report, there is a summary table with the name of each test, a description of the 
test, an indication if the test passed or failed, and an error code that explains why a test 
may have failed. This report provides an overview of the various system Health 
Checks. 
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Event Distribution Health Check
This health check counts the number of occurrences of a certain event, for example, 
SIGNIN, that occurred between the current activation of the health check and the 
previous activation (by default, 24 hours). This number of events, separated according 
to event type and client event type, is then compared to the number of events that 
occurred during the parallel period in the previous week. A failed result is received if, 
for one or more event type, the number of end users in the current check period is 
20 % above or below the number in the previous parallel period. 
The Event Distribution Health Check protects against major changes (either increases 
or decreases) in the number of requests that are sent with a certain event type. This can 
indicate a problem in the part of the system that sends those events. 
You should check why the change in volume occurs, as the change may indicate that 
one of the application servers is down. If this change is normal, you may consider 
disabling this test. 
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The follwing table describes the column headings of this health check.

Event Distribution Health Check Example
The following example shows the Event Distribution section of the Health Check 
report. The length of the tables in this section vary depending on the number of event 
types. 

Heading Column Description

PERCENTAGE 
DIFFERENCE

The percentage difference between the previous number and 
the current number of events.

Note: There is a threshold of at least 100 events for the test to 
be run. If the number of events is fewer than 100, this column 
contains a THRESHOLD entry. If the number of events is 
greater than 100, this column contains the percentage 
difference between the previous and current events. 

ALLOWED PERCENTAGE 
DIFFERENCE

The values in this column determine whether the test passes 
or fails.
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Challenge Rate Health Check
This health check ensures that the challenge rate has not dramatically changed. This 
check is only applicable to installations in which challenges are used and reported to 
the Risk Engine. The results of this test include: 
• Percentage of end users challenged in the health check period
• Percentage of end users challenged in the equivalent health check period last week 

(to compare against equivalent days in the week)
• Health check result (challenge rate is too high or too low)
The percentage of end users challenged is equal to the total number of end users who 
receive at least one authenticate response / total number of end users that were active 
in that period.
The challenge fails in the following situations:
• If the percentage of end users challenged in the health check period is greater than 

[X* (percentage of end users challenged in the equivalent health check period last 
week)]

• If the percentage of end users challenged in the health check period is less than 
[Y* (percentage of end users challenged in the equivalent health check period last 
week)]

Note: The default values are X = 3 and Y = 0.2. You can configure these values in the 
v.tools.health_check.xml file. 

The follwing table describes the column headings of this health check.

Heading Column Description

CURRENT % OF 
CHALLENGED EVENTS

The current percentage of events that were challenged.

CURRENT % OF FAILED 
CHALLENGED EVENTS

The current percentage of events that failed the 
challenge.

PREVIOUS % OF 
CHALLENGED EVENTS

The percentage of events that were challenged in the 
previous parallel period.

PREVIOUS % OF FAILED 
CHALLENGED EVENTS

The percentage of events that failed the challenge in the 
previous parallel period.

ALLOWED % OF 
CHALLENGED RANGE

The allowed percentage of the previous number of 
events that can be challenged during the current run. If 
the previous percentage of events is null, the PASS/FAIL 
result is "N/A".

ALLOWED % OF FAILED 
CHALLENGED RANGE

The allowed percentage of the previous number of 
events that failed during the challenge during the current 
run.
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Challenge Rate Health Check Example
The following example shows the Challenge Rate section of the Health Check report. 
The length of the tables in this section vary depending on the number of event types.

Normalization Health Check
This health check ensures that the score bands are normalized according to the 
configuration. The results of this test are shown in a table displaying the percentage of 
transactions per score band. If this test fails, an indication is added to the event type 
and score bands stating that the percentages are not as expected. The test fails if the 
score band percentage is more than 20 percent above or below the expected 
percentage.
The follwing table describes the column headings of this health check.

Heading Column Description

PERCENTAGE The events in the band level as a percentage of the total 
number of events.
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Normalization Health Check Example
The following example shows the Normalization section of the Health Check report. 

Offline Tasks Health Check
This health check monitors the running of the Risk Engine offline tasks and specifies 
the following data for each offline task:
• When the task was last initiated
• When the task last successfully ended
• Any error codes that occurred since the last time the task was initiated
• Any error descriptions that occurred since the last time the task was initiated
The final report also indicates the tests that did not run.
A failed health check indicates that the offline tasks did not run on the day checked or 
are not running on a daily basis.
The follwing table describes the column headings of this health check.

PERCENTAGE PER BAND 
WITH WEIGHTING

The variance range allowed for the percentage difference.

Heading Column Description

Heading Column Description

LATEST INITIAL The date on which the last offline tasks were executed.
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Offline Tasks Health Check Example
The following example shows the Offline Tasks section of the Health Check report. 

Model Version Health Check
This health check ensures that the same risk model version is being used across all 
components. If there are any mismatches, the specific mismatch is specified.
This validation works only for EVENT_LOG and only checks the number of versions 
on a specific day. If there is more than one version or none at all, the validation fails.

Note: This health check is useful during the upgrade process to confirm that the 
switch from the old model to the new model was completed successfully.

The follwing table describes the column headings of this health check.

LATEST SUCCESS The last successful execution of the offline tasks.

Heading Column Description

Heading Column Description

NUMBER OF VERSIONS The number of risk model versions being used across all 
components.

VERSIONS The version number of the risk model.
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Model Version Health Check Example
The following example shows the Model Version section of the Health Check report. 

Data Validation Health Check
This validation checks the accuracy of RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) 
implementation. The validation checks the delivery, integrity, and flow of the data on 
which the Risk Engine relies for risk score calculation. For example, Data Validation 
checks if the session ID is sent instead of the device ID or if one IP value is provided 
for all end users (in the case of a proxy or reverse proxy). 
This health check compares the ratio of the number of entity X with the number of 
entity Y for each organization ID, event type, and user-defined event type. If the ratios 
are within expected threshold limits, you can assume that no data is missing and that 
the data is not excessive. 
A ratio below the expected limits may indicate missing data or low variability in 
parameter values. For example, if the ip_address parameter ratio is below the expected 
range, there might be either a problem in IP address collection or an unusually high 
volume of events coming from the same IP value. 
A ratio above the expected limits may indicate an error in data collection. 
Data Validation checks are performed based on the following parameters:
• User ID
• IP Address
• User Agent String Hash per User ID
• User Language
• Accept Language
• Screen Hash
• Payee Account Routing Code
• Payee Account Number
• Cookie
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• Flash Cookie
• Browser Plug-ins Hash

Data Validation Health Check Example
The following example shows a Data Validation report, where <PARAMETER> 
refers to each of the parameters in the preceding list.

For example, for the my_org_id organization ID, the minimum percentage of 
MONEY_MOVEMENT events per the number of distinct parameters is 10, and the 
maximum is 60. The actual percentage is 63.883, so the result of the test is FAIL.
In the second entry, the percentage of SESSION_SIGNIN events per the number of 
distinct parameters is 67.327, which falls between the minimum and maximum 
percentages, so the result of the test is PASS.
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17Configuration Framework Setup
• Introduction to the Configuration Framework
• Set Up a Configuration Tree
One of the ways to configure RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) is to use a 
Configuration Framework. This chapter provides an overview of the Configuration 
Framework and a checklist on creating the necessary configuration structure for your 
organization.

Important: Before setting up your configurations, make sure that you have installed 
the RSA databases, configured your application servers, and installed Adaptive 
Authentication.

Introduction to the Configuration Framework
The Configuration Framework allows you to modify the configuration files. It is a 
flexible system that allows you to set up your configurations with the following 
options:
• Configure your system using configuration files.
• Populate the settings for your system using the database.
• Use a combination of your Spring files and the database.
The Configuration Framework stores your settings in the database instead of storing 
those values on each application server. It allows you to access and make any 
necessary changes quickly. The advantages of using the Configuration Framework 
include:
• Increased security in the distribution of configurations through database 

replication.
• Support for multiple organizations running on the same instance of an application 

server.
• Ability to store multiple hierarchies of configurations in the database. 

This feature allows you to:
– Move to a new configuration while allowing your existing configurations to 

remain in the database.
– Support multiple configurations for different markets.
– Support different developer settings in the database.
– Support different versions of an application. When different versions of the 

system are installed on different servers using the same data centers, each 
version can use its own appropriate Configuration Tree.
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• Ability to reload a configuration hierarchy or switch to a different configuration 
without restarting the application server.

• Better support for multi-language configurations.

Configuration Framework Terms
The Configuration Framework consists of several different entities. Each entity allows 
you to keep specific or generalized configurations per entity as needed:
• Configuration Tree. A hierarchy of configurations, where each node of the tree 

represents a configuration relating to a Configuration Space. Each node under the 
Configuration Tree inherits the Tree’s Configuration Definition and can override 
the parent configuration. 
There can be multiple Configuration Tree files on a given database identified by a 
unique name. However, only one Configuration Tree can be active per application 
server.
Each Configuration Tree represents the current customer base for an organization 
and how they are organized.

• Configuration Space. The configurations relating to a specific organization or 
group. A Configuration Space can have its own specific configurations or inherit 
them from the Configuration Tree.
Organizations and groups are defined as follows:
– Organization (also known as “orgs”) identifies to which organization a user 

belongs. Users are uniquely identified by their user name and to which 
organization they belong. Consequently, user names can be reused between 
different organizations. You can also have sub-organizations (sub-orgs) under 
organizations.

– Groups identifies which specific group a user belongs to in a given 
organization, such as “Small Business,” “High Worth,” or “Retail.” Groups do 
not define unique users, as users can be moved from one group to another. 
Your organization needs to define the policies and rules for each group level.

In the previous releases, RSA used User IDs to identify users in a given online 
system. However, as user needs grow, RSA provides additional factors to the user 
namespace to identify users from different organizations and groups for customers 
who support multiple institutions.

Note: The Configuration Framework does not support groups under groups. The 
group level is a very low level of the organization hierarchy. A user under a 
specific organization cannot relate to more than one group.

For more information about organizations and groups, see “Configuration Tree 
Structures” on page 243.
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Regardless of whether you are a single organization or a multi-organization, you 
should understand the concept of groups and orgs to help you create your 
Configuration Tree.
– (Optional) Single organizations might only need to set up a single org and 

need at least one group. 
– Multiple organizations need to set up a configuration consisting of multiple 

organizations and groups for the different organizations in the umbrella 
organization. 

• Configuration Definition—a configuration entry in a Configuration Space file. 
Each Configuration Definition is a Bean defined inside the Spring files. 

• Bean—represents on object definition. A Bean contains the following:
– Bean ID. The Bean name, which is also the name of the Configuration 

Definition
– Class name. The actual implementation of the class
– Arguments and property values within the Bean

Configuration Framework Example for a Single Organization without 
Groups
The following figure shows a logical hierarchy of the relationships between each 
entity in the Configuration Framework for a single organization that does not need 
organizations or groups within its structure:
• Configuration Tree is the main organization name. (Green in color). Your default 

configurations reside in this location.

Note: In the Configuration Framework, the name used is “default org.”

• The entire user base uses the default configurations for Root.
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Configuration Framework Example for a Single Organization Using 
Groups
The following figure shows a logical hierarchy of the relationships between each 
entity in the Configuration Framework for a single organization that wants to utilize 
groups.

Note: If a single organization wants to make use of “groups,” it must define an “org.” 
Groups cannot function without a main organization.

• Configuration Tree is the main organization name. (Green in color). Your default 
configurations reside in this location.

Note: In the Configuration Framework, the name used is “default org.”

• Configuration Spaces represent the different organizations, groups, and users. 
(Blue in color). In order for a single organization to use “groups,” a main org 
needs to be defined, Institution.
In this example, there is one organization, org, four defined groups, and the rest of 
the user-base that does not fit into any grouping.
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– High Net Worth group has two users: User A and User B and a completely 
separate configuration definition that overwrites the default configurations in 
Root.

– Small Business group uses the default configurations from Root.
– Retail which has its own configurations that override the default 

configurations of Root.
– Student Accounts which only has one Bean that overrides the default 

configurations.
– The rest of the user base which uses the configuration of the default org.

Configuration Framework Example for a Multi-Organization
The following figure shows a logical hierarchy of the relationships between each 
entity in the Configuration Framework for a multiple organization. This section 
describes an example configuration for a multiple organization that uses orgs and 
groups.

Configuration Tree is the main organization name. (Green in color). Your default 
configurations reside in this location.
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• Configuration Spaces represent the different orgs, groups, and users, especially in 
multi-organizations. (Blue in color). 
There are four main orgs:
a. Org A has two groups, Extremely High Net Worth and Small Biz.

• Extremely High Net Worth has:
– One user
– Completely separate configuration definitions that overwrite the default 

configurations in root. These configurations might include items like, 
challenge questions, business validations, and so on.

• Small Biz has:
– No user groups
– It uses the default configuration definitions in Root.

b. Org B has one group—Retail. Both Org B and Retail use the default 
configuration definitions in Root.

c. Org C has one group—Small Biz. 
• Org C uses the default configuration definitions in Root.
• Small Biz uses the default configuration definitions in Root, except for 

two Beans, which override the Root default configurations (for example, 
Small Biz might have its own set of challenge questions or policies).

d. Org D has no groups, but it has its own configuration definitions which 
override the default configurations.

Naming Conventions
You must follow these conventions when naming configuration framework elements:
• All Configuration Space names at any level must be unique across each 

Configuration Tree.
• Configuration Space and Configuration Tree names must be less than 512 

characters.
• Under each Configuration Tree, you can have many organizations and 

sub-organizations. Each organization or sub-organization can contain groups. 
However, groups cannot contain subgroups.
– Organization and group names must be less than 50 characters long.
– Organization name cannot be named “DUMMY.”
– Groups cannot be named “ALL,” as this word is reserved.
– Org and group names must not contain spaces.

Note: Selecting multiple levels of organizations (for example, more than four 
organizations) can hinder performance.
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• Internal RSA User IDs are based on a unique org and user name. End users can 
have the same user name if they belong to different organizations. 
For single organizations that are not using orgs or groups, users are defined by 
their user name and the default Configuration Tree name.

• Users can belong to any group and can move from group to group within an 
organization. 

Spring Files and Database Files
The following table describes some of the advantages and limitations to using a file 
system versus a database to store your files or a combination of both. 

File System Advantages / Limitations

Database only • Each server can have the same configuration. 
• Any changes made to the database are propagated to all instances immediately. 

This saves time, instead of configuring multiple servers individually. However, it 
is the responsibility of the application server to pick up any changes made.

Spring files only • Spring files are best used when you want a configuration value to be dependent on 
the server. You must define the configuration parameter in a file and reference it 
during the configuration context loading phase. 

• All changes are not updated. You do not need to start or restart the server if you 
use the Configuration Tools to switch out Configuration Trees.

• Each time you need to make a configuration change, you need to reload the 
Configuration Tree for each individual application server. Changes are not 
automatically propagated. For more information, see “Reload a Configuration 
Tree” on page 251.

• If you need to propagate changes to multiple servers in your installation, you can 
either a) configure each server separately or b) create a new configuration 
directory and push it out to the other servers.

Database and Spring If you do not want all application servers to have the same configuration, you can 
use a combination of both the database and Spring files. The database files are 
loaded first, and then any Beans defined in the Spring files are loaded into the root 
Configuration Space, overriding any Beans defined within the database.

Note: The same disadvantages for database and Spring files also apply to this option.
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Set Up a Configuration Tree
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) uses configuration files to initially 
configure the overall system. After the initial configurations are complete, the 
Configuration Framework allows you to update these files without the need to restart 
each application server, if you are storing these files within the database.
If you only use Spring files for your application settings, the instructions in this 
chapter describe how to configure a single server. If you need to propagate changes to 
multiple servers in your installation, you can either:
• Configure each server separately.
• Create a new configuration directory and apply it to the other servers.
The following sections provide a checklist on creating the necessary configuration 
structure for your organization, regardless of whether it is a single or multiple 
organization.

Important: Because of the double-byte nature of the configuration files, you need to 
use a UTF-8 compatible text editor to edit the configuration files. If you use a non 
UTF8-compatible text editor, you might encounter UTF-8 errors when you upload 
your configuration files.

Step 1: Define a Configuration Tree Structure
As a first step, you need to set up a Configuration Tree for your environment. This 
section describes how to set up a Configuration Tree with the necessary Configuration 
Spaces for your institution.

Important: To set up the Configuration Framework for use with multiple 
organizations, you have to use and set up the configurations using the database. Single 
financial institution organizations should only use file-based configurations. RSA 
recommends that you consult RSA Support for help in creating your specific 
configurations.

Before you Begin

If you opt to use the database, create a mock hierarchy in your file system to set up 
your configuration files correctly before loading the files into the database.

To define a Configuration Tree structure:

1. Define a Configuration Tree structure that fits your particular organization. For 
more information, see “Configuration Tree Structures” on page 243.

2. Create your Configuration Tree hierarchy. For more information, see 
“Configuration Tree Structures” on page 243.
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Configuration Tree Structures
Configuration Trees are represented using directory hierarchies in the file system, 
where each directory represents a Configuration Space. All Beans defined inside the 
Spring files in each directory are added as a Configuration Definition of that 
Configuration Space, and each subdirectory as its child, Configuration Space.

Note: When creating your directory structure, make sure that you are choosing 
meaningful names that reflect your organization.
Use the Access Management application to create a multiple hierarchal Configuration 
Tree within your database, regardless whether you use a file system or database to 
store your Configuration Tree. For more information about Access Management, see 
the Back Office User’s Guide.

Single Entity Institution Example

Note: If you are a single entity institution, you do not need to create a complex 
Configuration Tree.

You can choose to do one of two types of Configuration Trees for single 
organizations:
• No Groups 
• With Groups

Configuration Tree with No Orgs or Groups

In this single organization example:
• The Configuration Tree name is default org. Default org is also the root directory 

in a file structure.
If you are creating a mock tree to import in the database, this directory name must 
match the Configuration Tree name in the database.

• All of the configuration files reside under this root directory.

Configuration Tree with Orgs and Groups

The following section provides samples of Configuration Trees with orgs, sub-orgs, 
and groups.

Single Organization Example with Orgs and Sub-Orgs/Groups

In this single organization example:
• The root directory is Root. You can also use Root as the Configuration Tree 

Name.
If you are creating a mock tree to import in the database, this directory name must 
match the Configuration Tree name in the database.

• There is one main organization, Org. This org must exist to use the group 
functionality.
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• There are several sub-orgs or groups—for example, Business, High Net Worth, 
Personal Checking, Retailer, Small Biz, and Student.

Multi-Organization Example

In this example, the Root directory name, must match the name of the Configuration 
Tree: 
• There are four main subdirectories, or organizations—OrgA, OrgB, OrgC, and 

OrgD
• The organization, OrgA, contains six sub-orgs or groups—Business, 

HighNetWorth, PersonalChecking, Retailer, SmallBiz, and Student.
• The organization, OrgB, contains two sub-orgs or groups—PersonalChecking and 

Student
• The organization, OrgC, contains two sub-orgs or groups—Business and 

PersonalChecking
• The organization, OrgD, contains no sub-orgs or groups.

Important: For users creating a multiple organization or a multiple group setting, use 
the Access Management application to replicate the structure in the database. For 
more information, see the Back Office User’s Guide.

Step 2: Create Your Default Configuration Files
Configure the base configuration files. These are the configuration files that you will 
upload into the Root directory, and are the main set of files that will allow Adaptive 
Authentication to work. For more information, see “Configuring the Minimal Set of 
Files” on page 253.

Step 3: Load Your Configuration Files
Load your configurations into the database or a server. Do one of the following:
• If you are using only Spring files for your application settings, the instructions 

describe how to configure a single server. If you need to propagate changes to 
multiple servers in your installation, you can configure each server separately, or 
you can create a new configuration directory and apply it to the other servers.
 If you need to propagate changes to multiple servers in your installation, you can 
either:
– Configure each server separately
– Create a new configuration directory and push it out to the other servers

• If you are using the database option, push all these needed changes to your 
database. All the changes are then propagated to each server in your installation. 
For more information on how to add a configuration tree into the database, see the  
Installation and Upgrade Guide. For instructions on loading the Configuration 
Tree at startup, see “Load the Configuration Tree at Startup” on page 248.
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Step 4: Customize Your Configuration Files
Prior to loading configurations into the database or server, you need to setup the 
configuration files as per your specific needs and policies for each organization and 
for each group within your Configuration Tree.
You need to determine what Bean definitions will override your default configuration 
files:
• Determine which configurations vary from org-to-org or group-to-group. 

Examples of such files, include, but are not limited to:
– Different challenge questions for different organizations.
– Different business validations.

• Identify the configuration parameters that will vary from server to server 
(not necessarily multi-org specific), such as file paths.
In the example of file paths, remove any differences (install the application on the 
same path). If this cannot be accomplished, you need to create a file that includes 
those Beans, copy it to each server, and make the appropriate changes.

After you determine which configuration files or configuration definitions need to 
change, do the following:
1. Copy:

– Any configuration file that will override the default configuration file if the 
entire file needs to change.

– Any Configuration Definition (Bean) into a separate file if only a specific 
Bean needs to be changed.

2. Make the necessary changes to each individual Bean, depending on each 
organization and/or group.

3. Place the specific overriding Bean definitions or files under the specific 
organization or group nodes into your mock tree.

Step 5: Verify the Configuration of the web.xml File
Verify that the web.xml file is properly configured by the Installer. For more 
information about configuring the web.xml file, see “web.xml Parameters” on 
page 303.

Step 6: Modify Configuration Files at a Later Date
This section outlines the best practices for modifying your configuration files after 
your initial configurations. RSA recommends that you create a new Configuration 
Tree with any and all changes. 

To modify configuration values:

1. Copy the active Configuration Tree structure to a file system hierarchy.
2. Copy all the current configurations into the root directory and all subdirectories.
3. Make any changes to the configuration files in your new structure.
4. Create a new Configuration Tree in your database. 
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5. Upload the new configurations.
6. Change the Configuration Tree name in your web.xml files for each application 

server.
7. Switch over to the new Configuration Tree name. For more information, see 

“Switch Configuration Tree Files” on page 250.
If there are any problems or issues with the new Configuration Tree, you can switch 
back to the previous version.
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18Configuration Framework Tools
• Offline Functionality Using the ConfigTool
• Online Functionality Using the Configuration Scripts
RSA provides the necessary functionality that allows you to set up the Configuration 
Framework, by creating the necessary Configuration Trees, Spaces, and Definitions 
within the framework. 
Console-based tools allow you to manipulate the configuration hierarchies in the 
database or the file system. Before using these tools, you need to install and set up the 
Configuration Framework toolset. For more information, see the Installation and 
Upgrade Guide.
There are two types of major functionality within the Configuration Framework—
offline and online. However, before using these features, you need to:
• Create a configuration setup in the database or the file system. If you are a single 

financial institution not using orgs, all your information will be loaded into a 
default root.

• Set up the Configuration Tree with the Access Management application if you are 
using organizations and groups. For more information, see the Back Office User’s 
Guide.

The following table provides a description for each type of functionality.

Functionality Description

Offline Operations performed by a single server, typically outside your 
application server, to populate the database with new Configuration 
Trees or manage existing trees. Operations include:
• Adding a new Configuration Tree to the database
• Exporting your database configurations
These tasks are performed by the ConfigTool and use a console-based 
command line tool to perform these functions. For more information, 
see “Offline Functionality Using the ConfigTool” on page 248.

Online Operations performed by each application server while the application 
is running, which include:
• Loading a new Configuration Tree from the database
• Switching between Configuration Trees
• Reloading an active Configuration Tree
• Checking Configuration Trees in the database
For more information, see “Online Functionality Using the 
Configuration Scripts” on page 248.
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Offline Functionality Using the ConfigTool
These are tasks performed by a single server, typically outside your application server, 
to populate the database with new Configuration Trees or manage existing trees.
After the change is made to the database, it is replicated to other instances. However, it 
is the responsibility of each application server to pick up new changes.

Note: This functionality is only valid for configurations that are stored in the database.

An executable jar file, configTool.jar, is used to perform the following functions:
• Adding a new Configuration Tree to your database from the local file system.

For more information, see the Installation and Upgrade Guide.
• Export the database configuration to a local file system. 

For more information, see the Installation and Upgrade Guide.

Online Functionality Using the Configuration Scripts
These functions are performed by each application server, to load or reload the 
Configuration Tree from the database or to switch to a different Configuration Tree 
that is stored in the database.
Functionality includes:
• Loading a Configuration Tree at startup
• Switching between Configuration Trees
• Reloading an active Configuration Tree
• Checking Configuration Trees in the database

Note: Because this functionality can be performed while the application is running, 
you need to make sure the online functionality is secure, such as restricting IP 
addresses that can access this functionality or requiring a secure logon.
Before using these tools, you need to install and set up the Configuration Framework 
toolset. For more information, see the Installation and Upgrade Guide.

Load the Configuration Tree at Startup
This procedure is performed at application startup. After you set up the parameters in 
the web.xml file as listed in this procedure, the configurations are uploaded into the 
Configuration Tree during the startup of the application server. 

Important: Do not change information in web.xml that is not listed in this section. If 
you have created a multi-financial structure using orgs and groups, make sure that the 
local file structure matches what you have created in the database; otherwise, the 
configuration files cannot be uploaded.
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To load the configuration tree at startup:

1. Set your specific parameters in the file web.xml as context parameters, located in 
the WEB-INF directory:
<context-param>
<param-name>bootstrapConfigFile</param-name>
<param-value>pmBootstrapConfigs.xml</param-value>
...
</context-param>
<context-param>
<param-name>loadLocalConfigsOnly</param-name>
<param-value>false</param-value>
...
</context-param>
<context-param>
<param-name>localFilesBasePath</param-name>
<param-value>configs</param-value>
...
</context-param>
<context-param>
<param-name>secondaryBasePathList</param-name>
<param-value>rsa_external_configs</param-value>
...
</context-param>
<context-param>
<param-name>configTreeName</param-name>
<param-value>PMRootFinal5</param-value>
...
</context-param>

• bootstrapConfigFile. Bootstraps in the DAO factory. This file must be in the 
class path and compliant to the Spring DTD. If this parameter is not specified, 
the file, pmBoostrapConfig.xml, is used instead.

• loadLocalConfigsOnly. A boolean value. This flag is useful when the 
application is running a database schema that does not support the 
Configuration Framework. If set to TRUE, reloading is done from the file. If 
set to FALSE, local configurations are loaded only if the localFilesBasePath 
is specified. Any other value is considered invalid.

• localFilesBasePath. The directory where the local files required for the 
Configuration Framework are located. The default value for this parameter, 
configs, should not be changed.

• secondaryBasePathList. The directory where the external files required for 
the Configuration Framework reside. This path can be relative to the classpath 
(classes directory) or an absolute path (recommended).

Note: Set the value of the secondaryBasePathList to the list of configuration 
files defined specifically for the application that you are configuring.
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• configTreeName. Name of the Configuration Tree in the database to be used 
by this application, that is, the Configuration Tree that contains your test or 
environment settings. 
The default name for the Adaptive Authentication configuration tree is 
“PMRoot.”

Note: If you switch or create a new Configuration Tree with a different name, you 
must change all the appropriate values in the web.xml file for each application 
server.
The Adaptive Authentication Admin service requires the creation of a separate 
configuration tree with a name other than the default name for the Adaptive 
Authentication configuration tree.

2. Edit your web.xml file to point to the correct Configuration Tree so that when the 
application server is restarted, it connects to the right one.

Switch Configuration Tree Files
You can switch from one Configuration Tree file to another one. With this operation, 
you can switch to a new and tested Configuration Tree file. 

Note: This operation should only be done during a scheduled downtime to avoid 
conflicts.
After you have switched Configuration Trees, you should reload the Configuration 
Tree to make sure all the individual configurations have been properly activated 
within the database.

You can switch between:
• Two Configuration Trees located in the database
• A Configuration Tree in the file system to a Configuration Tree in the database
• A Configuration Tree in the database to a file system Configuration Tree
• Two Configuration Trees in the file system

To switch Trees:

1. Call the contextManager servlet with the following parameters:

Note: The term “call the contextManager” is also commonly referred to as “URL 
Refresh.”

• action. “switch.”
• configTreeName. Name of the new Configuration Tree in the database that 

will be used.
When loading configurations from the file system or switching between 
file-based Configuration Trees, because there is no configTreeName 
association, simply pass a pseudo-name for this parameter, such as fromFile 
or FileToFile. This parameter cannot be null.
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• localFilesBasePath. The directory location of the local files required for the 
Configuration Framework. The default value for this parameter, configs, 
should not be changed.

• secondaryBasePathList. The directory where the external files required for 
the Configuration Framework reside. This path can be relative to the classpath 
(classes directory) or an absolute path (recommended).

• loadLocalConfigsOnly. A boolean value:
• if TRUE, reloading is done from the file.
• if FALSE, local configurations are loaded only if the localFilesBasePath 

is specified.
• Any other values are considered invalid.

2. Reload the active Configuration Tree.
3. Edit your web.xml file to point to the correct Configuration Tree.

Note: A new Configuration Tree file must be tested thoroughly prior to being used. If 
reloading a Configuration Tree fails, Adaptive Authentication continues to use its 
previous set of configurations.

Reload a Configuration Tree
You can reload an active Configuration Tree with changed data in the local files or the 
database. Reloading the Configuration Tree reloads the c-applicationContext.xml 
file of every Configuration Space defined in the active Configuration Tree. Any 
Configuration Definitions that cannot be updated are not reloaded.

Important: This operation must only be used for selected configuration parameters. 
Once the information is reloaded, any and all changes are propagated to all instances, 
which might cause issues if not tested prior to reload. If this operation fails, the RSA 
Adaptive Authentication system will continue using its previous set of configurations.

Call the contextManager servlet with the following parameters:

Note: The term “call the contextManager” is also commonly referred to as “URL 
Refresh.”

• action. “reload.”
• localFilesBasePath. The directory location of the local files required for the 

configuration framework. The default value for this parameter, configs, should not 
be changed.
When reloading from a file system, you must supply this parameter, as a relative 
or absolute path.

• secondaryBasePathList. The directory where the external files required for the 
Configuration Framework reside. This path can be relative to the classpath 
(classes directory) or an absolute path (recommended).
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• loadLocalConfigsOnly. A boolean value:
– if TRUE, reloading is done from the file.
– if FALSE, local configurations are loaded only if the localConfigsFile is 

specified. Your application will not pickup any database changes made by the 
administrator.

– Any other values are considered invalid.
If any of the parameters are not properly set, an error message is shown.

Check Configuration Trees in the Database
You can check to see what different Configuration Trees are in the database or see 
which Configuration Tree is active.

View the Active Configuration Tree
You can check what Configuration Tree is currently active. Call the contextManager 
servlet with the action as info.

Note: The term “call the contextManager” is also commonly referred to as “URL 
Refresh.”

View All Configuration Trees in the Database
You can check what Configuration Tree is currently active. Call the contextManager 
servlet with the action as showall.

Note: The term “call the contextManager” is also commonly referred to as “URL 
Refresh.”

For examples, see Appendix D, “RSA Adaptive Authentication Servlets”.
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19File Configurations
• Configuring the Minimal Set of Files
• Configuring Common XML Files
• Configure Out-of-Band Phone Call Forwarding Detection
This chapter provides procedures on how to configure the minimal set of files that you 
need to get RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) running and some of the most 
commonly configured files.

Configuring the Minimal Set of Files
The minimal set of files that you need to get RSA Adaptive Authentication 
(On-Premise) running is the private IP list and the language settings. 
After you have configured the minimal set of files, you can upload the files into the 
database. For more information, see Chapter 18, “Configuration Framework Tools.”
For a complete list of all the configuration files, see Appendix F, “List of 
Configuration Files.”

Note: (Tomcat only) With the exception of the server.xml file, all configuration URLs 
in the XML files must contain fully qualified DNS names, such as server1.my.com. IP 
numbers and abbreviated host names, such as localhost, cannot be used. However, in a 
test environment, if DNS is not set up, you can place a “hosts” files on all servers and 
clients to map fully qualified names to IP addresses. The server.xml file may specify 
“localhost” or an IP number of a database server.

Configure the Private IP List
You must configure the list of IP addresses that are local to your institution so that 
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) does not try to look up the addresses in 
the GeoIP database.

To configure the private IP list:

1. Locate the c-config-geoip.xml file among the Configuration Framework files. 
2. Look for the Bean, privateIpList.
3. Add your private IPs and specify the ranges.

<property name="listedIps">
<list>
<value>10.0.0.0-10.255.255.255</value>
<value>172.16.0.0-172.31.255.255</value>
<value>192.168.0.0-192.168.255.255</value>

</list>
</property>
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Configuring Common XML Files
The common XML files that need to be configured can be found in the external 
configuration directory, for example, c:/rsa/configs.
For a list of all the configuration files, see Appendix F, “List of Configuration Files.”
The following table lists the configurations, the corresponding files, and where to find 
more information.

Configure the User Matrixes
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) has provided user matrixes for dealing 
with users who fall into several categories:
• New users. Users who are enrolling for the first time.
• Reenroll users. Users who need to completely reenroll into Adaptive 

Authentication. The users need to choose challenge questions and preferences, 
and add new credential information. All of their device token bindings are also 
removed.

• Unlocked users. Users who have been moved from an unlocked state. The users’ 
device token bindings are kept. However, the users’ challenge questions and 
answers are cleared. This option typically occurs when users have completely 
forgotten their challenge questions and answers and have locked themselves out of 
their accounts. Consequently, users should select new questions and answers. In 
addition, the users’ failed challenge counts are reset.

• Locked users. Users who have been locked out of Adaptive Authentication.
• Deleted users. Users who have been deleted from Adaptive Authentication. 

Configurations Files Reference

Configuring 
Challenge Questions

See Chapter 1, “Administration 
Console.”

Configuring for 
Aggregators

c-config-aggregation.xml See the section about configuring the 
Aggregator Device Token application 
in the Installation and Upgrade 
Guide.

Configuring 
Out-of-Band Files

• c-config-notification.xml
• c-config-notificationmana

ger.xml

See “c-config-notification.xml” on 
page 301 and 
“c-config-notificationmanager.xml” 
on page 302.
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The parameters in the matrixes are defined in the c-applicationContext.xml file. For 
more information on the parameters in the file, see “User Matrixes” on page 286. The 
following table lists all of the matrixes and their default values.

Actions New 
Users

Reenroll 
Users

Unlocked 
Users

Locked 
Users

Deleted 
Users

Clear the user’s 
challenge questions

- Yes Yes - Yes

Unbind all of the user 
devices

- Yes No Yes Yes

Delete pending OOB 
notifications

- Yes Yes No Yes

Clear the user’s history - No - No Yes

Clear the user’s 
preferences

- Yes - - Yes

Clear the user’s 
credentials

- Yes Yes - Yes

Clear the user’s 
credential failure count 
(that is, how many times 
the user faled to answer 
the credential type)

- - Yes - -
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These user matrixes are configured, and then used with the different user states. The 
following figure shows the different user states and where each matrix is used. Not all 
parameters are used for all matrixes.
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Configure Out-of-Band Phone Call Forwarding Detection
The Out-of-Band Phone Call Forwarding Detection feature indicates if call 
forwarding occurred during out-of-band phone authentication on the selected phone 
number. In the event that call forwarding is detected, RSA Adaptive Authentication 
(On-Premise) denies authentication and an error message is returned.

Note: Out-of-Band Phone Call Forwarding Detection can be applied only in the US 
and only when using a landline phone.

To configure Out-of-Band Phone Call Forwarding Detection:

1. Locate the c-authentify-requestResource.auth file in the external configuration 
directory, for example, c:/rsa/configs.

2. Open the c-authentify-requestResource.auth file.
3. In the header section, replace GenericAction with GenericAction_CFD.
4. Save the file.
The following template shows the contents of the 
c-authentify-requestResource.auth file after configuring Out-of-Band Phone Call 
Forwarding Detection.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<AuthentXML xmlns = "http://xml.authentify.net/MessageSchema.xml" version = 
"1.0">
  <header>
    <tsoid>RSA</tsoid>
    <application>GenericAction</application>

<licenseKey>change_me</licenseKey>
    <asid>Test_ID</asid>
    <account>9999</account>
  </header>
  <body>
    <request>
      <action>PhoneSession</action>
      <data xmlns:dat="http://xml.authentify.net/CommonDataSchema.xml">
        <dat:phoneNumber>0123456789</dat:phoneNumber>
        <dat:confirmNumber>1234</dat:confirmNumber>

<dat:language>en-us</dat:language>
<dat:namedData>
<dat:dataItem name="to_account_query_format">END</dat:dataItem>

          <!--
          START, END, FULL
          -->
          <dat:dataItem name="password_name"></dat:dataItem>
          <!--
          PASSWORD, PASSCODE
          -->
          <dat:dataItem name="num_of_retries_upon_failure">2</dat:dataItem>
          <!--
          Number of Retries for failed confirm.  Upper level is ?
          -->
          <dat:dataItem name="forwarding_number"></dat:dataItem>
          <!--
          Customer Service Number if they do not press pound
          -->
          
        </dat:namedData>
      </data>
    </request>
  </body>
</AuthentXML> 
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A Using rsync
• rsync Installation on UNIX or Linux
• rsync Installation on Windows
• Run the rsync Command
This appendix describes how to install and run the rsync command.

rsync Installation on UNIX or Linux
rsync must be a part of your UNIX or Linux platform. rsync is typically installed in 
the /user/local/bin/rsync directory.

rsync Installation on Windows
On Windows, RSA recommends using the Cygwin installation mechanism to gain 
access to the rsync package. To download Cygwin, go to the Cygwin website.

Note: In the default installation of Cygwin, the rsync package is not installed. Make 
sure you choose the rsync package explicitly during installation. The rsync package is 
listed under the Net category.
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Run the rsync Command
After Cygwin is installed with the rsync package, the following command can be 
executed on a cygwin bash shell. You must run this command once every hour but do 
not run the command precisely on the hour. Selecting another start time helps improve 
the performance of all customer uploads and downloads.

rsync -rve "ssh -l username servername:rsadirectory 
customerdirectory

Note: This example assumes that you are using an SSH key and not a password.

where:
• username is the user name for the Linux machine from where data is retrieved 

through rsync. This user name is provided by RSA.
• servername is the server name or IP address of the SFTP machine.
• rsadirectory is the base directory containing the location of the report data that 

needs to be copied from the SFTP server. This is normally a “.” (single dot).
• customerdirectory is the directory to which you want to mirror the report data on 

your local machine. 
The following table describes the command line options.

In a standard implementation, the rsync command prompts for the administrator 
password. For additional information about rsync parameters, see the rysnc main 
pages by typing:

main rsync

Using Certificates Instead of Passwords
RSA recommends that you use certificates instead of passwords to secure the SSH 
connection to the reports. For more information, see “Log File Transfer” on page 142 
and “File Retrieval from RSA Central” on page 144.

SSH without Static Password Prompt
The most popular alternate authentication method to avoid a static password prompt is 
Identity/Pubkey authentication. The goal of using Identity/Pubkey authentication is to 
remove the need for static passwords. 

Command Line Options Description

-r Recursive

-v Verbose

-e Specifies the usage of the ssh port
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Instead of providing a password, you provide a key pair on the disk to authenticate. 
The account on the SSH server (Reporting Server) contains a list of trusted 
Identities/Pubkeys, and possession of the public and private keys grants access 
without supplying a password. 
Some features of this form of authentication are the following: 
• No one can shoulder-surf passwords and log on to the account. A person would 

need the Identity passphrase and the private key from the machine.
• The server administrator can disable password authentication entirely to prevent 

password guessing attacks. 
• The server administrator can tie the certificates to allow logon only from a 

specifically authorized machine.
• The administrator can place restrictions on Identities/Pubkeys, such as forbidding 

port forwards and forcing predetermined commands, regardless of what the user 
wanted to run. 

Creating an Identity/Pubkey
The SSHv2 protocol supports both RSA and DSA public-private key pairs. You must 
create a key pair once and provide the public key to the RSA Operations team so that 
they can log on without a password.

SSH-KEYGEN Program
You can use the ssh-keygen program to create a key: 

$ ssh-keygen -t rsa
Generating public/private rsa key pair.
Enter file in which to save the key 
(/cygdrive/c/User1/.ssh/id_rsa):
Enter passphrase (empty for no passphrase):
Enter same passphrase again:
Your identification has been saved in 
/cygdrive/c/User1/.ssh/id_rsa.
Your public key has been saved in 
/cygdrive/c/User1/.ssh/id_rsa.pub.
The key fingerprint is:
38:88:b0:2c:c3:d9:ee:70:69:07:ba:aa:0d:53:5c:ed 
User1@customermachine
  
$ cd /cygdrive/c/userdir/.ssh/
$ ls -l
-rw-------    1 User1   mkgroup_      951 Apr 25 14:49 id_rsa
-rw-r--r--    1 User1   mkgroup_      229 Apr 25 14:49 
id_rsa.pub
  
$ cat id_rsa
-----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY-----
Proc-Type: 4,ENCRYPTED
DEK-Info: DES-EDE3-CBC,874F2BB8955A1297

B/4LFflNgRUVKeqjVdc080YB2a6k5hNdNSS4riPCI6aPBZIKuAHTZxK02BWl
BRSw
X4s0+8dR6AtzuRsCmFjxYDbOEJr92TbtcYWUsBS83OKOqFxtdrBUBEJDedJG
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W19L
or+3xTcjY0P78x2u3mhXx5HTP9p/oosw5+4SDVJelkf2pcCcwuhvTKNVW8m0
sQN6
kL3YYOeadFK8l10cQj4ZQQ0p+1usZbHJUDlxZlPnsYLPC5tFlGNsXynTL5t9
04AC
kmK6x/u2yI/KluzCnJ7PLriA9LnXRAlHpawkSn3f6QtwLFaNK43w2dJscKdq
LfDr
Qu6ZSQp0zNPIlWTCTUyI8zTx3R3bYWIJidZ00Y+W4Us6YdeGTB3oxaukJd9Y
K/QN
5tn//qT63JZD+r4ypN1kFvgbDCkvMaRqFjzDCd3rXqZiTOh9JaAMGrPma58N
Jwad
e5W4nRN/ymKTziGcaKgMjKsQ2C0qHGDXtDJXbcBWrhvRK4sCsdDJNg5y0dvO
dAri
8+I8Id+sUNYs2xf+al9NdXs5Xw0wznDBrFRffLENtTGM0GuHEZwOuxDHPH8M
Ax3k
V5EvtvjgKaZFtfuucKyoYbEdV5YfsdGQqxYRQ0iIZWuPIWnoz2a6NuHdpcT4
V1tv
E3fITF/Nm58oNNXBm1Y9wxs/xluW56L+rWZHHOg692xOhnDp2maTwz6sJENz
zBOl
rEwantEfpmamSEM6pn2lStqTBbKQS5oVbbofqSHGP7acBhLt/kE2tbHVDTUT
jVLc
BDTm6daWs9qo6RwbkRUifKjl8Gmd1bM2SlEyPDseXiI=
-----END RSA PRIVATE KEY-----

User1@customermachine ~
$ cat id_rsa.pub
ssh-rsa 
AAAAB3NzaC1yc2EAAAABIwAAAIEArdEmsJUXl6oAHSwWQGpeb8rQdj67kJlv
QHU7DRmnYfknpUIY79u4PVeakA6Hnal477NFP1yBfFvZDF4/fWHWrGLgtg8a
PIZtR6QY7SbI8xmwpYilWfgOkwJzAUsLaxCMgAzux2EH5nTw1CQw4ki5evJ+
imhNzlLqGLA32D0+e/8= User1@customermachine

Note: The ssh-rsa...username@servername information is all in a single line. It is 
wrapped for legibility.

The ssh-keygen program creates two files:
id_rsa. A private key protected with the passphrase typed at key creation time. Do 
not permit anyone to access this file. 
id_rsa.pub. A public key that does not contain secret information. It can be 
regenerated from the private key if necessary. 
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Create SSH Keys

To create a key:

1. Use the option -t rsa to indicate to the ssh-keygen program what kind of key pair 
to create. Similar to the SSH host keys, an SSH user key can be in one of three 
different formats, rsa1, rsa, or dsa, as described in the following table.

 

2. Specify the filename to use when creating a key by using the -f filename option. If 
the filename is not specified, the key is created in the $HOME/.ssh/ directory, 
using the default filename listed above. 

Allowing Identity/Public Key Authentication on the Server
After you create a key, you must provide the public key to the RSA Operations team to 
install on RSA Central. 
Alternatively, RSA can generate the public/private keypair for you, but this is not 
recommended.
If you use SSH keys, you do not require a password after you create the public key and 
provide it to the RSA Operations team. 

Type
Command 
Line 
Argument

Default 
Filename Protocol Example Public 

Key Snippet

RSA1 -t rsa1 Identity SSH 1 protocol only 1024 35 118118225938285...

RSA -t rsa id_rsa SSH 2 protocol only ssh-rsa AAAAB3NzaC1yc2E... 

DSA -t dsa id_dsa SSH 2 protocol only ssh-dss AAAAB3nzaC1kc3M...
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B Alarm Log Error Messages
This appendix lists the error messages that you might see in the alarm log files. Unless 
otherwise stated in this document, if you receive these messages, contact RSA 
Customer Support (in production) or your Implementation Manager (pre-production).

Note: In the following table, the column Fixed Text contains the static part of the 
error message that can be followed by dynamic text. 

Error Type Fixed Text

CONFIG_ERROR Adding config definition to configSpaceTree failed:

Authentify resource

Config context not loaded.

ConfigLookup associated with this thread:

ConfigToolLite.reload

Creating file representation of configSpace

Creating file representation of configSpaceTree

Deleting configSpaceTree

Deleting configSpaceTree failed:

Either credentials are not properly configured or this credential is not longer 
valid:

Failed to load authentify request/poll resource

Failed to load beans in this file:

Failed to load binary resource file:

Failed to load latlon model:

Failed to load non-binary resource file:

Failed to load profanities:

Failed to load vocabulary:
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CONFIG_ERROR (continued) Failed to refresh latlon model:

Failed to set implementation class of

getDAO: No DAO found for type:

getXMLDoc returned NULL for authentify resource

Identifying configSpaceTree failed:

Initializing PassMark config context failed:

KeyMgrImpl couldn't construct DAO

Loading Configurations failed because localFilesBasePath empty

Loading Configurations failed because localFilesBasePath is not pointing to 
a valid location

Managing config context failed:

No configLookup with this name: 

Persistent session reaper thread runs often than session reaper thread. 
[session-reaper interval=

Policy Extension Manager missing from forensic settings

Policy Map element missing from forensic settings

ProtocolUtils couldn't configure encryption

Reloading configSpaceTree failed:

Reloading failed since:

Retrieving all the configtrees from the db failed:

Saving configSpaceTree

sourceCountryMap Map element missing from forensic settings

sourceGeoHOFWMap Map element missing from forensic settings

sourceGeoMap Map element missing from forensic settings

Error Type Fixed Text
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CONFIG_ERROR (continued) Switching active configSpaceTree with

Switching configs failed since: 

There is no ConfigLookup associated with this configspacename:

Unable to create historyFactory bean: check configurations.

Unable to load historyFactory configuration

DATASTORE_ERROR Datastore for in-memory database contains corrupt table

Datastore for in-memory database of type

EFN cache search failed:

EFN database contains no data for entity

EFN database for entity

Failed to persist the session because 

Fatal: KeyMgrImpl couldn't initialize default key!

GeoIP database is more than six months out of date

KeyMgrImpl unable to update default key

KeySeed record '

Unable to get DB connection

NETWORK_ERROR Got unexpected response code

Phone OOB timed out!

RSA_ERROR AcspInspector(

ChallengeQuestionACSP:initialize encountered with exception 

ChannelInspector.inspector(

Couldn't decrypt/unwrap device token:

Couldn't decrypt/unwrap device token V1:

Creating PassMarkSession failed: 

DeviceInspector during inspect method encountered with exception:

EfraudNetworkInspector during inspect method encountered with exception:

EventDataInspector.addClientFact

Error Type Fixed Text
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RSA_ERROR
(continued)

EventDataInspector.inspectClientDefinedFacts facts

EventDataInspector.inspectTransactionData

EventDataInspector.inspector

EventDataInspector.stockTradeDataInspector

EventDataInspector.userDataInspector

Exception occurred: 

Failed to create/get device

Failed to handle pmSession: 

pmUser is null after creation for username: 

Parsing Exception in Verifying the client defined facts with typ:

PolicyResultInspector.inspect

RuntimeException Exception in Verifying the client defined facts with typ:

SessionInspector.inspector

setUserLoginName encountered with exception:

The device from the deviceRequest is different from the device that derived 
from the session

TransactionInspector.inspector

Unhandled Exception

Unhandled exception sending response: 

UserDataInspector during inspect method encountered with exception:

UserInspector during inspect method encountered with exception:

Error Type Fixed Text
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PROTOCOL_ERROR Couldn't decode token string:

Got bogus device token - tampered or corrupt:

Invalid Message: 

Invalid message, username is empty

Invalid session type

Missing msgType param in message

No device request in the message

Param

Parsing the message failed

ProtocolAdapterBase failed

Received message type is incorrect: 

ViewImageToken could not interpret token: 

SYSTEM_ERROR Could not create SecureRandom; make sure SUN provider is in the classpath 
and supports SHA1PRNG

Decryption failure

Decryption sanity check failure

EFN cache manager caught exception

EFN database for entity <entity name> is more than 7 days out of date!

Failed to initialize the context:

Problem executing billing utility because 

Error Type Fixed Text
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C Cron Expressions
The exact timing of scheduled tasks is defined using cron expressions. These timing 
definitions specify firing schedules such as: “Every day at 1 am” or “Every 15 
minutes.” A cron expression is a string comprised of six or seven fields separated by 
white space. 

Note: The order of the fields within a cron expression is as follows: Seconds, Minutes, 
Hours, Day of month, Month, Day of week, Year. The seventh field, Year, is not 
always included in a cron expression.

Fields can contain any of the permitted values along with various combinations of the 
permitted special characters for that field. The following table lists the cron expression 
fields.

The following table provides descriptions of the permitted special characters.

Field Name  Mandatory (Y/N)  Permitted 
Values 

 Permitted Special 
Characters

Seconds YES 0–59 , - * /

Minutes YES 0–59 , - * /

Hours YES 0–23 , - * /

Day of month YES 1–31 , - * ? / L W 

Month YES 1–12 or JAN-DEC , - * /

Day of week YES 1–7 or SUN-SAT , - * ? / L #

Year NO empty, 1970–2099 , - * / 

Special Character Description

* All values. Used to select all values within a field. For example, “*” 
in the minute field means “every minute.”

? No specific value. Used if you don’t need to specify a particular value 
in a field. For example, if you want the trigger to fire on the 10th of 
the month, but don’t care what day of the week the 10th is, you can 
put “10” in the day-of-the-month field and “?” in the day-of-the-week 
field. 

- Used to specify ranges. For example, “5-7” in the hour field means 
“the hours 5, 6, and 7.” 
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The following table provides some examples of cron expressions and their meanings.

Note: Pay attention when setting firing times between midnight and 3:00 a.m. 
Daylight Saving Time can cause a skip of a trigger or a repeat of a trigger depending 
on whether trigger times fall within or outside a particular 24-hour period.

, Used to specify additional values. For example, “MON, WED, FRI” 
in the day-of-the-week field means “the days Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday.”

/ Used to specify increments. The value before the “/” specifies the 
starting value and the value after the “/” specifies the increment. For 
example, “5/15” in the seconds field means “the seconds 5, 20, 35, 
and 50.” 

L Last. For example, the value “L” in the day-of-the-month field means 
“the last day of the month.” If used in the day-of-the-week field after 
another value, it means “the last <day of the week> of the month.” 
For example, “6L” means “the last Friday of the month.” 

W Weekday. Used to specify the weekday nearest the given day. For 
example, “15W” specifies “the nearest weekday to the 15th of the 
month.” If the 15th is a Saturday, the trigger will fire on Friday the 
14th. However, if you specify “1W” and the first of the month is a 
Saturday, the trigger will fire on Monday the 3rd, as it will not jump 
to a different month. 

# Used to specify “the nth” <day of the week> of the month. For 
example, the value of “5#2” in the day-of-the-week field means “the 
second Thursday of the month.”

Special Character Description

Expression  Meaning

0 0 12 * * ? Fire at 12 p.m. (noon) every day

0 15 10 ? * * Fire at 10:15 a.m. every day

0 15 10 * * ? 2012 Fire at 10:15 a.m. every day during the year 2012

0 0/5 14 * * ? Fire every 5 minutes starting at 2 p.m. and ending at 2:55 p.m., every day

0 15 10 ? * 6L Fire at 10:15 a.m. on the last Friday of every month

0 * 14 * * ? Fire every minute starting at 2 p.m. and ending at 2:5 9 p.m., every day
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D RSA Adaptive Authentication Servlets
• Health Check Servlet
• Log Manager Servlet
• Context Manager Servlet
This appendix describes the servlets in the RSA Adaptive Authentication 
(On-Premise) system.

Health Check Servlet
You can use the Health Check servlet to run various health checks to ensure that the 
RSA Risk Engine runs as expected and to check the integrity and end-to-end flow of 
the data used as input to the Risk Engine. For more information, see “Scheduler 
Operation” on page 74.

Log Manager Servlet
You can use the logManager servlet to configure the log settings in the log4j files. You 
can invoke the logManager servlet depending on the Administration Console 
parameter, as follows:
• If the Administration Console parameter Servlets Caller Credentials Passed in 

Logon Form is true:
http://<server_name:port_number>/AdaptiveAuthentication/l
ogManager

where:
– server_name is the hostname of the Adaptive Authentication server.
– port_number is the port on which the Adaptive Authentication server listens.
A logon page opens in which you enter your user name and password. The user 
name and password are identical to the ones used as part of the installation of 
Adaptive Authentication and are specified as the caller credentials.
The default value of the parameter is true.

• If the Administration Console parameter Servlets Caller Credentials Passed in 
Logon Form is false:

http://<server_name:port_number>/AdaptiveAuthentication/l
ogManager?username=username&password=password

where:
– server_name is the hostname of the Adaptive Authentication server.
– port_number is the port on which the Adaptive Authentication server listens.
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– username is the user name defined in the CALLERCREDENTIALS table in 
the database.

– password is the password defined in the CALLERCREDENTIALS table in 
the database.

For more information on configuring log files, see Chapter 5, “Log Files.”

Context Manager Servlet
The contextManager servlet is a simple servlet that displays the status messages in the 
browser depending on the user parameters provided in the browser URL. The 
following table describes the parameters of the contextManager servlet.

Examples of contextManager Servlet Calls
You can use the contextManager servlet to configure the log settings in the log4j files. 
You can invoke the contextManager servlet depending on the Administration Console 
parameter, as follows:
• If the Administration Console parameter Servlets Caller Credentials Passed in 

Logon Form is true:
http://server_name:port_number/AdaptiveAuthentication/con
textManager

where:
– server_name is the hostname of the Adaptive Authentication server.
– port_number is the port on which the Adaptive Authentication server listens.

Parameter Description

action Action that the servlet performs. The valid value is “reload.”

configTreeName Name of the Configuration Tree in the database to be used by this 
application, that is, the Configuration Tree that contains your test 
or environment settings. 

localFilesBasePath The directory location of the local files required for the 
configuration framework. The default value for this parameter, 
configs, should not be changed.
When reloading from a file system, you must supply this 
parameter, as a relative or absolute path.

loadLocalConfigsOnly A Boolean value. 
This flag is useful when the application is running a database 
schema that does not support the Configuration Framework. If set 
to TRUE, reloading is done from the file. If set to FALSE, local 
configurations are loaded only if the localFilesBasePath is 
specified. Any other value is considered invalid.
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A logon page opens in which you enter your user name and password. The user 
name and password are identical to the ones used as part of the installation of 
Adaptive Authentication and are specified as the caller credentials.
The default value of the parameter is true.

• If the Administration Console parameter Servlets Caller Credentials Passed in 
Logon Form is false:

http://server_name:port_number/AdaptiveAuthentication/con
textManager?username=username&password=password

where:
– server_name is the hostname of the Adaptive Authentication server.
– port_number is the port on which the Adaptive Authentication server listens.
– username is the user name defined in the CALLERCREDENTIALS table in 

the database.
– password is the password defined in the CALLERCREDENTIALS table in 

the database.

Important: RSA recommends that you use the logon form when sending your caller 
credentials. By default, Adaptive Authentication restricts the inclusion of caller 
credentials in the URL when accessing the Context Manager servlet. For more 
information, see “Security Settings” on page 69.

URLs to Manage the Configuration Tree
There are a number of URLs that allow you to manage the configuration tree of your 
database. The structure of these URLs is dependent upon the value of the 
Administration Console parameter Servlets Caller Credentials Passed in Logon 
Form. The default value of the parameter is true.
If the value of the parameter is true, the URL does not include the caller credentials. 
As mentioned above, the logon page is provided for you to enter the caller credentials. 
If the value of the parameter is false, the URL includes the caller credentials. In this 
case, no logon page appears.
The following table lists the URLS to go to for the specific set of actions to manage 
the configuration tree of your database, depending on the value of the Servlets Caller 
Credentials Passed in Logon Form parameter.

Action Use this URL when the parameter 
value is False

Use this URL when the parameter 
value is True (default)

Switch to a database 
configuration

http://d3.yourOrganization.com:8080/Ada
ptiveAuthentication/contextManager?actio
n=switch&configTreeName=DBConfigs&
loadLocalConfigsOnly=false&username=
username&password=password

http://d3.yourOrganization.com:8080/Ada
ptiveAuthentication/contextManager?actio
n=switch&configTreeName=DBConfigs&
loadLocalConfigsOnly=false
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Switch to a file-based 
Configuration Tree

http://d3.yourOrganization.com:8080/Ada
ptiveAuthentication/contextManager?actio
n=switch&loadLocalConfigsOnly=true&l
ocalFilesBasePath=configs&localConfigs
File=applicationContext.xml&username=
username&password=password

http://d3.yourOrganization.com:8080/Ada
ptiveAuthentication/contextManager?actio
n=switch&loadLocalConfigsOnly=true&l
ocalFilesBasePath=configs&localConfigs
File=applicationContext.xml

Reload a 
Configuration Tree 
from the local file 
system

http://server:port/AdaptiveAuthentication/
contextManager?action=reload&loadLoca
lConfigsOnly=true&localFilesBasePath=c
onfigs&username=soapuser&password=s
oappassword

http://server:port/AdaptiveAuthentication/
contextManager?action=reload&loadLoca
lConfigsOnly=true&localFilesBasePath=c
onfigs

Reload a 
Configuration Tree 
from the database

http://<server>:<port>/AdaptiveAuthentic
ation/contextManager?action=reload&loa
dLocalConfigsOnly=false&configTreeNa
me=defaultWS2&username=soapuser&pa
ssword=soappassword

http://<server>:<port>/AdaptiveAuthentic
ation/contextManager?action=reload&loa
dLocalConfigsOnly=false&configTreeNa
me=defaultWS2

View the active 
Configuration Tree 
in the database

http://<server>:<port>/AdaptiveAuthentic
ation/contextManager?action=info&usern
ame=soapusername&password=soappass
word

http://<server>:<port>/AdaptiveAuthentic
ation/contextManager?action=info

View all the active 
Configuration Trees 
in the database

http://<server>:<port>/AdaptiveAuthentic
ation/contextManager?action=showall&us
ername=soapusername&password=soappa
ssword

http://<server>:<port>/AdaptiveAuthentic
ation/contextManager?action=showall

Action Use this URL when the parameter 
value is False

Use this URL when the parameter 
value is True (default)
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E Logs and Reports Setup
• Config-Billing.xml
• Encryption Key
• SFTP Account Key
• File Naming Convention
• Multiple Log Files in a Day
• RSA Central Accounts
• Reports Directory Structure for the Report Viewer
• Testing and Processing
• Scheduling

Config-Billing.xml 
The following example shows the c-config-billing.xml file that you must update to 
your configuration. The report displays the customer name. PrefixHierarchy is what 
appears in the report filename. 

Note: The value of the NoofMonths field must be 6. 
There must not be any embedded spaces or special characters in any of the fields. 

<!DOCTYPE beans PUBLIC "-//SPRING//DTD BEAN//EN" 
"http://www.springframework.org/dtd/spring-beans.dtd">
<beans>

<bean class="com.passmarksecurity.config.bean.ClassFreeBean" 
id="billingsCustomerSpecificConfigs">
                <property name="parameters">
                        <map>
                                <entry key="CustomerName">
                                        <value>yourCoName</value>
                                </entry>
                                <entry key="PrefixHierarchy">
                                        <value>yourCoName</value>
                                </entry>
                                <entry key="NoOfMonths">
                                        <value>6</value>
                                </entry>
                        </map>
                </property>
        </bean>

</beans>
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Encryption Key
RSA can support encrypted log files if your organization requires them. You can 
choose to use PGP or GPG encryption. 

To use encrypted log files:

1. Generate the public and private keys, and send the public key to RSA. 
2. RSA encrypts the files with the public key.
3. You must decrypt the file with your private key.

SFTP Account Key
You can send RSA your public key for the SFTP credentials so that you do not have to 
provide a logon ID or password for connecting.
The following log files are available: 

Audit logs. Contain all the business events corresponding to the use of 
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) by users.
Forensic logs. Contain details of all the forensic analysis of every transaction.
Billing logs. Contain details about specific billing parameters within a given 
period of time.
Authentication Plug-In logs. Contain status information about all the calls to the 
Authentication Plug-In performed within a given period of time.
Case logs. Contain details about the Case Management application and the 
changes made to flagged cases.

You must send only the following logs for reporting:
• Audit logs
• Forensic logs
• Billing logs
• Case logs
For more information about the log files that you need to send to RSA, refer to “Log 
Files” on page 101.

Note: The acspBilling.log file does not contain any data if you are not using 
out-of-band authentication. Do not send empty log files to RSA.
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File Naming Convention
The full format of the filename is:
{<Org>@}<Customer>_{<Servername>@}<Datacenter>_<logname>.log.<a
ppenderdate>

The following are examples of renamed log files:
• 20120510_ORG@YOURCONAME_server1@location1_aa_server.audit.log
• 20120510_ORG@YOURCONAME_server1@location1_aa_server.forensic.log
• 20120510_ORG@YOURCONAME_server1@location1_billing.log
• 20120510_ORG@YOURCONAME_server1@location1_case.log
• 20120510_ORG@YOURCONAME_server2@location1_aa_server.audit.log
• 20120510_ORG@YOURCONAME_server2@location1_aa_server.forensic.log
• 20120510_ORG@YOURCONAME_server2@location1_billing.log
• 20120510_ORG@YOURCONAME_server2@location1_case.log

Note: You must zip all log files into one .gzip or .zip or .tar file. Do not zip individual 
log files.

Multiple Log Files in a Day
You can have more than one file per day per server depending on the size of the files 
and whether or not your system restarted. The rolling date appender creates a .0 or .1 
version of the daily files if there was a restart in the time period. If you have very large 
log files, you may also generate more than one log file per day.  
You can send multiple files for a single day. You must include them in the same .zip as 
you would for files from multiple servers.
Only one billing log file needs to be generated and sent. This file is created once a day 
by the Adaptive Authentication services at a predetermined time. This is a one-row 
file.

RSA Central Accounts
RSA Central provides the following accounts after you have submitted the RSA 
Central questionnaire:
• Logs account. This is used to upload your logs files. This has only one directory 

into which your daily .zip file is loaded.
• Report account. This is used to download your reports. This account has multiple 

directories.
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Typical format is:
• logfileacctid.dt.adaptiveauth.rsacs.net
• reportsacctid.dt.adaptiveauth.rsacs.net
Your account names are in the following format:
• LFyourAcctID.dt.adaptiveauth.rsacs.net
• RFyourAcctID.dt.adaptiveauth.rsacs.net
Your implementation manager provides the logfileacctid and reportsacctid and the 
password for these accounts after you have completed and submitted the RSA Central 
questionnaire and the accounts have been created.
The process is as follows:
1. After connection, you are connected to the account showing these directories:

2. Change to the /rpt directory.

Note: You may have more or fewer directories depending on your ORG structure.

3. Change to the /dropbox directory.

4. Download the latest.zip file.
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Reports Directory Structure for the Report Viewer
For proper report viewer operation, a directory structure must be created in the reports 
directory that you configure for the report viewer. The following figure shows a 
typical directory structure.

Testing and Processing
Processing of the files is not automatic. In a setup process, you start with data from 
your test system, and then move over to your production system. RSA Central 
supports data for only one system.

To process the files:

1. Create the scripts to capture the log files, encrypt the files, and create the .zip file 
to send.

Note: Send only one .zip file and do not send empty log files.

2. Create the scripts to sftp the files to RSA Central and send a set of sample files.
3. RSA processes the files sent and generates reports. 
4. Download the reports and place them in the report viewer directory.
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After the full cycle is working correctly, RSA starts running the process on an 
automatic schedule. When you are ready to set up the production versions of the 
above, the process is repeated. When you are ready to move to production-only 
processing, RSA requires one week’s notice to drop all data processed for testing and 
activate production-only processing.

Scheduling
Processing is scheduled to run daily. Logs roll daily such that you will be sending the 
previous day’s files to RSA for processing after midnight. 
Your schedule will depend on the volume of your data and the slots open. The 
turnaround is about 4 hours from receipt of files to reports available for download.
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F List of Configuration Files
• List of Spring Configuration Files
• c-applicationContext.xml
• c-config-aggregation.xml
• c-config-challenge.xml
• c-config-geoip.xml
• c-config-mcf.xml
• c-config-notification.xml
• c-config-notificationmanager.xml
• web.xml
• c-config-validators.xml
• validate.*.properties
The appendix describes the individual configurations for each of the default XML 
configuration files available during the installation of RSA Adaptive Authentication 
(On-Premise).
This appendix describes:
• Spring configuration files. Configurations for challenge questions, aggregators, 

and so on. For more information, see “List of Spring Configuration Files” on 
page 283.

• System configuration files. The web.xml file.

List of Spring Configuration Files
You may need to configure the Spring configuration files provided by RSA for your 
application.

Important: Not all files listed here are meant for you to configure. These files are 
marked accordingly.

Not all configuration files apply to your specific implementation. Configuration files 
that apply to a specific implementation are noted as such. All configuration files are 
located and should be kept in the rsa_root_directory/configs directory.
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The following table describes all of the configuration files that you might need to 
change.

If you have a question regarding information on the configuration files, contact your 
Implementation Manager.

Important: Because of the double-byte nature of the configuration files, you need to 
use a UTF-8 compatible text editor to edit the configuration files. If you use a non 
UTF8-compatible text editor, you might encounter UTF-8 errors when you upload 
your configuration files.

Configuration File Name Description

“c-applicationContext.xml” Configures application-level configurations.

“c-config-aggregation.xml” Configures information specific to aggregators, such 
as the SuperToken and aggregator IP addresses.

“c-config-challenge.xml” Configures challenge question information.

“c-config-geoip.xml” Configures the GeoIP settings. 

“c-config-mcf.xml” Configures Multi-Credential Framework settings.

“c-config-notification.xml” Configures outgoing notifications for out-of-band 
communications.

“c-config-notificationmanager.xml” Configures the notification management of 
out-of-band communications.

“web.xml” Configures specific parameters required at the 
startup of the web application.

c-config-validators.xml Configures business validation implementations.

c-authentify-requestResource.auth Defines a template for generating authentify 
requests. For more information, see the 
Authentication Plug-In Developer’s Guide.

c-config-acsp.xml 
c-config-acsp_otp.xml 
c-config-acsp_kba.xml
c-config-oobsms.xml

Configures authentication plug-in settings. For more 
information, see the Authentication Plug-In 
Developer’s Guide.

Note: Do not change the values of the parameters in 
these files.
Make sure that you update the list of parameters in 
the Administration Console so that it appears in the 
Administration Console.
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c-applicationContext.xml
This file controls the application level configurations. The parameters of this file are 
divided into several tables for ease of reading:
• Basic Application Configurations
• User Matrixes

Basic Application Configurations
The following table describes the Beans used for basic application configuration.

Bean Information Description Default 
Values

Bean 
id="deviceManagementL
abel_XX"

The default set of labels that you can define. There 
are three separate versions of this Bean for the 
following languages:
• deviceManagementLabel_en = English
• deviceManagementLabel_fr = French
• deviceManagementLabel_ja = Japanese
If you are not supporting these two languages 
(French, Japanese), you can remove them.
If you are supporting another language, a 
corresponding Bean with the appropriate 
translations needs to be included.
These parameters are not sensitive to 
organizations, but are sensitive to locale.

• <property 
name="parameters">

• <entry 
key="defaultLabel">

The list of default labels for the device token.

Bean 
id="DrawingStyleManag
er"

This Bean controls the drawing style of the bezel.

<property 
name="drawingStyle"

Turns the bezel on or off.
Values are:
• bezel (on)
• defaultbezel (off)

Note: This parameter is not multi-org sensitive.

defaultbezel
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User Matrixes
The following table describes the parameters for the set of user matrixes..

Bean Information Description Default 
Values

Bean id="newUserMatrix" This Bean indicates which of the 
user’s data needs to be cleaned or 
generated when generating a new user. 
Normally, these values are typically 
false, as a new user does not have an 
existing entry in the Adaptive 
Authentication database.

Note: This Bean is multi-org sensitive.

Bean id="reenrollMatrix" This Bean indicates which of the 
user’s data needs to be cleaned or 
generated when reenrolling the user.   
Typically, all of the user’s enrollment 
information is completely removed, 
and forces the user to reenroll in 
Adaptive Authentication.

Note: This value is multi-org 
sensitive.

• <property 
name="clearChallenges">

Determines whether to clear challenge 
questions, answers, and history.

TRUE

• <property name="unbindDevices"> Determines whether to unbind all 
devices.

TRUE

• <property 
name="deleteNotifications">

Determines whether to delete pending 
notifications.

TRUE

• <property name="clearHistory"> Determines whether or not to clear the 
user’s history.

FALSE

• <property 
name="clearPreferences">

Determines whether to clear the user’s 
milter preferences.

TRUE

• <property name="clearAcsps"> Determines whether to clear the user’s 
ACSPs.

TRUE

• <property 
name="clearAcspsFailures">

Determines whether to clear the 
number of failures in the user’s 
credential account in Adaptive 
Authentication.

FALSE
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Bean id="unlockUserMatrix" This Bean indicates which of the 
user’s data needs to be cleaned or 
generated when a user has been 
unlocked. Typically, an unlocked user 
has to choose new challenge 
questions, but retains all data points.

Note: This value is multi-org 
sensitive.

• <property 
name="clearChallenges">

Determines whether to clear challenge 
questions, answers, and history.

FALSE

• <property name="unbindDevices"> Determines whether to unbind all 
devices.

FALSE

• <property 
name="deleteNotifications">

Determines whether to delete pending 
notifications.

TRUE

• <property name="clearAcsps"> Determines whether to clear the user’s 
ACSPs.

TRUE

• <property 
name="clearAcspsFailures">

Determines whether to clear the 
number of failures in the user’s 
credential account in Adaptive 
Authentication.

TRUE

Bean id="lockoutUserMatrix" Indicates which of the user’s data 
needs to be cleaned up or generated 
when locking out a user. 

Note: This value is multi-org 
sensitive.

• <property name="unbindDevices"> When a user is locked, the bindings 
are deleted if this value is true. If this 
value is false, the bindings are not 
deleted. 

Bean Information Description Default 
Values
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c-config-aggregation.xml
The following table describes the Beans in the c-config-aggregation.xml file.

Bean Information Description Default 
Values

Bean id=aggregationManager This Bean lists all the aggregators 
your institution supports. 
Currently, only Yodlee is certified 
to work with Adaptive 
Authentication. 
You can add additional Beans for 
different aggregators as needed. 
RSArecommends that you work 
with an Implementation Manager 
to ensure that all settings are 
correct.
The following parameters are not 
organization sensitive.

• <property name="aggregators"> The list of supported aggregators. 

• agg-localtest The Bean ID must strictly adhere 
to the naming format: 
agg-<aggName>

Bean id="agg-localtest" This parameter allows you to test 
the aggregator tool. This Bean 
serves as a sample template for 
you to use. You can choose to 
overwrite or delete this Bean.

• <property name="devices"> The name of the super tokens for 
agg-localtest.
The name of the super token must 
strictly adhere to the following 
format:
 agg-<aggName>-deviceX
where:
• aggName is the name of the 

aggregator
• X is the device token numbering 

(that is, 1, 2, 3...)
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Bean id="agg-localtest-device1" This parameter lists the name 
value of the first super token for 
local test, and the corresponding 
IP addresses that will use the 
token. This Bean serves as a 
sample template for you to use. 
You can choose to overwrite or 
delete this Bean.

• <property name="deviceId"> The name of the super token.

• <property name="deviceIps"> The list of corresponding IP 
addresses.

Bean id="agg-yodlee" The aggregator information for 
Yodlee.
You can choose to add additional 
aggregator information by 
replicating this Bean with a name 
unique for each aggregator.
You must strictly adhere to the 
naming format: 
agg-<aggName>
For example: Bean 
id=”agg-aggregator”

• <property name="ipOnly"> This boolean value determines 
whether you are using IPs to 
define a super token, or if you are 
using aliases for the tokens.

FALSE

Bean Information Description Default 
Values
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• <property name="devices"> The name of the super tokens for 
the aggregator. 
For Yodlee, the devices are:
• agg-yodlee-device1
• agg-yodlee-device2
• agg-yodlee-device3
You can create devices for 
different aggregators and 
supplying the appropriate super 
token name. The name of the 
super token must strictly adhere to 
the following format:
 agg-<aggName>-deviceX
• aggName = name of the 

aggregator
• X = the device token numbering 

(that is, 1, 2, 3...)

Bean id="agg-yodlee-device1”
Bean id="agg-yodlee-device2”
Bean id="agg-yodlee-device3”

This Bean defines the actual name 
for each super token and the 
corresponding IP addresses for 
Yodlee.
You can define additional names 
for super tokens for each 
aggregator that you add. The 
name of the super token must 
strictly adhere to the following 
format:
The Bean ID must strictly adhere 
to the naming format: 
 agg-<aggName>-deviceX
The name of this Bean must 
match the devices value of the 
Bean, agg-<aggName>
• aggName = name of the 

aggregator
• X = the device token numbering 

(that is, 1, 2, 3...)

Bean Information Description Default 
Values
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c-config-challenge.xml
The following table describes the Beans and parameters for the 
c-config-challenge.xml file, and the separate versions for different languages. RSA 
provides the following extra files:
• c-config-challenge_fr.xml. The challenge question configurations in French.
• c-config-challenge_ja.xml. The challenge question configurations in Japanese.

Note: To configure localization, for example to Chinese, zh-CN, do the following:
1. Copy the contents of a sample file in the rsa\configs path, for example, 

c-config-challenge_fr or c-config-challenge_jp, to a new file. Rename the file to 
c-config-challenge_zh_CN.

2. Open the c-config-challenge_zh_CN file and replace all the phrases ending with 
_fr or _jp with _zh_CN.

Bean Information Description Default 
Values

Bean id="UserChallenge" This Bean defines how a logon session 
uses the PassMarkChallengeQuestions 
based on the locale.

<property name="parameters">

• <entry key="questionGroups"> REQUIRED. DO NOT MODIFY.
This value indicates from which Bean 
the PassMarkChallengeQuestions 
instance retrieves the challenge 
questions. 

PassMark
Challenge
Questions

Bean 
id="PassMarkChallengeQuestions"

This Bean defines the groupings for the 
PassMarkQuestions. It can have one or 
more QuestionGroup children with 
each containing 1+ questions.

• <property 
name="ignoreCaseComparison">

OPTIONAL.
A boolean value that indicates whether 
or not to pay attention to capitalization 
when comparing answers to the 
PassMarkQuestions.
This comparator is independent of any 
other comparator in effect. For 
example, TypoCompartor reports an 
exact match for “ann” and “Ann”, if 
true.

TRUE
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• <property 
name="questionGroups">

REQUIRED. DO NOT MODIFY
A collection of non-overlapping 
questions representing what might be 
asked in a single challenge session. A 
user, failing a question from the first 
questionGroup, might be asked a 
question from the second 
questionGroup. 
After a question is added to a specific 
questionGroup Bean, it should never 
be moved to a different group. 

Note: questionX is the identifier for 
each questionGroup (required), where 
X is the number of the questionGroup.

Bean id="questionX" The question group name, where X 
denotes the number of the question 
group (1–3). For example:
• question1
• question2
• question3
This Bean ID should match the 
questionGroup list.
If it has an XX suffix, it denotes the 
language setting as defined by the XX 
suffix. For example:
• question1_fr = questionGroup 1 in 

French
• question2_ja = questionGroup2 in 

Japanese

• <property name="name"> The name of the question group, which 
normally corresponds to the BeanID. 
This name needs to be unique for each 
questionGroup.

• <property name="groupRetired"> A boolean value that determines if this 
entire group of questions has expired.

FALSE

Bean Information Description Default 
Values
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• <property name="questions"> REQUIRED. DO NOT MODIFY
The questions associated with the 
questiongroup, questionX. For 
example:
• Qx.1
• Qx.2
• Qx.3 

Bean id="QX.Y” The individual question with the 
questionGroup.
You can add more individual questions 
within the group, by incrementing the 
Y value.
If this Bean has an XX suffix, it denotes 
the language setting as defined by the 
XX suffix. 
For instance, Q1.1_fr is question 1.1 in 
French.

Note: Q0.0 is only used for customers 
who store the user’s questions in their 
own system. You need to pass this 
question ID.

• <property name="name"> REQUIRED.
Identifier of the individual question. 
After this name is defined, it should 
never change during the lifetime of the 
application, nor should the semantic 
content of the question.

• <property name="text"> REQUIRED.
The actual content of the question. The 
text of the question can change, but not 
semantic content.

Bean Information Description Default 
Values
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• <property name="comparators"> OPTIONAL.
The comparators are the “fuzzy logic” 
used to evaluate an answer to a 
question. There can be multiple 
comparators defined for a given 
PassMarkQuestion. These comparators 
are evaluated in order. If any 
comparator fails, the challenge fails.
Your institution can also define other 
comparators.

Note: Comparators might not be 
available for Western languages. 
Double-byte languages are not 
supported for any comparator.

• <property name="retired"> OPTIONAL
Indicates a question that has been 
withdrawn from active use. Only 
accounts using the question before it is 
retired continue to see the question 
during challenges or during 
maintenance.
• True—active
• False—retired (default)

FALSE

Bean id="StrictEquals" DO NOT MODIFY.
A comparator that requires the answers 
to be precisely the same as the given 
answer during enrollment or 
maintenance.
Use this comparator for short answers 
(six characters or less) or for numeric 
answers (year, SSN, and so on.). If no 
comparator is defined for a question, 
the comparison defaults to this 
comparator.

Note: Comparators might not be 
available for some Western languages. 
Double-byte languages are not 
supported for any comparator.

Bean Information Description Default 
Values
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Bean id="UniqueCharsX_Y" A comparator that counts the number 
of characters in both answers that do 
not appear in the other. Use this 
comparator for non-numeric answers 
that contain lots of variances (longer 
names, colors, and so on.) Avoid if 
answers are likely to contain a 
significant fraction of the alphabet.

Note: Comparators might not be 
available for Western languages. 
Double-byte languages are not 
supported for any comparator.

•  <property 
name="minimumAnswerLength">

The shortest length of an answer to test 
unique characters. Answers shorter 
than this value revert to the same 
algorithm as the StrictComparator. 
For example: “Ann” and “Nat” are two 
unique characters apart.

• <property 
name="maximumDistance">

The largest number of differing 
characters to permit before rejecting 
the answer.
For example: “Suzanne” and “Samuel” 
are only four unique characters apart.

•  <property 
name="incrementalRisk">

OPTIONAL.
The amount to decrease the score for 
each unique character difference.

1.0

Bean id="UniqueChars2_6"

•  <property 
name="minimumAnswerLength">

Shortest length of answer to test unique 
characters on. Answers shorter than 
this revert to the same algorithm as the 
StrictComparator. For example, “Ann” 
and “Nat” are only two unique 
characters apart. This is an optional 
parameter. 

2

• <property 
name="maximumDistance">

Largest number of differing characters 
to permit before rejecting the answer 
completely. “Suzanne” and “Samuel” 
are only four unique characters apart. 
This is an optional parameter.

6

Bean Information Description Default 
Values
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•  <property 
name="incrementalRisk">

The amount to decrease the score for 
each unique character difference.This 
is an optional parameter.

1.0

•  <property 
name="allowStrictMode">

Use this entry to modify the 
comparator’s behavior.When the value 
is set to false (default), the comparator 
counts the total number of characters 
that are different from the correct 
value. For example, “Roofus” instead 
of “Rufuus” counts as a two-character 
difference because the number of 
instances of an incorrect character (the 
letter o) is two. 
When the value is set to true, the 
comparator counts the number of 
unique characters that are different 
from the correct value. For example, 
“Roofus” instead of “Rufuus” counts 
as a one-character difference since the 
number of incorrect unique characters 
(the letter o) is one.

Note: If you changed the 
UniqueCharsComparatorMode flag to 
True in the previous installation, you 
must change the default value of this 
property after upgrading to 
RSA Adaptive Authentication 
(On-Premise) 6.0.2.1 SP3. 

FALSE

Bean id="UniqueChars1_4"

•  <property 
name="minimumAnswerLength">

Shortest length of answer to test unique 
characters on. Answers shorter than 
this revert to the same algorithm as the 
StrictComparator. For example, “Ann” 
and “Nat” are only two unique 
characters apart. This is an optional 
parameter. 

1

• <property 
name="maximumDistance">

Largest number of differing characters 
to permit before rejecting the answer 
completely. “Suzanne” and “Samuel” 
are only four unique characters apart. 
This is an optional parameter.

4

Bean Information Description Default 
Values
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•  <property 
name="incrementalRisk">

The amount to decrease the score for 
each unique character difference.This 
is an optional parameter.

1.0

•  <property 
name="allowStrictMode">

Use this entry to modify the 
comparator’s behavior.When the value 
is set to false (default), the comparator 
counts the total number of characters 
that are different from the correct 
value. For example, “Roofus” instead 
of “Rufuus” counts as a two-character 
difference since the number of 
instances of an incorrect character (the 
letter o) is two. 
When the value is set to true, the 
comparator counts the number of 
unique characters that are different 
from the correct value. For example, 
“Roofus” instead of “Rufuus” counts 
as a one-character difference since the 
number of incorrect unique characters 
(the letter o) is one.

Note: If you changed the 
UniqueCharsComparatorMode flag to 
True in the previous installation, you 
must change the default value of this 
property after upgrading to 
RSA Adaptive Authentication 
(On-Premise) 6.0.2.1 SP3. 

FALSE

Bean id="TypoDistanceX_Y" A comparator that measures the 
number of typing mistakes required to 
convert one answer into another. Use 
this comparator for non-numeric 
answers over about 20 characters and 
for answers with little variance (for 
example, shorter names or car makes).

Note: Comparators might not be 
available for Western languages. 
Double-byte languages are not 
supported for any comparator.

Bean Information Description Default 
Values
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•  <property 
name="minimumAnswerLength">

The shortest length of an answer to test 
for typos. Answers shorter than this 
value revert to the same algorithm as 
the StrictComparator. 
For example, “Suzann” and “Samuel” 
are only six.

1 or 2

• <property 
name="maximumDistance">

The largest number of typos to permit 
before rejecting the answer.
For example, “Sue” and “Sam” are 
only one unique character apart.

4 or 6

•  <property 
name="incrementalRisk">

OPTIONAL.
The amount to decrease the score for 
each unique character difference.

1.0

Bean id="IgnoreFinalX" DO NOT MODIFY.
A comparator that tests whether two 
answers match if the last few words in 
each are ignored. Use this comparator 
for words that might contain 
extraneous text. For example, names of 
high schools, hospitals, or streets.

Note: Comparators might not be 
available for Western languages. 
Double-byte languages are not 
supported for any comparator.

• <property 
name="tokensToIgnore">

OPTIONAL.
The amount to decrease a user score for 
each word ignored.
• IgnoreFinal1 Default = 1
• IgnoreFinal2 Default = 2

• <property 
name="incrementalRisk">

OPTIONAL.
The maximum number of words to 
ignore at the end of an answer.
• IgnoreFinal1 Default = 1
• IgnoreFinal2 Default = 2

Bean id="dateFormatTransformation" This comparator tries to match a date 
by switching around the format 
presentations to try and achieve a 
match.

Bean Information Description Default 
Values
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c-config-geoip.xml
This configuration file configures the GeoIP settings. For more information, see 
“Configure the Private IP List” on page 253.

c-config-mcf.xml
This file configures the RSA Multi-Credential Framework. The following table 
describes the Beans and properties in this file.

Important: The parameters in the c-config-mcf.xml file that are not mentioned in the 
following table should not be changed.

• <property 
name="incrementalRisk">

OPTIONAL.
The amount to decrease the match 
score for each format change.

2

<Bean id="removeAllWhiteSpace" A comparator that removes all white 
spaces to see if a match is made.

<Bean id="wordOrderMitigation" A comparator that checks if two 
answers match if a different word order 
is used.

• <property 
name="incrementalRisk">

OPTIONAL.
The amount to decrease the match 
score for each word order change.

5

Bean Information Description Default 
Values

Bean Information Description Default 
Values

Bean 
id="DEVICE_METADATA"

The metadata for positive device credentials.
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• <property name="acspStatus-
String">

Values:
• ACTIVE (default)
• DISABLED
• LOCKED
• UNLOCKED

Note: If you change the acspStatus value, 
you must also update the value in the list of 
authentication methods available for use in 
Policy Management. For more information, 
see Chapter 1, “Administration Console.”

ACTIVE

Bean 
id="PHONE_METADATA"

The metadata for OOB phone credentials.

• <property name="acspStatus-
String">

Values:
• ACTIVE
• DISABLED
• LOCKED
• UNLOCKED

Note: If you change the acspStatus value, 
you must also update the value in the list of 
authentication methods available for use in 
Policy Management. For more information, 
see Chapter 1, “Administration Console.”

ACTIVE

Bean 
id="QUESTION_METADATA"

The metadata for challenge questions 
credentials.

• property 
name="acspStatusString">

Values:
• ACTIVE
• DISABLED
• LOCKED
• UNLOCKED

Note: If you change the acspStatus value, 
you must also update the value in the list of 
authentication methods available for use in 
Policy Management. For more information, 
see Chapter 1, “Administration Console.”

ACTIVE

Bean 
id="EMAIL_METADATA"

The metadata for OOB email credentials.

Bean Information Description Default 
Values
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c-config-notification.xml
This configuration file configures the out-of-band notification information. The 
following table describes the Beans and properties in this file. 

• property name="acspStatus-
String">

Values:
• ACTIVE
• DISABLED
• LOCKED
• UNLOCKED

Note: If you change the acspStatus value, 
you must also update the value in the list of 
authentication methods available for use in 
Policy Management. For more information, 
see Chapter 1, “Administration Console.”

ACTIVE

Bean Information Description Default 
Values

Bean Information Description Default 
Values

Bean id="emailChannel" This Bean is used for out-of-band email 
credentials when you are using the 
Authentication Plug-In service or a 
VXML/telephony provider.
The parameters in this Bean are 
organization sensitive.

• messageMap

• <property name=”signOn-
Roam”>

The name of the notification email. Roam_Mail
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c-config-notificationmanager.xml
This configuration file handles all querying and sending of out-of-band notifications. 
There should only be one of these files in a given JVM. The following table describes 
the Beans and properties in this file. 

web.xml
As part of the Configuration Framework, you need to modify the web.xml file to 
perform the different configuration functions. 
The web.xml file sets some of the basic functionality for RSA Adaptive 
Authentication (On-Premise). It is located in the WEB-INF directory.
The following table outlines some of the variables required for different types of 
configurations. It shows the various configurations that are allowable when loading 
from the database, files, or a combination of both. Any other configuration results in 
error conditions.

Bean Information Description Default 
Values

Bean id="notificationManager Handles all querying and sending 
notifications. There should only be one 
per JVM.
The parameters in this Bean are not 
organization sensitive.

• <property 
name="cleanupPeriod">

Defines how often to clean out the 
database of any extra notification 
messages (in milliseconds)

3600000 
(milliseconds)

• <property 
name="cleanupErrorLimit">

Defines how many database errors the 
notification manager encounters before 
stopping all cleaning procedures. The 
notification manager halts all cleanup 
efforts for 24 hours after encountering 
this limit in order to prevent 
unnecessary network traffic.

3

Database Only Files Only Database& Files

loadLocalConfigsOnly = 
FALSE

loadLocalConfigsOnly = 
TRUE

loadLocalConfigsOnly = 
FALSE

secondaryBasePathList = 
Empty

secondaryBasePathList = 
”directory name”

secondaryBasePathList = 
“directory name”
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web.xml Parameters 

Bean Information Description

<param-name>bootstrapConfigFile</param-name> The bootstrap database connection and configuration 
loading that is used by 
PassMarkContextLoaderListener. 
This file needs to be in the /class directory for 
RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) to load 
correctly.
Default Value—pmBootstrapConfigs.xml

Note: Do not change this value.

<param-name>loadLocalConfigsOnly</param-name> If the value is set to true, the local configurations are 
loaded from the paths specified in the 
localFilesBasePath and secondaryBasePathList.
If the value is set to false, loading is performed from 
the database and the configTreeName is defined.
Default Value—true

<param-name>localFilesBasePath</param-name> The directory where the local files required for the 
Configuration Framework are located. 
Default Value—configs

Note: Do not change this value.

<param-name>secondaryBasePathList</param-name> The directory where the external files required for the 
Configuration Framework reside. This path can be 
relative to the classpath (classes directory) or an 
absolute path.
If the parameter is not configured by default, it 
should be configured during the installation.

<param-name>configTreeName</param-name> Name of the configuration tree in the database from 
which to load the configurations.
Default Value—PMRoot

Note: For Adaptive Authentication Admin, a 
separate configuration tree is required with a 
configuration tree name other than the default name 
listed above.
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c-config-validators.xml
This configuration file allows you to configure business validation implementations.

Important: AdaptiveAuthBusinessValidatorList includes a list of business validators. 
Consult with RSA before removing or changing these files.

c-config-validators.xml includes the following Beans:
<bean class="com.rsa.csd.ws.impl.AdaptiveAuthBusinessValidatorList" 
id="AdaptiveAuthBusinessValidatorList" scope="prototype">
<property name="validatorList">
<list>
<ref bean="SchemaVersionBusinessValidator"/>
<ref bean="MobileDeviceRequestBusinessValidator"/>
<ref bean="ClientDefinedEventTypeBusinessValidator"/>
<ref bean="CaseManagementClientDefinedFactBusinessValidator"/>
<ref bean="AuthenticateSessionIdBussinessValidator"/>
<ref bean="NotifyUpdateUserIdentificationDataBusinessValidator"/>
<ref bean="HTTPSessionBusinessValidator"/>
<ref bean="IPBusinessValidator"/>
<ref bean="MobileSDKBusinessValidator"/>
</list>
</property>
</bean>

validate.*.properties
These configuration files allow you to configure basic validations for API elements.

Important: Do not change the values of the parameters in this file.
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G Localization and Internationalization
This appendix describes how to adapt RSA Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) so 
that the user interface, input, display, and other features of the Back Office 
applications can be displayed in various languages and regions. 

Localize the Back Office Applications
You can localize the Back Office applications to translate application text and adapt 
the applications to different languages and regions. You can make the applications 
locale-specific by editing the respective Back Office resource bundles.

Note: Adaptive Authentication supports localization of the Back Office applications 
to one language. You cannot use different languages for different users, organizations, 
or applications. 

To localize the Back Office applications:

1. Access the properties files. 
For information about Properties Files locations, see “Localization Properties 
Files” on page 306.

2. Edit the .properties file as necessary.
For example, to translate the string “test” from English to Spanish in the Policy 
Management application, in the messagesPM.properties file, you must change:

pm.rule.ruleStatus.enum.= Test

to
pm.rule.ruleStatus.enum.= Prueba
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Localization Properties Files

Application File Location

Access 
Management 

/accessmanagement/WEB-INF/classes /displaytag.properties

/accessmanagement/WEB-INF/classes/com/rsa/csd/backoffice/common/
ApplicationResources.properties

/accessmanagement/WEB-INF/classes/com/rsa/csd/backoffice/accessmanagement/
ApplicationResource.properties

/accessmanagement/WEB-INF/classes/com/rsa/ui/jsp/taglibs/common/
tagi18n_en_US.properties

Case Management /casemanagement/WEB-INF/classes/displaytag.properties

/casemanagement/WEB-INF/classes/org/apache/struts/action/LocalStrings.properties

/casemanagement/WEB-INF/classes/rsatag-config.properties

/casemanagement/WEB-INF/classes/HTMLStrings.properties

/casemanagement/WEB-INF/classes/com/rsa/csd/backoffice/common/
ApplicationResources.properties

/casemanagement/WEB-INF/classes/com/rsa/csd/backoffice/casemanagement/
ErrorResources.properties

/casemanagement/WEB-INF/classes/com/rsa/ui/jsp/taglibs/common/
tagi18n_en_US.properties

Back Office Suite backoffice/WEB-INF/classes/com/rsa/webui/common/messagesBO.properties

backoffice/WEB-INF/classes/com/rsa/webui/adminconsole/messagesAC.properties

<backoffice folder>/WEB-INF/classes/com/rsa/webui/csradmin/messagesCA.properties

<backoffice folder>/WEB-INF/classes/com/rsa/webui/policymanagement/messagesPM.
properties

Report Viewer /reportviewer/WEB-INF/classes/com/passmarksecurity/reportviewer/
ReportResources.properties

/reportviewer/WEB-INF/classes 
/com/passmarksecurity/reportviewer/ApplicationResources.properties

/reportviewer/WEB-INF/classes /rsatag-config.properties

/reportviewer/WEB-INF/classes /HTMLStrings.properties

/reportviewer/WEB-INF/classes/com/rsa/csd/backoffice/common/ApplicationResource
s.properties
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Define Chinese Characters in Microsoft Internet Explorer 8
If you use Chinese text and access the Administration Console and Policy 
Management application pages using Microsoft Internet Explorer 8, you may see 
square symbols instead of text. You must define Chinese as the default font for 
Internet Explorer. 

To define Chinese as the default font:

1. Select Tools > Internet Options
2. On the General tab, in the Appearance section, click Fonts.
3. From the Language script drop-down list, select Chinese Simplified.
4. From the Webpage font list, select Arial Unicode MS.
5. Click OK. 

Note: You should only do this procedure once in the browser. 

/reportviewer/WEB-INF/classes/com/rsa/ui/jsp/taglibs/common/
tagi18n_en_US.properties

WS Credentials /wscredentialmanager/WEB-INF/classes /displaytag.properties

/wscredentialmanager/WEB-INF/classes/com/rsa/csd/backoffice/
ApplicationResources.properties

/wscredentialmanager/WEB-INF/classes/com/rsa/csd/backoffice/wscredentialmanager/
ApplicationResources.properties

/wscredentialmanager/WEB-INF/classes/com/rsa/ui/jsp/taglibs/common/
tagi18n_en_US.properties

Application File Location
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